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Ithaca
When you set out on your journey to Ithaca, 

pray that the road is long, 
full of adventure, fidl of knowledge.
The Lestrygonians and the Cyclops, 

the angry Poseidon — do not fear them:
You will never Snd such as these on your path, 

if  your thoughts remain lofty, if  a hne 
emotion touches your spirit and your body.

The Lestrygonians and the Cyclops, 
the Gerce Poseidon you will never encounter, 

if  you do not carry them within your soul, 
if  your soul does not set them up before you.

Pray that the road is long.
That the summer mornings are many, when, 

with such pleasure, with such joy 
you will enter ports seen for the Grst time;

stop at Phoenician markets, 
and purchase Gne merchandise,

mother-of-pearl and coral, amber and ebony, 
and sensual perfumes of all kinds, 

as many sensual perfumes as you can; 
visit many EgypGan ciGes, 

to leam and learn from scholars.

Always keep Ithaca in your mind.
To arrive there is your ultimate goal.
But do not hurry the voyage at aU.

It is better to let it last for many years; 
and to anchor at the island when you are old, 

nch with all you have gained on the way, 
not expecting that Ithaca will offer you nches.

Ithaca has given you the heauGful voyage. 
Without her you would have never set out on the road. 

She has nothing more to give you.

And if  you find her poor, Ithaca has not deceived you. 
Wise as you have become, with so much experience, 

you must already have understood what Ithacas mean.

Constantine P. Cavafy (1911)
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ABSTRACT

In the early Platonic dialogues Socrates uses the concept of f/unu/Mü, which is 

commonly translated as 'capacity', 'power', ' ability', or 'potentiality', in connection with 

his search for true knowledge of morality. He ascribes it to inanimate, rational and non- 

rational animate substances, intelligible entities and abstract ideas. No matter how often the 

philosopher uses the term, he does not develop a model for it. In this dissertation, then, I 

argue that the Socratic assumptions concerning (fw/za/Miy rely for the most part on what the 

philosophic tradition before Socrates had established. Like his predecessors, the earlynatural 

philosophers, Socrates understands (funa/Mü to be a property of animate and inanimate 

objects that merely signifies the capacity to change or cause change, but he fails to explain 

the nature of the interaction between (fwna/Miy, basically an immaterial entity, and a material 

animate or inanimate object. His focus merely on human shows that a is

related to a particular activity of a specific object with a speciGc nature, it is manifested 

under specific circumstances, and difference in the object is a necessary and sufficient 

condition for difference in the rfunumû.



INTRODUCTION

This is an experience which is characteristic of a philosopher, 
this wondering (rAawTMazem): this is where philosophy begins 
and nowhere else. (Plato, 155d2-4)

The initial premise of this project was conceived during a discussion with Professor 

Hugh Benson. At the time I was looking for a dissertation topic and Professor Benson was 

working on his book titled The wondering, to use Plato's terminology, was

over the philosophical significance of (/wmamis in Socrates' claims regarding knowledge and 

morality. Socrates uses to refer to a property ofhumans gwa humans, o f inanimate

objects and of abstract ideas such as knowledge, fecAne, etc. No matter how often he uses 

the term, he does not discuss it in detail for reasons about which one can only speculate. 

P erh^s Socrates did not have all the different npances the term entails as pointed out later 

by Aristotle; afterall, the Greek language was still developing philosophically. Or for what 

is worth, he might have intended to elaborate on cfMMaoiM, but caught up in the elenctic 

arguments in search of true knowledge of morality, he did not. However, every time he uses 

the term, he appears to know what it means.

Understanding Socrates' claims on (fwna/Mü will help to understand his inteUectualist 

approach to virtue and address more efGciently a possible model o f Socratic epistemology. 

Given that Socrates does not discuss exclusively, one way to decipher his claims

is to look into the applications of the term in the philosophic literature that existed before and 

during his time. Clearly, Socrates' philosophy is the product of the political and cultural 

circumstances in Athens; hence it only makes sense when dealing with ambiguous terms in 

his philosophical system to seek the help o f those elements.
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The investigation of the philosophic literature that was present before and during 

Socrates' time poses one serious limitation. SpeciGcally, the evidence that has come down 

to us 6om  the works of the Presocratic philosophers is hagmentary. This alone makes 

forming a deAnitive idea of their use of rather impossible. To overcome this

obstacle, I consult the Aristotelian, in many respects, inclusive model o f dunami;. By 

Aristotle's own admission, some of the features o f his model were present in the accounts 

of his predecessors. The goal is to provide a much sought for insight to the obscure uses of 

the Presocratic and Socratic model. At the same time, I draw the similarities and also address 

the weaknesses of their accounts that prompted Aristotle's comprehensive response.

To efGciently discuss the above topics, I divide this project into four inter-related 

chapters. In the Arst chapter, I introduce and establish the various facts that I will be 

assuming throughout the work. After a short presentaAon on the literary sources, I start with 

the beghmings of philosophy and the philosophical community before and during Socrates' 

time in Greece A Ah century B.C. In the brief account of the philosophic culture, besides the 

early philosophers, I also include the "forerunners", Homer and Hesiod, whose works, 

though mythical and not clearly philosophical, consAtute the prelude to an explanaAon of the 

world that began with Thales. I continue with an exposiAon of the cultural and poliAcal 

situaAon in Socrates' birth city, Athens, that undoubtedly inAuenced his philosophical 

pursuits. The above statements, of course, can be coherent only if  Socrates existed as a 

philosopher as well. Hence, for the remainder of this chapter, I address in some detail what 

has been dubbed in the Aterature as the 'SocraAc Problem'; namely, whether Socrates is a 

hterary AcAon or the real philosopher. Since it is not my intenAon to criAcally evaluate this



tension, it suffices for the purposes of this work to side with one part of the literature 

acknowledging its shortcomings. Hence, I am in agreement for the most part with the 

arguments for the existence of Socrates as a philosopher as Plato reconstructs bis views in 

the early dialogues. Finally, I conclude this chapter by looking into Socrates' intellectual 

upbringing and his alleged teachers using for the most part Plato's testimony.

In the second chapter, I give a sample of the various applications of found

in the different branches of ancient Greek literature. Next I delve into an etymological 

analysis of the term as well as the semantics of the various derivatives. This

analysis yields two important features of (/wMOfMÜ, one as a capacity and the other as 

potentiality. As I explain subsequently, these two paradigms, according to Aristotle, are 

fbcally related. I end this section by looking into the question why the ancient philosophers 

should and did address the concept of (/wma/MÜ.

In the third chapter, I investigate the dynamic conception of the world in the early 

philosophic writings. In this chapter, I do not intend to provide a thorough investigation of 

the Presocratic treatment of the concept, mainly because any such project is crippled by the 

mere fact that what is left of the Presocratic works is hagmentary and testimonial. Dw/m/Miy 

as used by the early philosophers, is merely instrumental to their accounts of rationally 

explaining the world. I argue that the early philosophers along with the two mythologists, 

Homer and Hesiod have implicitly or explicitly stated the following regarding the concept 

of D l. the distinction ofbeing between its function (ergorz) and its (funa/MÜ; D2.

the distinction between rational and non-rational (/wMameiy; D3. the fundamental feature of 

as the capacity to change, move and cause change; D4. the fundamental feature of



as the potentiality to be or become something; D5. the relation between capacity and 

potentiality is that something is potentially capable to be or become something.

In the fourth chapter, I investigate Socrates' take on and its role in the early

dialogues. To show how fits in Socrates's search formerai truth, I first discuss his

philosophic agenda. A brief exposition shows that the role of dwno/MA is secondary to his 

investigation of the principles that govern an ethical life. Since his primary concern is 

morality, investigation on secondary concepts, instrumental to drawing the picture of 

morality, would be either limited or redundant. Hence, in the case of dwM<3/Mz.y, Socrates will 

rely for the most part on what the tradition before him has established. An overview of the 

(/wnamezj' in the Socratic universe reveals that hke his predecessors: a. Socrates ascribes 

dw/zayMez.y to animate and inanimate substances, to intelligible entities and abstract ideas; b. 

it is implicit in his statements that his cfwna/MeA are immaterial entities that merely signify 

the capacity to change or cause change; c. he fails to explain the nature of the interaction 

between an immaterial entity, and a material animate or inanimate substance. His

focus mostly on the human yielded the following criteria: 1. A (fwMa/Mza is related

to a particular activity of a specific substance with a specific nature; 2. it is manifested under 

specific circumstances; 3. two z/wMa/Mgz.; can be related to two distinct objects only to be 

differentiated by some kind of relation they each have to the specific object.

In the fifth and final chapter of this project I draw the conclusions. I revisit the thesis 

of this project which is to primarily discuss the concept of 6fzz/zzz/Mz.y in the early Platonic 

dialogues. I address how the historical and technical part of this project, the first and second 

chapters respectively, help us understand the philosophical issues discussed in the third and



fourth chapters.Next I provide a brief overview of the goals and theses that were argued in 

each chapter. Finally, I discuss the contributions of my project to the Socratic literature.



CHAPTER 1 

DwMWMW: The Phenomenon

1.1 Introduction

Anthropologically and linguistically, Copi observes, when a culture is concerned 

"with a given phenomenon, [that] is reflected in the vocabulary of that culture."' The Hopi 

Indians, for instance, assign different words to slightly different kinds of clouds; the same 

practice we find in the Eskimo culture for snow.

In the ancient Greek philosophical culture, with the appearance of the first accounts 

that rationally explain the Aos/nos, also makes its appearance in the vocabulary of

that culture. It has been understood as 'capacity', 'ability', 'power', 'possibility' and 

'potentiality' without any clear distinction how all these terms may relate to each other until 

Aristotle's time. With the beginnings of philosophy, rfwiunrü makes its shadowy ̂ pearance 

in the accounts of the early cosmolpgists, merely denoting the ability to do something. It 

continues its ascent in the philosophy ofSocrates keeping its original meaning and expanding 

its range to encompass some rather obscure uses such as "knowledge is Plato

prepares it for its center stage look when he clearly makes rfwna/MÜ one of the essential 

characteristics ofbeing. He realizes that a proper explanation of any form of change in the 

physical objects would have to include active and passive (fwnayMeü. Still, his account fails

'Copi, I.M. "Essence and Accident". In Co/ZecAoM Cnhcaf Efsays.
Edited by Moravcsik, J.M.E. London: MacMillan, 1968, p. 155.

^This use, though obscure, is quite essential to deciphering Socratic 'intellectuahsm'. 
For more on the Socratic uses of (fw/iamiy see chapter 4.



to capture an essential feature of (/«namw which is the ability to be. Aristotle recognizes that 

the inability ofhis predecessors to elaborately discuss this essential sense of (fwMa/Mw comes 

6om having ignored the important distinction between being as potentiahty ((fw/za/Mez) and 

being as actuality e/iWecAeza). This distinction constitutes the backbone of

Aristotle's theory of zfw/za/MÜ. The value of the contribution of the above thinkers to 

Aristotle's views has not gone unnoticed. When it comes to his theory of du/iumw, it is clear 

not only by his own admission but by the textual evidence hrom his predecessors that the 

background assumptions on the concept o f (fwMWMzs consist of what die philosophic tradition 

had already tacidy or explicitly assumed about duna/Mw.

This rough sketch of the presence of z/wnazML; in the m ^or philosophical systems at 

work in ancient Greece dfth century B.C. is to be treated only as a prelude of what is to 

fbUow. Specidcally, what I intend to do for the remainder o f this dissertation is to elaborately 

discuss the concept of dunamis, its features and role in the cosmological systems of the early 

philosophers as well as in Socrates’ quest for true knowledge of morality. The significance 

of this undertaking is threefold. First, by drawing attention to the works of the early 

philosophers, the reader will get a glimpse of how the term has originally heen used and 

evolved philosophically. Secondly, this exposition will provide an insight into the 

background of the Socratic assumptions and uses o f rAznn/Mw; this will be quite instrumental 

especially when addressing Socrates' "intellectuahsm" with respect to virtue, namely, that 

virtue is some kind of knowledge and knowledge is a kind of dizna/Mw. Thirdly, this inquiry 

will also reveal which features of zfizna/Mzs Aristotle's model shares with the above accounts, 

as well as the limitations of those accounts that prompted Aristotle's detailed response.



Before I proceed with the project, it is important that I make the following remarks. 

First, upon discussing the Presocratic and Socratic uses of duna/MM, I do not assume the 

thinkers had a theory of (fwMumzs or they were knowingly advancing one. What they had to 

say about it at best constitutes the embryonic stages of a theory of (/wnamw. Secondly, I will 

only refer to texts that the actual word (funamiy occurs. As I point out in the second chapter, 

the cognates that derived 6om the same root as (fuma/uü have for the most part the same 

meaning, namely, the abihty to do something. As for the mathematical and adverbial use of 

the term I will only mention them in passing.

Further, with respect to the investigation on the concept o f c&mamis before Socrates, 

I limit it only to the philosophical community acknowledging that I might be ignoring further 

uses possibly instrumental to understanding the philosophical repercussions on the Socratic 

model of (fwnamü. To make use of all the ancient Greek literature, no matter how valuable 

that might prove to be, would require an inexhaustible amount of time that would go beyond 

the scope of this project. In all fairness, though, when the occasion arises, I will make 

extensive use of specific branches that lie outside the philosophic literature such as epic 

poetry, tragedy or comedy, hi regards with the views and opinions o f the early philosophers, 

I can only claim approximation, since their work is either hagmentaiy or testimonial which 

makes any interpretation open to uncertainty. Finally, it is my ultimate aim to understand 

these thinkers and their philosophies within their historical and cultural time hame.

With this much said, I will now turn to the project. The goal of this chu ter is to 

introduce the protagonists and the cultural milieu that harbored their philosophical quest. 

Athens, in a span of two centuries witnessed dramatic changes in the areas o f economy,



political affairs, art and literature. Meanwhile, philosophically, the ancient Greeks of sixth 

and Gfth century B.C. would evidence the transition 6om /MytAoj; to /ogo.;. Philosophic 

explanation reflects the blend between the mythopoetic elanents and rational thinking. By 

the time Socrates expounds his philosophy the process o f de-mythologizing originating with 

the early natural philosophers was under way. In a sense, Socrates was found at the 

crossroads of two trends: the old mythopoetic tradition, with which in essence Greek wisdom 

used to be identihed, giving its place to the argumentative, self-critical and explanatory 

movement.

In the course of this exposition, I will discuss the crude beginnings of philosophy and 

its early representatives. Next, I will address the political and cultural factors that played the 

pivotal role in Socrates' philosophical views. Finally, I will discuss the man himself and the 

controversy surrounding his existence as a philosopher. For the most part, the answers to

these questions come from studying the original sources, what has come down to us since 

antiquity. Hence, it is worth digressing momentarily to address the literary sources, and what 

it is that modem scholarship is faced with when it comes to ancient literature.

1.2 Sources: How Did the Ancients Reach Us?

When we read the woiks of modem authors, rarely do we have trouble obtaining a 

complete and accurate text as well as reliable editions. Even though secondary literature aids 

our understanding of the primary text, still we are able to judge its worth and critically 

evaluate it on its own merits. The scenario, though, is quite different with ancient authors.

Classical Greek literature has been the product of various historical events stretching



over thousands of years in which many significant, political and cultural factors have heen

at w oit. Several internal and external developments within the society would be reflected

upon politics, or any form of art or hterature.^

Written records of the dramatic changes that took place in the Greek society are dated

as far back as the eighth century B.C., mainly because it was around that time that Greeks

were introduced to the alphabetic writing by the Phoenicians. This, of course, does not mean

that literature as a form of oral composition began at that time; historical and archaeological

evidence shows that during the centuries preceding alphabetic writing, there were various

&»rms of oral composition such as poetry, songs and storytelling. The material o f these

compositions was designed to be sung or recited in rehgious festivals or for passing time, and

it would express personal sentiments about the lives and adventures of ancestral heroes or

the achievements and conflicts of the gods.

The original manuscript of such works was a document handwritten by the author or

dictated to a scribe. “Publication” consisted in reproducing several copies of the original by

hand and distributing them everywhere. As Plato mentions:

when it has once been written down, every discourse rolls about everywhere 
reaching indiscriminately those with understanding no less than those who 
have no business with it, and it doesn't know to whom it should speak and to 
whom it should not.(f Aaeffwf 275el-5)

Unfortunately, no ancient prototypes have survived. One m ^ or factor that contributed

^For an example o f this, see my account account of Athens before and during 
Socrates' life in section 1.5. Also see Phillipson, C. THoZ q/'.ÿocrurgs. London: Stephens 
& Sons Ltd, 1928, pp. 1-11. And Lesky's detailed chapter on “The Flowering of the Greek 
City State”. In Lesky, A. Tfüro?}' LfreraTwre. Great Britain: Methuen & Co. Ltd,
1966, pp. 241-505.
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to the loss o f the literary text was the change of the medium of circulating the written works; 

the roll was replaced by the codex, which was much easier to read. Unavoidably, in that 

transition some of the original text was either lost or replaced. Also, there was a signiGcant 

loss o f the classical Greek literature with the burning of the Alexandrian Library in 47 B.C. 

With approximately 700,000 volumes at the time of the destruction, many of the classical 

texts along with the critical editions of the commentators were lost.^

As a result, the works o f the ancients have descended to us through copies of copies. 

Almost always such a transmission guarantees accidents, which become more pronounced 

with the Greek language changing over the centuries. Each time a text was copied by hand, 

it was very likely that the writer might have introduced errors depending on the interests, 

prqudices, approaches and purposes, some of them knowingly, others unbeknownst to him. 

Further, it was unavoidable that what was destined for the public would either be corrupted 

or tampered with, since there were no copyright laws for the protection of literary work. One 

such example would be the works of the tragedians. Lycurgus’ attempt to protect them 

proved unsuccessful due to the improvisations of the actors.

Given the above reasons, any modem rendition of an ancient work is the product of 

a selective process where the editor will determine which manuscript and suggestions made 

by scholars is most likely the correct one. The most obvious problem of such a process, 

though, is that it leaves room for more than one interpretation.

''For an extensive account on the transmision of Greek literature and its accidents, see 
Lesky, Albin, yf JTwrn/y q/" London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1966; Dover,
Kenneth (et al.), Literan/re, 2nd ed., Oxford, New York: Oxford University
Press, 1997.

11



The situation becomes far worse when it comes to the Presocratic text. Besides two 

short essays by Gorgias, all of the originals, except for some ûagmentary text, and ancient 

copies o f the Presocratic philosophers' works have been destroyed. We know of these 

thinkers and their philosophies through such preserved fragments that vary 6om a single 

word to over fifty lines (i.e. in the Parmenidean poem), or through quotations included in 

the works o f others. Both Plato and Aristotle preserved some o f the actual hragments, though 

at times they mixed them with their own renditions of their views. The Neoplatonist 

Simplicius delivered more accurate quotations especially hom Parmenides, Empedocles, 

Anaxogoras and Diogenes ofApollonia. And he had a good reason to do so. His commentary 

on Aristotle's De Coe/o and PAyfzca was set to explain the philosopher's attitude towards 

his predecessors; thus it was quite important that he used their actual words.^

Another source of our knowledge ofthe Presocratic’s views is through testimonia and 

the doxographical tradition. Doxography, which literally means collections of opinions 

{doxa), was done different ways. Either each major topic of discussion was considered in 

separate sections along with the views of the various thinkers within each section; such is 

the nature of Aetius' Keh/fm P/ncim and Theophrastus' book on Or it was done

^Another author who preserved fragments through his work was Plutarch. In his 
MbraZ Eyaqyf hundreds of quotations have either been expanded or interpolated. The sceptic 
philosopher and physician, Sextus Empiricus, uses quotations 6om early passages on 
cognition and reliability. The theologian Hippolytus' work, q/' vf//
includes seventy sayings 6om Heracleitus' philosophy. In his biographical and doxogr^hical 
notices, Zzvar q/" Fa/Mows P/u/osqpAerg, Diogenes Laertius illustrates occasional short 
quotations. Finally, John Stobaeus used Democritus' hagments found in compendia and 
handbooks in his vfrntAo/qgzczw:.

^This book is 6>r the most part extant. According to Diogenes Laertius, Theophrastus 
also wrote approximately eighteen books ofPAyfzcaZ Opmioms including information 6om

12



in the form of biographical doxography, which was primarily a medley of all the opinions

of each philosopher along with biographical notes on their lives.

However, all of the above sources are faced with the same question, how accurately

the words of the early philosophers have been reported. The authors of the direct quotations

need not have seen the original work, since they could get their information 6om available

summaries, compendia or anthologies. Further adulteration ofthe material could also be due

to the fact that it may have come hom memory as might have been the case of Plato and

Aristotle;^ or it might have been construed to h t the context it is part o f

Hence, the reader will have access to the quotation but be left in the dark regarding

the reasoning. As Mouraletos' attests:

No other held offers as inviting a challenge to the philosophical imagination, 
yet in as demanding an environment o f evidential and interpretive controls.^

What kind of conclusion is then one to draw? It appears hom this brief exposition

that any serious investigation of the ancient text is most likely doomed to failure hom the

onset given the condition of the sources. Granted that the condihon of the sources poses a

serious problem for accurately analyzing the data, I shll beheve it is reasonable to assume

that the researcher can achieve to some degree an accurate evaluation o f an ancient thinker's

Thales to Plato.

^Some scholars have expressed their skepticism with the evidence presented not only 
in Aristotle but Theophrastus as well. See, for instance, Chemiss, H.F. f  CnAcmm
q/"frefocratrc Baltimore, 1935; Furley, D.J., Allen, R.E. (eds.). S'/Wies m
frggocrairc fArZcwqpAy. Vol. 1. London: Routledge and K. Paul; New York: Humanities 
Press, 1970.

^Mourelatos, A.P.D. CoZ/ecfron q/̂  CniicaZ E'ffoyf. 1st ed.
Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Press, 1974, p. 3.
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views. One way it can be done is by comparing the textual evidence hom different sources 

and drawing the possible similarities.

Keeping these in mind, I would like to make a hnal note on die actual sources of this 

work. My investigation on the concept of (fwnuTMK will heavily rely on the textual evidence 

of the Presocratic philosophers as well as the Platonic and Aristotelian corpus. Since I will 

be using quotations hom the above realms o f philosophy very often, to avoid congestion, I 

will resort to the standard way of citing text. Specihcally, the following references are widely 

used in books and articles on the Presocratics and Platonic philosophy:

In reference to the Presocratics, I will be using the standard edition of the classic 

work by Diels and Kranz, Die Fragmente cfer PbrsoAratzÆer. Each Presocratic is assigned a 

number. Namely, the hagments are assigned numbers preceded by the letter '"B." So, the 

number for Heraclitus is 22, the Heracletean fragment 101 is referred to as DK 22B101. 

Likewise, the testimonia are assigned numbers preceded by the letter "A." Regarding the 

translations of these fragments, I will be using Freeman’s complete translation of the B- 

sections ofthe 6fdi edition of Diels, F ragm ent der FbrsoAradAer. Freeman, K, vincf/fa to 

tAeFre-^ocrancFAi/osqpAers. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1983.

As for the Platonic text I will be using F/ato. Con^/ete fPbrty. Edited, with 

introduction and notes, by John M. Cooper. Indianopohs, Indiana: Hackett Publishing 

Company, Inc., 1997.1 will mention individually translations other than the ones provided 

in the above text. The Aristotelian text comes from 7%e Co/?^7/ete IFbrAg o/^Ærstot/e. The 

revised Oxford translation edited by Jonathan Barnes. 2nd printing. Vol. 1-2. Princeton, 

New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1985.
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With the discussion on the literary sources in place, I will start my inquiry with the 

conditions that made ancient Greece the cradle of western philosophy. This exposition is 

important, for it brings into light what transpired that led to the development of the 

philosophical views of the early thinkers. In short, it discusses the existent cultures that 

served as the foundation of the Presocratic philosophy.

U  The Beginnings of Greek Philosophy'

Any substantial reference to Greek philosophy, at some point, would have to involve 

a discussion on the defining characteristics of what is considered philosophical versus non- 

philosophical thought. One approach is to have the epistemological and ontological questions 

asked by Plato and Aristotle serve as characteristic o f philosophical thought. A different 

approach would be to consider philosophical the view that focuses on providing a rational 

explanation in place of the mythopoetical explanations o f the Aosmos

given merely by Homer and Hesiod.

Besides the various advantages, both positions share some rather serious 

shortcomings. The Grst one marginalizes specihc schools of thought such as the Milesians 

whose contributions are largely in natural science. The second approach has the spotlight 

fall only on specific individuals, while dismissing others; far instance, the Pythagorean 

system, that gained its founder the label of the "obscure" philosopher, allows for mysticism

'In this section I do not intend to embark on the question, which peoples, in general, 
originated philosophy. According to Diogenes Laertius (Li-ii), some among the Greeks 
assigned the origins of philosophy to foreign peoples while others insisted it was o f Greek 
origin. Rather, I am interested in the features that distinguish ancient Greek philosophy 6om 
other allegedly pre-existing philosophical systems.
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that goes beyond what one would expect from a rational explanation.

To avoid such disparities modem scholarship offers a third avenue. Instead of trying 

to come up with criteria to distinguish the philosophic &om the non-philosophic, they see 

Greek philosophy emerging gradually. De-personifying or de-mythologizing becomes the 

result o f a continuous process o f gradual transitions, where originality came through 

innovation'". The impression of the "Greek Miracle', of Greek philosophy being borne ex 

niAfYo, has become obsolete. Views such as Burnet's that Greeks ""were bom observers"," 

or Heath's credit of the success of the Greeks to their being ""a natural race of thinkers"" 

have been abandoned. Rather, the deciding factor of this gradual emergence has been the 

adoption of rational discourse over mytAqpoi&yü. Naturally, the question to ask is what 

prompted such a course o f action, so that the works o f Homer and Hesiod, with which the 

ancient Greeks grew up, were abandoned as popular /nytAoi. Several factors had been at 

work. Most of them are exemplified in the Ionian Greek city of Miletus, which by most 

philosophical accounts has been credited with the beginnings of Greek philosophy and 

science in the dawn of sixth century B.C."

'"This view was initially advanced by Comfbrd, F.M. f  TTie
CWgiMs Ai/oyqpAfco/ 7%ougAr. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press,
1952. Subscribers to this ^proach are Lloyd, G.E.R. Afhgzc, and Expenence.
Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979; West, M.L. Greek

am/ ike Grzeni. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971.

"Bumet, J. GreekPAz/oaqpAy. P art/. 7%a/eg toP/aro. London: McMillan, 1928, p.8.

'%eath, T.L. X ARjio/y q/"GreekA/arAeTMaizcy. Vol. 1. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 
1921, p.6.

'^Besides Miletus, the city o f Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes, Samos, 
Pythagoras' birthplace, Colophon, the native city of Xenophanes, and Ephesus, Heraclitus'
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Mainland Greece is a mountainous land and the poverty of its soil forced the 

inhabitants to navigation, immigration and more importantly to the foundation of new 

colonies. Miletus, being one of them, is located on the Aegean coast o f Asia Minor. As the 

founder o f many colonies, it enjoyed prominence not only because of its commercial 

relations with other Greek cities but also because of its multi-faceted contact with non-Greek 

civilizations such as Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Lydians of inland Asia Minor. Being a 

Greek colony, she shared with the rest o f the Greeks the same language, social structure and 

Homeric culture; the Milesians recognized Homer's poems and the Olympian gods as their 

own.

Interestingly enough, the Milesians did not espouse blindly what they inherited; 

rather, they adapted it to meet their own standards. They allowed themselves to get exposed 

to the culturally foreign elements of such prestigious civilizations as Egypt and 

Mesopotamia'^ thus establishing a new intellectual tradition. The openness to different

home, were among the Ionian cities that in a span of approximately half a century gave rise
to new intellectual tradition.

'''Traces of such influence are found in Thales' cosmology. The near-eastern part of 
his account is indicated by his conception that the earth rests on water. (Aristotle, On rAe 
HiazveTM 2.13 294a28).The Egyptians Conceived the earth as a flat, rimmed dish resting on 
water. In the Babylonian creation story ofEridu 'aU land was sea'; then Marduk built a ieed- 
hut on a raft on the surface of the water which became the earth. Haodotus also reports that 
''the Egyptians were the Srst to declare this doctrine too, that the human soul is immortal, 
and each time the body perishes it enters into another animal as it is bom. When it has made 
a circuit of all terrestrial, marine, and winged animals, it once again enters a human body as 
it is bom. Its circuit takes three-thousand years. Some Greeks have adopted this doctrine, 
some earlier and some later, as if  it were peculiar to them. I know their names, but do not 
write them." (Hütones 2.123). It is believed the names Herodotus denies to disclose could 
be the Pythagoreans. Also Plato, several times, has his characters recount stories that show 
the interconnectedness of Greeks and the above civilizations. See, for example, Cntms 108e- 
109a, 113a; Tïmuezty 21bff, 25e. See also Aristotle's reference to Egypt and Babylon
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ideologies and the knack of the Milesians for adaptive borrowing were both quite 

instrumental to expanding their own intellectual horizons. Furthermore, the financial security 

they enjoyed due to the growing industry, shipping and trade, gave them relative heedom for 

philosophical speculation and expression.'^ Additionally, the availabihty of written works 

did not limit hteracy to a certain caste of the population.'^

One would, of course, argue that the above conditions by themselves are not enough 

to make Miletus the epicenter of the emergence of Greek philosophy. Doubtlessly, they were 

present in the Babylonians, Egyptians, and Mesopotamians. Indeed, these civilizations shared 

the same conditions with Miletus, but their accounts lacked the explanatory and systematic, 

the coherent and argumentative, the self-reflective and the critical.'^ This fact alone does not 

sufBce to explain why philosophy began in Miletus, especially when the above factors were 

equally found in other Greek cities. What is it, then, that turns the scales in Miletus.

regarding early mathematics and astronomy (MetqpAyffcg I.l. 981b23).

'^As Aristotle correctly observes people engage in speculative thinking when they are 
not constantly preoccupied with taking care of their practical needs: '\vhen all such 
inventions were already estabhshed, the sciences which did not aim at giving pleasures or 
at the necessities of hfe were discovered, and hrst in places where men hrst began to have 
leisure.'XMetqpAyj^fCf, 1.1 981hl4-25)

'^Other conditions listed are the technological mastery as well as the sociopohtical 
nature of the /w/ü. See Vlastos, G. '"Equality and Justice in Early Greek Cosmologies." In 
C/agaico/ f  AfZoZogy, vol. 42, 1947, pp. 156-159; Gemet, L. q/"vdmcigMt
Greece. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981, pp. 352-364. Hahn, R. 
yfwzxz/naTwJer fAe vfrcAiiecty. fAe ComfrzAwho/M o f Egxpha/i aW  Greet v4rcAziecfwra/ 
TecA/zo/ogy to tAe Grzez/i; ofGreet PAz/os^ppAy. Albany, New Y oik: State University ofNew 
Yoik Press, 2001, pp. 15-45.

'T^loyd specifically argues for the last two in Lloyd, G.E.R. Mdgzc, RezMozz, o/zzJ 
EXperze/zce. Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979, pp. 240-264.
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Admittedly, there is not a definitive answer to this question. Perh^s the deciding factor

could be that individuals such as Thales, Anaximenes and Anaximander considered to be the

originators of Greek philosophy and science were bom and flourished in Miletus. They were

the first ones, who, as Aristotle points ont,

wondered (rAawnmzem) originally at the obvious difBculties, then advanced 
little by little and stated difficulties about the greater matters, e.g about the 
phaiomena of the moon and those of the sun and of the stars, and about the 
genesis of the universe And a man who is puzzled and wonders thinks 
himself ignorant (whence even the lover of myth is in a sense a lover of 
Wisdom, for the myth is composed of wonders); there&re, since they 
philosophized in order to escape from ignorance, evidently they were 
pursuing science (qpwieme) in order to know, and not far a utilitarian end.

1.2, 982b 11-24)

To summarize, ancient Greek philosophy did not spring ex mAifo. It is the product

of several adaptations of native and foreign elements to the Greek culture. The uniqueness 

stands in the kind of philosophy the Greeks practiced and their position within the western 

tradition of philosophy. Their historical and philosophical narratives epitomize years of 

gradual transitions of speculative thought, where its main feature was the promotion of the 

rational over the mythic elements. Seen in this light, one can get a better understanding of 

how and why the philosophies o f Socrates, Plato and Aristotle came about and their 

interdependence with the past.

The specihc groups or individuals'^ that I will be addressing subsequently have

'^Despite the misleading character of the term Presocratics, I will still be using it to 
refer to the early Greek philosophers. By using the Presocratic label I do not refer to what has 
been commonly misunderstood a group of thinkers that existed chronologically prior to 
Socrates; some were Socrates' contemporaries, such as the sophists. Neither do I intend to 
claim that conceptually they were radically different 6om the Socratic thought. For instance, 
Democritus', Socrates' contemporary, views on morality bear striking similarities with the 
Socratic ones. For more details on the two philosophers, see Kahn, C.H. "Democritus and
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decidedly influenced the philosophies of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. The value of their

contributions is clearly pointed out by Aristotle; it is necessary, he says, that we

call to our aid those who have attacked the investigation of being and 
philosophized about reality before us. For obviously they too speak of certain 
principles and causes; to go over their views'^, then, will be a pro6t to the 
present inquiry, for we shall either find another kind o f cause, or be more 
convinced of the correctness o f those which we now maintain. (MietopAyffc;,
1.3, 983bl-7)

1.4 Homer, Hesiod, et al.

In many ofhis treatises, Aristotle credits the early philosophers and the mythologists

for their contributions to his philosophy. In one such instance, he pays tribute to those who

have paved the way for his own inquiry into the Grst principles and causes (MetqpAy.yzc; 1.3,

98 Ib l -5). Elsewhere, he hints that Hesiod might have been the Erst thinker to come up with

the idea of the "efScient cause":

One might suspect that Hesiod was the Erst to look Ear such a thing-or some 
one else who put love or desire among existing things as a principle, as
Parmenides does;.... And Hesiod says:-

First of all things was chaos made, and then Broad-breasted 
Earth and love that foremost is Among all the immortals,

which implies that among existing things there must be a cause which will 
move things and bring them together. (MefqpAyszcy 1.4, 984b23-30)

the Origins of Moral Philosophy." In vf/Men can VbwrnaZ q/"fAiWogy, vol. 106,1985, pp. 1- 
31. For more infbrmadon on the misleading nature of the term PresocraEcs see

to GreeE f  Az/osqpAy edited by A.A. Long. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1999, pp. 5-10.

'^ d eed , the philosopher would oAen recapitulate the existing theories before 
discussing his own view. See MgtqpAyszc; /, 2, 983bI f f  fo/zdcs /, 1252a8-22, EAetorzc /, 
1354al0-20, fAyszc; 7, 185alff.
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In effect, it is no accident that Aristotle would Snd seeds of philosophy in Hesiod, for he has 

already admitted that 'the  lover of myth is in a sense a lover ofwisdom".^" Hence it is merely 

sensical to begin our discussion with the two poets.

Homer's epic poems, the and the TZmcP' are the first preserved written

records o f Greek literature in antiquity. His language in the poems portrays not only a 

reflection of the world, life, and customs ofhis time, but reveals the intellectual structure of 

the Greek mind and the Erst rudiments o f Greek philosophy as well. For instance, a carehd 

reading of the poems will reveal a relation between knowledge and human activity^ 6)r 

which the poet himself did not express any philosophical concern; centuries later, the nature 

o f this relationship will become the major focus o f Socrates' philosophical enterprise.

The Erst attempts at the systemaEzaEon of philosophical thought came with 

Hesiod. In the TTieogorrx Hesiod gives his audience and readers an account of the birth of the

^°In I, chapters 3 and 4 AristoEe also credits Homer on his account on
the first cause, see especially 983b29-984a3.

‘̂To consider Homer the composer of both the Odyssey and the Iliad is to consider 
the Homeric Question answered. The literature has long debated whether Homer was the 
author o f both poems or each one was the product o f a single author, given the differences 
of style and compositional techniques in both poems. However, this is not the place to 
resolve this. It suffices to say that regardless o f their actual author, the evidence in those 
poems provides a nch reflecEon of the stream of intellectual h& and the culminaEon of a 
long development of the world of ancients. Fora detailed account on the debate, see Lesky 
pp. 32-41, Dover p. 14.

^For instance. Mentor when addressing the suitors in the house of Odysseus states 
"no longer now let one who is a sceptered king be eager to be genüe and kind, be one whose 
thought is schooled in jusEce (|)peoiv a lo ip a  eiôwq] (Odyssey H, 231); whereas 
Apollo describes Achilles as someone who "knows wrath like a lion" (Àèwv ô ' wq 
olôev ) 24,39-41). hi both cases, the poet uses variations of the same verb which has
the meaning of epismma; that means to know well, a verb which is abundantly found in the 
Platonic wntings and has the same meaning.
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Olympian gods, though his mythopoetic reasoning and genealogical method are by no means 

scientiGc in the modem sense. His explanation of the birth of the Angmo.; and of all the 

divinities and their powers within it, signals the early stages of cosmology. Speculative but 

rational in its own way, his account will contribute to the foundation of natural philosophy.^^

The systematization of philosophical thought reaches its culmination much later with 

the application of a critical, argumentative and non-mythical approach to cosmology and to 

nature as a whole.^ The Greek of the sixth century B.C., found at the crossroads between 

the old and the new tradition in the making, would seek explanation either in the form of the 

rational thought and investigation represented by the Ionian and Eleatic schools or in the 

practices of the Orphic mysteries^.

The views of these early philosophers had a signihcant impact on both Plato and

^^For more on the contributions of the mythologists in philosophy see Kirk, G.S., 
Raven, J.E. and SchoEeld, M. Prgsocrntzc PAz/osqpAers. 2nd ed. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983, pp. 7-74; Barnes, J. 
to ZgMo. Boston, Mass: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979, pp. 3-16.

^Epic poetry continues to be the medium chosen by early philosophers such as 
Xenophanes, Parmenides, and Empedocles. By the second half of the Gfth century, though, 
it will be replaced by discursive prose as the standard medium of writing philosophy. For 
more on the subject, see Most, G.W. "The Poetics of Early Greek Philosophy". In 7%g

7b Pnrly Greek PAz/ofopAy edited by A.A. Long. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999, pp. 332-362.

^%ie Thracean Orpheus probably lived in pre-Homeric times. His name became 
attached to rites and ritual ways and beliefs about reincarnation. By the Efth century B.C. 
there were many adherents subscribing to his views calling themselves Orphies and 
Bacchants. Evidence related to the Orphic mysteries and their followers can be found in 
Euripides' 952 and Aristophanes Progyl032. Plato also knew of the Orphic
oracles, see: Crnfy/wf 400bl-c8, 77 363cl-e2, Tzmnews 40d, Lmvs VI 782cl-d.
Aristotle, though he did not believe Orpheus actually existed, mentions the 'so-called epic 
poems of Orpheus' in: Gm tAe GenernrzoM 734a and Gzz tAe 5bzzl 410b.
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Aristotle's thought/^ How much influence their views exerted on both o f the philosophers' 

intellectual development we can only speculate. Throughout the dialogues, Plato shows his 

general knowledge of the existing Presocratic theories on cosmology.^ He explores some 

of the questions raised by the two radically different accounts of reahty proposed by 

Herachtus and Parmenides.^^ His metaphysics, although he does not give credit, is deeply 

infused with ideas that are strongly related to Pythagoreanism. For instance, in the f  Aueffo 

(95al 62b3) he presents an eschatological argument about the fate of the soul with ethical

and religious connotations directly associated to the Pythagorean doctrines of the immortality 

of the soul^.

Finally, but not the least important, is the sophistic movement. The earlier use of the 

term sopAwtes was reserved as a general term for wise men, and up to fourth century B.C.

would actually devote one ofhis treatises, Physics, to refute the Parmenidean 
challenge that there is no change in the cosmos.

’̂Some times he would quote the philosophers and their theories byname: in Cratylus 
402al -8 Socrates, upon discussing with his friend Hermogenes on the correctness of names, 
quotes Heraclitus and his famous phrase that nothing is at rest and that ‘you cannot step in 
the same river twice'. Also see 26dl-8, CrofyZiw 409al-b2, Afiemo 76c7-10,
TTieaetetwj; 152dl-e6. Other times he would be less explicit and would refer to them as the 
"mystics", "more refrned intellects", "a certain theory", etc.

^See Herachtus' claim that there is far more change and instabihty than the senses 
actually reveal to us; and Parmenides' argument that motion and change are impossible. 
Actually, his respect for the latter was o f such magnitude that in the he has
Socrates claim "there is one being whom I respect above all. Parmenides himself is in my 
eyes, as Homer says, a 'reverend' and 'awful' frgure. I met him when I was quite young and 
he quite elderly, and I thought there was a sort o f depth in him that was altogether noble" 
(183e5-8). See also: 5'opAüt 242dl-e2, farmenzrZ&r 127cl-130d, Afieno 76c7-8, fAaerZo 
72cl-d2, 180el-4, 401d3-5.

^Ebert, Theodor. uZ; w/uZ (Zreyfnnmn&yw m fZotoMA fAarrZon.
Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur. Mainz, Stuttgart: Steiner, 1994.
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for the philosopher and orator. By the time of Plato, the term was used to refer only to those 

who taught rhetoric and linguistic relativism.^ Their distinctive contribution was their 

teaching in oratory, ethics, mnemonics, hterature, pohtical theory, law, history, mathematics 

and astronomy. Some of them expressed also an interest in philosophy, particularly 

metaphysics and epistemology.

The Sophists produced many books and speeches of which very little has survived. 

Much of our knowledge of them comes 6om Plato whose account was rather myopic. In 

almost all ofhis dialogues he portrays them harshly. He strongly believed that they were 

teaching subjects they had not properly understood. Given the general feeling of resentment 

they had drawn 6om the philosophic elite it is questionable how much their teachings had 

influenced any of the above philosophers.^'

In conclusion, it was within this rich tradition of a blend between mythopoetic 

elements and rational thinking that Greek thinkers siich as Socrates, Plato and Aristotle 

would produce their ideas. The various fermentations of ideas within the philosophic 

community comprised only one piece of the mosaic in Athens, hi what follows, I will 

summarize the other pieces that were part of the political and cultural arena of Athens during 

SAh century B.C.

^°For more on the topic see Woodruff^ P. "Rhetoric and Relativism: Protagoras and 
Gorgias". In Gompanfon To fnrfy GreeArf edited by A.A. Long.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999, pp. 290-310.

^'According to biographical notes, Socrates is said to have studied under one of them, 
named Prodicus. See the relevant discussion in section 1.8.
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1.5 AthensiThe Greatest City with the Greatest Reputation

In order to understand the mission, the doctrines and method of investigation of a

thinker, it is necessary that we keep in mind the age and place in which he hved and the

main events that gave his ideas and philosophy sh ^e . To borrow Zeller's words:

every system, it is true, as being the work of a definite person, may best be 
studied in the light of the peculiarities, culture, misfortunes and 
circumstances of its author/^

Attica and more particularly Athens in a short period of time, between 460 B.C. to 

410 B.C., achieved a unique array of prosperity in the realms of art, literature, philosophical 

and political thought. The Athenian citizens were presented with an abundance of choices 

for creative pastime. Their philosophical horizons were expanded not only by discussions 

taking place in the marketplace, but by the published works of thinkers outside Athens. 

According to Plato the works o f the Ionic philosophers were already available to the public 

and could be purchased in the On the other hand, those who were interested in

formal training in thinking and speaking for public office, or acquiring general education, 

would seek the help of the sophists who proclaimed expertise on a variety of subj ects ranging 

from music to gymnastics. They traveled 6om town to town^ and for an appropriate fee 

Athenians were able to attend a single or a series oflectures designed to teach them practical

^^Zeller, E. j'ocratas rAe London: Longmans, Green, and Co.,
1885, pp. 53.

26d-e, fAuaZo 97b; also the fanneMffZeg where Plato discusses 
Parmenides' views and their impact in the Athenian way of thinking.

^Protagoras of Abdera, far instance, had visited Athens hequently and behiended 
Pericles; whereas Gorgias 6om Leontini Sicily was sent as an embassador to Athens in 427 
B.C. where he amazed Athenians for his rhetorical skills.
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proficiency in private and public aflairs^\

Meanwhile, all citizens, independent of wealth or class, could listen to the serious

plots of tragedy^ or the caustic antics of comedy^^. Understandably then, Athens in that

period was considered "the center and shrine of Greek wisdom" (froiagorof It is no

wonder then, why Socrates, despite his notorious criticisms, called her "the greatest city with

the greatest reputation for both wisdom and power"(/4po/ogy 29d).

Yet, the intellectual and political power Athenians enjoyed could not delay the

changes brought partly by such prosperity. Their exposure to a wide diversity of cultures and

institutions made them increasingly aware o f the transient character ofhuman transactions.

The inevitable comparisons of the different customs and ways of hfe (/fercxfont; m , 3 8) gave

rise to self-reflection and criticism. General principles regarding morality and the existing

pohtical institutions would come under scrutiny and skepticism would prevail in any attempt

of their re-evaluation. In Gorgias, Socrates describes the general feeling of unease among the

Athenians regarding the morals of the political authorities of their city;

Are the Athenians said to have become better because of Pericles, or, quite 
to the contrary, are they said to have been corrupted by him? That's what 7 
hear, anyhow, that Pericles made the Athenians idle and cowardly, chatterers 
and money grubbers, since he was first to institute wages for them. (515e)

318e, .^po/ogy 19e-20a, Afeno 91c-e, AAÿor 282b-d.

^^o  mention a few of the plays produced by the great ancient tragedians o f that 
period: Aeschylus' Orggreza in 458 B.C., Sophocles' yfaizgaMe in 442 B.C., Euripides' 
yfZcejfiw: in 438 B.C. andMafga in 431 B.C.

^^Aristophanes, the most eminent ofhis kind, had been very resourcefiil producing 
satiric plays for at least twenty years: .^cAamzazw in 425 B.C., C/awdk in 423, Z^swirafa and 
7%g$7MqpAarzazwgae in 411 and the Frog.; in 405, six years before Socrates' trial.
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In his autobiogr^hical notes in the a seventy year old Plato expressly states his

resentment for the existing political establishment and the shameless corruption of the

statesm en.Religion also had lost its meaning creating overwhelming lustration amongst

the people. The anthropomorphic representations of the divine by Homer and Hesiod would

not meet their needs anymore. As Xenophanes reflects:

No man knows clearly about the Gods or the universe: even ifhe speak what 
is perfectly true, he himself does not know it to be true: all is a matter of 
opinion.^

Finally, the scars created by the Persian and later the Peloponnesian Wars deepened the crisis 

in both the economical and political arena of Athens. Tyranny took the place of democracy 

creating fear and intensifying the already existing uncertainty^'.

Amidst this new state of affairs, Socrates, understanding the dangers of relativism

pertaining to the mores and any other aspect o f life, seizes the opportunity to discuss the 

criteria of a true knowledge of morality. Having been bom by the end of the Persian War

with Athens being the major power in Greece, Socrates was fortunate to have spent most of

^^According to Diogenes Laertius, Thrasyllus, who originally conqiiled all thirteen 
letters to the third edition of Plato's work, alleges that Plato is the writer of the letters. 
Whether all thirteen are recognized as genuine Platonic works is questionable. The least 
controversial of them is Zeffer Vn. Judging hom its content, several scholars consider it the 
most likely to have been written by Plato. See Kahn, C. f  Zafo a/kJ fAe Dza/ogne.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 48-49, especially footnote 22.

^^See especially Zeher VH, where he explains ofhis dreams as a young man to pursue 
public ofBce and how disillusioned he became in his later years hy the establishment.

'"'Fragment 14, p. 51, Karsten (ed.); also inRepwMc L 330d.

"'Phillipson offers an extensive and poignant discussion in Tna/ S^ocrafes. 
London: Stevens & Sons Ltd, 1928, pp. 1-11; Also see Zeller, E. Sbcraies a/kJ fAe Sbcrahc 
.ÿcAooii;. London: Longmans, Green & Co.,1885, pp. 1-36.
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his youth in a culture that could boast prominence in every sector of life. Understandably, 

such profound changes would prompt him to vocalize his concerns and seek new resolutions 

to age long problems. His philosophic instinct, his unique and at times rather controversial 

approach in philosophical investigation, indeed, reflect the fermentation between the old and 

the new.

However, these views can only be coherent of an actual historical figure. It would 

make no sense to be concerned about the historical context of a merely dramatic character. 

Hence, it is necessary that I address briefly the so-called "Socratic Problem"; namely, 

whether Socrates, the philosopher, actually existed or his persona was the product o f a 

political and cultural propaganda.

1.6 Socrates: Myth or Reality?*^

Historically, it has been established that there was a man named Socrates who was 

bom in Athens in 469 or 470 B.C.,*  ̂lived almost all ofhis life in Athens, was executed by 

the state in 399 B.C., and that he himself did not write anything; at least, it is not known 

whether he actually wrote anything/"  What little we know of his life and work as a

^^The primary focus o f this section is to discuss Socrates' actual existence as a 
philosopher rather than a detailed biography ofhis life as a historical Ggure. On the other 
hand, when needed, I will be resorting to the latter especially in the case of comparing the 
value of various sources.

^^For more information on Socrates's dates ofhirth and death see Zeller, E. 
owf rAe London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1885, p. 54, note 1.

'"There is a single passage in Epictetus (2.1.32) that suggests Socrates was the author 
of numerous works. However, it is hardly considered strong evidence, since most of the 
ancient contemporary and later literati either do not refer to this practice at all or
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philosopher comes 6om secondary literature, the testimony o f ancient historians such as 

Xenophon, and philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle/^ Consequently, the only 

meaningful way to develop an accurate picture ofhis enigmatic personality as a philosopher 

is to look for his thoughts in the writings of others.^

This brings us to the next important point of this discussion, namely how to treat the 

evidence &om the above reputable writers. All three o f them were intrigued by Socrates' 

personality and either devoted whole works to him or written commentaries about him. 

However, their perceptions of him difler. For instance, Aristotle, possibly influenced by 

Plato's testimony, takes particular interest in Socrates' views of virtue, which he partly 

espouses (McomncAenn ErAicy, VI, 1144bl4-33). His understanding of him as a moral 

philosopher has helped scholars not only to see one side ofSocrates' philosophical expertise

emphatically deny the existence of any writings. See Cicero De OraAone m, 16; Dmgenea 
1,16.

^^Their discussions about him are generally considered far more reliable than any 
other writers' in antiquity. Aristophanes' portrayal ofSocrates mainly in the C/owdk has been 
described as less instructive than the aforementioned writers, and thus not a serious 
contender for a reliable biographical source regarding his contribution to philosophy. For a 
detailed account on the subject matter see Dover, K.J. "Socrates in the C/cW /'in TTie 
f  q / " C o A e c A o n  q/' CnAcnZ Eysqyf edited by Gregory Vlastos. Notre
Dame, Ind. : University ofNotre Dame Press, 1980, pp. 50-77. Of the same opinion is Bumet, 
J. GreeA^FAAorqpAy, fn /f  /. TW/e; m f/ato . London: MacMillan & Co., 1928, pp. 144- 
147 .There are also some &agmentary reports oflesser biogr^hical value by Antisthenes, the 
founder of the Cynic School; Aeschines, a Mend of Socrates, who, according to Plato, 
witnessed Socrates' death (fAaedb 59d); and Gnally, Diogenes Laertius' anecdotal 
collection: Lz/g qf jbcrnr&r.

^^Their evidence may have come either 6om recollecting their personal encounters 
with the man, shared material they acquired j&om sources that might no longer be available, 
or recreating his hfe and travails, as it has been suggested for the Socrates of the early 
Platonic dialogues. Regardless of which scenario ^p h es , still the information needs to be 
treated cautiously, for historical writing was hardly objective at the time.
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but decipher the two diametrically different philosophies appearing in the Platonic corpus 

under his name/^

In contrast, Xenophon had a hrst hand experience with the philosopher whom he 

^parently had met three years before he was executed. His version consists in mere reports 

of personal encounters with Socrates or recollections o f his discourses with others 

specihcally 1.3.1 and 1.4). But his account does not show any of the complex 

nature of the Socratic philosophical arguments found in Plato.^

We get a glimpse of Plato's thoughts about Socrates in the autobiographical Zefter 

v n . As an aged man, Plato recounts his views about philosophy and his high regard for "an 

older 6iend whom I should not hesitate to call the wisest and justest man of that time". 

(324el -2). This admiration for Socrates would partly explain his overwhehning presence in 

the Platonic dialogues. A closer study of the dialogues reveals some of the characteristic 

features of this individual.

"̂’Vlastos, considers both Xenophon and Aristotle’s testimonies quite instrumental 
to his thesis that there are two different ‘ Socrates ’ with opposing philosophies in the Platonic 
corpus: one of them is the actual individual, whereas the other one is the character. The 
evidence, he concludes, shows that the arguments discussed in the early dialogues, unlike the 
ones in the later dialogues, are those of the historical Socrates. In jbcrotgy. froMût u/iff Afbro/ 
fAz/ofopAer. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1991, pp. 81-106.

^See Irwin T.H. "Review of Leo Strauss 'Xenophon’s Socrates’". PAzZofopAzcuZ 
vol. 83, 1974, pp. 409-413. Even harsher is Russell’s criticism of Xenophon’s 

understanding of Socratic philosophy, for he considers "a stupid’s man report of what a 
clever man says is never accurate because he unconsciously translates what he hears into 
something he can understand". f/k to/y  q/" fAzfcwqpAy. New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1972, p. 85. Bumet, being more charitable, claims that had Socrates been hke his 
counterpart described by Xenophon, he would have never been sentenced to death. However, 
to side with Vlastos, it would be rather ill-advised to totally ignore Xaiophon’s testimony 
of the philosopher’s views, regardless ofhis poor, at times, understanding of the discipline. 
Ibid. pp. 99-106.
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In the dialogues of the early period, Socrates is the enigmatic philosopher whose 

primary concern is how one should hve. He wanders in the agora following his calling in the 

search for moral knowledge. His main tools are his devotion to the quest for true morality 

and the e/gMcAw.;; literally, the examination of any unsuspecting subjects who would claim 

expertise on moral matters. His own view on such matters is simply admission ofhis own 

alleged ignorance; his hope is that his adversary through the e/gMcAwg will be exposed to his 

own ignorance as well. His ^iproach would several times raise severe criticism. One ofhis 

contemporaries, Thrasymachus, would accuse him of using deceit as a debate technique. 

Socrates' goal, Thrasymachus claims, is to dismantle any available positive contributions 

made by others without offering anything constructive:''^

By Heracles, he said, that's just Socrates' usual irony (eirongia).^ 1 knew,

‘'^Whether Thrasymachus is right in his accusations is questionable. Here is not the 
place to argue for or against this thesis. Briefly, though, Thrasymachus' views have found 
a following in the modem scholarship. For instance, Friedlânder claims that Socrates' 
tactic shows that the man who knows the truth can deceive better. In Friedlander, P. 
f/afo. FbZ. 2. 7%g Dia/ogagy, Fzryt fgnorf. Translated by Hans Meyerhoff New Yoik: 
Bollinger Foundation, 1964, p.l45. Kierkegaard also states that Socrates’ irony is his 
medium to trick the sophists into truth. In Kierkegaard, S. 7%g C onçut q / " w z Y A  
CoMftaMt j'Zg/gygMgg to Sbcratgy. Translated [j&om the Danish] with an introduction and 
notes by Lee M. Capel. London: Collins, 1966, p. 96. Vlastos offers a diGerent reading of 
the Socratic girongia. He says that Socratic ironies are not meant to deceive. Deceit 
comes into the picture because the hearer, left to his own devices to understand Socrates' 
"riddling ironies", misconstrues Socrates' intentions. In &»cratg;, fromüt amd Afbra/ 
fA;/ojqpAgr. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1991, pp. 21-44.

^''Thrasymachus' use of the term gzro»gia reveals a characteristic difference between 
what we commonly translate and understand as 'irony' and what the ancient Greeks meant 
when they used the term gzroMgza. Typically irony, the descendant o f gzro»gza, is used to 
express something opposite to what was origioally intended to be said, out of humor or 
mockery. On the contrary, gzro»gza denotes the intention to deceit. Instances of this meaning 
are found in Aristophanes ' PPaapf 174 and C/oadk 449. Also in Plato's 268a-b, Lawf
(90le) and Gorgzaf 489d-e.
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and I said so to these people earlier, that you'd be unwilling to answer and 
that, if  someone questionedyow, you'd be ironical and do anything rather than 
give an answer (/(qpwhhc. Book 1, 337a2-5; also 336c-d).

The Socratic mission seems to change in the dialogues of the middle and late period

where Socrates ̂ qipears to be interested more in epistemological and metaphysical questions.

This shiA of philosophical interest in the Platonic dialogues^ ̂ along with the sketchy and at

times inconsistent portrayal of Socrates' in the works of the previously mentioned sources

raise two questions: Did Socrates, the philosopher, actually exist? Or is he the mouthpiece

for avid fans of philosophy who went to extremes to declare its admirable way?

This question, dubbed the Socratic Problem, has been a thorny subject in the

literature generating a great deal of controversy, and to do justice to it would require more

than what I intend to do in this section. Y et it is worth noting the general viewpoint regarding

this schism. The focal point o f the controversy stems Aom one particular Platonic dialogue,

the yfpo/ogy. During his defense in the vfpo/ogy, Socrates makes a number of remarks about

his private life and his philosophical commitments. If the dialogue is for the most part

accurate in substance, then it can be used as a signi Scant source for the thought and character

of the historical Socrates.

Advocates o f the 'myth theory' claim that the is part o f the ' Socratic genre'.

^'This shiA of interest has prompted part of the Socratic literature to claim that the 
Socrates of the middle and late period is the character Plato chooses to advance his own 
doctrines; whereas, the dialogues of the early period present the views o f the actual 
philosopher. Others claim that in all the dialogues Socrates is just a character, and the 
change of focus simply reveals Plato's thought going through different stages o f maturity. 
If the laAer is proven to be true, it seems that Plato's works could not be used as a reliable 
source to discuss Socrates' existence as a philosopher. For more on this, see my discussion 
in section 1.8.
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Specifically, they state that the trial gave rise to a 'Socratic genre' whose goal was not to give 

an accurate picture of Socrates' beliefs and opinions; rather, the aim was to defend and 

promote the life of a philosopher. Hence, the 'Socrates' who is speaking before the jurors is 

the chosen literary medium to show the public the principles and commitments of the 

philosophical life." There are several reasons as to why this view might be problematic. 

These are proposed by the 'accuracy theory' adherents whose claim is that the WpoZogy is 

historically an accurate source for the thought and character of Socrates." First, they state, 

there is not clear evidence that there was a 'Socratic genre' by the time the was

written. And even if  there were, it does not make the less accurate. Secondly, if

Plato was misconstruing his evidence, his ancient audience would have criticized him, but 

there has not been any such criticism known. Thirdly, the a work written by the

"Such a scenario has been advanced by Chroust, who considers that 'the ancient 
are not historiography or biography, but rather poetry or fabula" and that Socrates 

as a philosopher is merely "the product of a legend, created by a host of myth-makers".In 
Socrates Man And Myth: The Two Socratic Apologies o f  Xenophon. Notre Dame, Ind.: 
University ofNotre Dame Press, 1957, pp. xi-xiv; 198-226. In ancient times it found support 
horn Dion. Hal. in 8 and 12. Other often cited literature is: Murray, G.

Zf/graA/rg. New York: Appleton, 1897, p. 174; Shorey, P.
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1933, p.33; Gigon, O. m
DfcArwMg wW G&ycAfcAte. Bern: A. Francke, 1947; Lesky, A. q/" Greet
ZfteraAfre.Translated by J. Willis and Comelis de Heer. London, New York: Methuen, 1966, 
p. 520; Montuori, M. .^ocratef, f  Ayrzo/ogy q/"a Aj^th. Amsterdam: J.C. Gieben, 1981.

"See Grote, G. f/a to  awf tAe GtAer ComipaMzoMX q/'^'ocratea. Third edition. Vol. 1. 
London: J. Murray, 1875, pp. 281-282; Bumet, J. FVato x fw/A}pAro, zlpafogy q/"5bcratex, 
aazf Crzto. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1924, pp. 63-66; Comfbrd, F. M. "The Athenian 
Philosophical Schools. I: The Philosophy of Socrates" in CamArzd^e vd/zczeat T/zx/azy, vol. 
6,1933, p. 303; Osbom, E.B. 5'oeratex and Azx Frzezzdr. London: English University Press, 
1939, p. 194; Strycker, E. de "Les Témoignages Historicques sur Socrate" in MeZazzgex 
Gregozre (1950); Lacey, A. R. "Our Knowledge ofSocrates" in PAz/oxqpAy q/"^ocratex.

Ca/Zectzan q/^CrzdaaZExxayx edited by Gregory Vlastos. Notre Dame, Ind.: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1980; Kraut, R. Jacra/gx and tAe Aate. Princeton, 1983, pp.3-4.
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rhetorician Isocrates^ bears many similarities to the In it Isocrates presents a

hctional defense ofhis own life and woik as a rhetorician against the public's prejudices 

drawing 6om  the travails of the Socratic life. It would make no sense for Isocrates to 

compare his life to the life of a hctional character, which would imply that the ,4po/ogy is 

historically accurate." But even if  we assume that his is not clearly as similar to

the in style as it has been proposed, still it should not be discredited as evidence.

The implicit similarities in both works could be because both authors had recollections of 

their encounters with Socrates. If this is true, it could again partly justify the historical 

accuracy of the vfpo/ogy."

In conclusion, since our knowledge ofSocrates, the philosopher, comes directly 6om 

secondary literature—he himself did not write anything—it is inevitable that questions 

concerning the authenticity of the sources will be raised. This is exactly what the “myth 

theory" proponents have attempted to do. But the evidence against their thesis is too 

widespread to be ignored. Is it strong enough to settle the debate once and for all? By no 

means. Even if  we are able to confirm one source over another, still we need to be cautious 

that any Socratic text unavoidably will be filtered through the biases and cultural experiences

^Isocrates was an Athenian rhetorician and a contemporary of Plato whose school 
at his time was more reputable than Plato's Academy. Although both men were rivals, Plato 
speaks well of him and his abilities in the f  Aueffz-ws 279al-bl.

"See Aden, R.E. 5'ocyares and Z,egaZ Oh/fgadon. Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, c l980, p. 35.

"See Brickhouse, T.C., Smith, N. D. on THoA Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1989, pp. 8-10.
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of its authors. Keeping in mind the possible shortcomings of the 'accuracy theory', I will now 

turn to a brief discussion of Socrates' intellectual background, the hnal piece in the puzzle 

o f this enigmatic personality.

1.7 Socrates* Intellectual Upbringing

Notwithstanding Socrates' admirable dedication to the intellectual life, very little can

be asserted about the specific influences early in his hfe. As I have already discussed

previously, the historical and intellectual environment to which he was exposed in some

manner influenced his views of the philosophic hfe. How signihcant these influences were

on his intellectual upbringing still remains to be seen. Evidently, as any other Athenian,

Socrates had the chance, would he choose so, to read the works of the 'learned men' that

were available at the bookshops of Athens to purchase for a drachma (yfpo/ogy 26d6-e2).

Also, on several occasions, Plato portrays him to be in the company of well known

intellectuals ofhis time, whose views Socrates appears to be well versed in.

Early in life Socrates, besides his basic training in music^’ and gymnastics {Crito

508d8-e), had shown an interest in natural philosophy:

When I was young man I was wonderfully keen on that wisdom which they 
call natural science, for I thought it splendid to know the causes of 
everything, why it comes to be, why it perishes and why it exists. (fAneck 
96a6-98b6)."^

His fascination with natural philosophy has also been supported by accounts that he had been

the 272c 1-3 and 295d3-5 briefly discusses his experience as a
student of Connus, the harpist.

^^See also Drogeneg Zaerrizty 2.19, 45.
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acquainted with Archelaus, the disciple of Anaxagoras.^ To what extent he studied these 

things is unknown. The evidence is not enough to show that this had been more than an 

interest ofhis youth. In his defense before the Athenian jury he only denies to knowing, at 

least in the Socratic sense, the 'things in the sky and things below the earth",^ but he does 

not deny having studied them.

Finally, there are some other sporadic instances in Plato where Socrates claims to 

have been influenced by the famous sophist, Prodicus,^^ and two women, Pericles' wife, 

Aspasia, in oratory 235e8-236al) and Diotima who had been, purportedly, his

teacher of philosophy 201dl-212b2).

We can only speculate how much Socrates' educational training helped him to absorb 

the existing culture and create his own niche within that culture. As with any other human 

being, Socrates also was the product ofhis time. The degree of influence on his life can be 

approximated by addressing individual instances, by investigating those areas that could

’̂Diogenes Laertius has been the main source of this connection in 2.16,19. Modem 
scholars in agreement with this are: Guthrie, W.K.C. A History o f  Greek Philosophy. Vol 
2. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1962, p. 239; Winspear, A.D., Silverberg, T.

fPhf Axrotey? New York: Russell & Russell, 1960, pp. 36-38. Zeller, on the other 
hand, Snds this evidence inconclusive. See Zeller, E. ScAooA
Newly translated Aom 3"̂  German edition by O.J. Reichel. London: Longmans, Green and 
Co.,1885, pp. 57-59.

19cl-d5, 23d2-9; fA aafn t; 229c6-230a6. Also in Xenophon's 
AfemoroMzd 1.1.14; Aristotle also conGrms that "Socrates was busying himself about ethical 
matters and neglecting the world o f nature as a whole but seeking the univasal in these 
ethical matters, and Gxed thought for the first time on deGnitions." (MigrapAysicr Book 1, 
987bl-3)

384b2-6; CAarrnWgr 163d3-4; perhaps in the Me/io 96d4-5, where 
Socrates' rather mischievously menGons Prodicus' name.
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possibly contribute to the way he uses specific terms that are the building blocks of his

philosophy. As Aristotle beautifully describes it:

The investigation of the truth is in one way hard, in another easy. An 
indication of this is found in the fact that no one is able to attain the truth 
adequately, while, on the other hand, no one fails entirely, but everyone says 
something tme about the nature o f things, and while individually they 
contribute httle or nothing to the truth, by the union of all a considerable 
amount is amassed. n.l 993a27-993b3)

To provide an exhaustive but nonetheless valuable account of all the diGerent forms 

of art and literature that very likely have left their mark on Socratic thinking would be 

beyond the scope of this work. Rather, I will mostly focus on the works of the early Greek 

philosophers in the hope of Gnding a philosophically meaningftil background for the term 

(rfunamw) Socrates so stingily elaborates. Before doing so, I will end this chapter with one 

hnal preliminary. Since my investigation of dw/ia/Miy will be merely focused on the early 

dialogues, it is important that I mention the criteria, if  any, that determine the division of the 

Platonic dialogues to early, middle and late.

1.8 A Note on the Platonic Dialogues

Any interpreter of the Platonic dialogues is corr&onted with the problem of making 

the connections o f the diverse philosophical contents in each of the dialogues. Since Plato 

himself has chosen anonymity, it is hard to know where and to what extent he reconstructs 

Socrates' views or Socrates is the mouthpiece for his own views.

Since the beginning of nineteenth century there have been two trends o f interpreting 

the Platonic dialogues. According to the Grst one, the dialogues investigate the same issue
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&om a difïerent point of view, thus leading the student to different levels of understanding.^ 

Scholars who subscribe to this approach do not necessarily deny Socrates' influence on Plato. 

Rather, they deny the localization ofthis influence in the traditionally recognized earlyperiod 

in Plato's thought.^ By contrast, the second ̂ proach promotes the idea that the diversity of 

issues and their treatment in the dialogues reveal the different stages ofPlato's intellectual 

development. Further proof of this development is shown by the change in Plato's style.^ 

The latter has prompted several scholars to seek a chronological order within the dialogues.

As a consequence, the dialogues are traditionally divided into three consecutive 

groups. In the early period dialogues which are considered Socratic, Plato has yet to estabhsh 

his own views. As a 6ithful disciple of Socrates, he "is imaginatively recalling, in form and 

substance, the conversation of his master without as yet adding to them any distinctive

^^Subscribers with slightly different versions of this view, known in literature as 
Unitarian, areFriedlënder, P. f/oto.- Pb/. 2. Fzrsffenod. Translated hy Hans
Meyerhoff New York: Bollinger Foundation, 1964; Jaeger, W. fazdgm; tAe Jz/eak q/"Greet 
Cw/mre. Vol. HI. Translated by G. Highet. Oxford: B. Blackwell, 1944. Shorey, P. PPtaf 
f  Arto Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1933.

^Kahn, for instance, admits the impact of Socrates' on Plato's philosophic 
development, but denies any shift in Plato's position between the ZucAes, CAurzMzdes, and 
fromgorzzs, traditionally considered Socratic dialogues, andthefAuezfo andRepzzA/zc. Such 
a shift has been argued by the developmentahsts to prove an early period in Plato where he 
merely reconstructs Socrates' views. Kahn, C.H. f/zzm a/zzf tAe &>craric Dzn/ogzzg. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 36-48.

^For more on the stylistic criteria see Brandwood, L. CArozzo/ogy fAzto s 
DzaZogzzes. Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990. In this work, 
Brandwood gives a critical presentation of the works o f two pioneers in Platonic scholarship, 
Lewis Campbell and Friedrich Blass, who attempted to seek ordering in the dialogues in 
virtue of stylometric criteria.
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doctrines of his own."^ The middle and the late period dialogues show Plato gradually 

moving away &om the views of his teacher and establishing his own. The most avid 

proponent of this approach is Gregory Vlastos who sees the philosophic views expounded 

by the Socrates of the early period not only distinct but at times antithetical compared to the 

Socrates o f the middle and late dialogues.^ Plato reinvents Socratic philosophy by 

composing "what he thinks nf iAe hme wntzMg would be the most reasonable thing for 

Socrates to be saying".^^

Setting aside some obvious attractiveness to this view, there still is the question o f 

the soundness of the basic assumptions on which relies on are. SpeciGcally, it is far ûom 

obvious whether stylometry can estabhsh chronology.^ Does this diminish the significance

^Guthrie, W.fLC. Greek f  AiZosqpky, vol. iv. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1975, p. 67.

^See, See, for instance, the doctrinal differences between the immanent essences of 
the ÆwtAypkro and the Afeno, and the Forms of the fknedo.

^^Vlastos, G. "Socrates co/iira Socrates" in &)crafer.' Tro/iür oW  Afbra/fAi/wqpker. 
Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1991, p. 50.

^^Chronological ordering within the dialogues on stylometric grounds is still a matter 
of conjecture and to present all the relevant accounts would be a painstakingly process and 
beyond the scope of this inquiry. For a detailed exposition on both the division and the 
chronological ordering of the dialogues, see: Vlastos, G. Tronür a/iff Mbro/
fkz/osqpAer. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1991, pp. 45-80; Irwin, T. fW o 's  
Gorgfor, translated commentary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979, pp. 1-12; Peimer, T. 
"Socrates and the Early Dialogues" in io ffato. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press,1992, pp. 121 -13 ; Ross, W.D. f/a to  's TTzeory q/'Afeàr. Second 
edition. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1953, pp.1-10. Vlastos'criteria on the division of the 
Platonic dialogues have not gone uncontested. Nails has argued against his thesis that there 
are two distinct philosophies and hence two different philosophers in the Platonic dialogues. 
In Nails, D. "Platonic Chronology Reconsidered." In R/y» Afawr C/ofszco/ Revzew, vol. 3, 
1992, pp. 314-327. Of the same view is Kahn, C.H. f/nfo nzzzf ike jbcraZzc DzzzZogzze. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp.36-70. Graham denies that there is an
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of the philosophical content of the dialogues? By no means. Insofar as Socratic hterature has 

yet to conclusively resolve the issue, I only need, for the sake of my arguments, to side with 

one aspect of it, admitting its possible shortcomings. In short, I believe that the arguments 

presented in the early Plato are the ones of the historical Socrates as understood by Plato. 

Plato was not a passive listener; he was a philosopher in the making. So it is quite 

understandable in the early Plato to have an amateur philosopher mostly in agreement with 

the views of a mentor he so highly respects. In the middle and late period Plato, having 

reached philosophical maturity and acting out of pure love for truth, will improve his 

teacher's inconsistencies in his thinking and at the same time create his own legacy.

Of course, I recognize that more needs to be said to defend this view but this is not 

the place and time to do it. As I have already mentioned, for the purposes of this project I 

only need to side with one part of the literature. Since my view borrows elements from 

Vlastos’ original position, I will follow his classification of the Platonic dialogues:

Early Dialogues
CAarmW&r, Crfro, Afrnor, Ton, ZncA&y, from gora;.
Book I.

Transitional Dialogues
Afq/or, Zjww, AfenexeMftr, Afieno.

Dialogues of the Middle Period
PAnedo, Books II-X, PanMenida;,

Dialogues of the Late Period
Tfmaeuf, Cnfrof, AppAür, Pofrfrcua, PAiZeAity, Lawf.

early period in Plato's philosophic development. In Graham, D.W. "Socrates and Plato." In 
PAron&yw, vol. 37,1992, pp. 156-163. Beversluis argues that the views expressed in the early 
Plato are not the views of the historical Socrates. In Beversluis, J. "Vlastos' Quest for the 
Historical Socrates." In ydnczenr vol. 13,1993, pp. 293-313.
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1.8 Conclusion

DuwwMÜ is a tapestry of many threads. To begin to see the complex nature of this 

tapestry, it is essential that I addressed its components. Specifically, what 1 intended to do 

in this chzg)ter was to present the protagonists and the cultural environment that gave rise to 

their philosophical quest. By doing so, one can get an insight into how and why the 

philosophies of Plato, Aristotle and more particularly Socrates came about, as well as their 

interdependence with the past.

My inquiry has yielded the following observations. Ancient Greek philosophy is the 

product of several adaptations of foreign and native elements to the Greek culture. The 

representatives of the early philosophical thought, the early natural philosophers, engaged 

the existing mythopoetic tradition and gradually replaced it with a new argumentative, self- 

critical and explanatory approach. The various dramatic changes in the areas o f economy, 

political aSairs, art and literature would also bear their marks on philosophic reasoning. 

Their significance is evident specifically in Socrates’s philosophical views. His insatiable 

need for the criteria of a true knowledge of morality is partly triggered by the looming 

relativism pertaining to the mores and other aspects o f life in his birth city o f Athens.

The impact of his philosophy on his contemporaries and anyone after them who 

undertook to study his search for a life worth living made it even more important to look into 

the man himself and the controversy surrounding his existence as a philosopher. The gist of 

this controversy is that Socrates, the philosopher, as portrayed in the early Platonic wofics, 

is a literary fiction and not a historical figure; he is the chosen medium of a 'Socratic genre’ 

to promote the admirable way of the philosophical enterprise. To this charge critics reply
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there is not sufficient evidence to prove the existence of a 'Socratic genre' at the time Plato 

wrote the (the work cited for the controversy). On the contrary, it seems there is

evidence that could show that Socrates, the philosopher, actually existed. Specifically, the 

similarities in tone and substance between Isocrates' a hctitious defense of a

rhetorician's life and works, and Plato's could imply that both authors have written

6om recollections of their actual encounters with the historical Socrates. Although these 

points do not satisfactorily resolve the issue, for the sake of my arguments, I only need to 

side with one perspective. Despite the shortcomings, I take the views of Socrates in the early 

Platonic works to be the ones of the historical Socrates as understood by Plato.

With this said, now I will turn to the discussion of the concept o f its use and

philosophical development in the early philosophers and Socrates.
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CH APTER TW O  

The Ancient Greek Æn&wnf: A Plethora of DnnawifM at Work

2.1 Introduction

Ancient Greeks conceived the universe and dynamically. Dwnamü is the

underlying cosmic principle that can be applied over a whole range of things, both animate

and inanimate. Although its nature was unknown to them, they would either tacitly or

exphcitly claim it to be one of the deGning characteristics of "that which is".^ Plato for the

Grst time explicitly states that dwnamK is an obscure entity in that it does not have any

perceptible properties such as color or shape we normally use to distinguish one thing 6om

another. He continues that our only way of determining its existence is by observing what

it is set over and what it does:

Powers are a class o f the things that are (ôuvàp,Et(; E Îv a i y è  vô(; Ti Twv 
ô VTù) V) that enable us-or anything else for that matter-to do whatever we are 
capable of doing. Sight, for example, and hearing are among the powers, if 
you understand the kind of thing Fm referring to. —I do. Here’s what I think 
about them. A power has neither color nor shape nor any feature of the sort

'The early natural philosophers drew a distinction between universe 
(aympan/oùiiTtav) and Aosmos (Koo^iot;). The former literally consists o f the totality of all 
things, whereas the latter is a world system that can be limited both spatially and temporarily. 
See Leucippus’ account on cosmogony where he "declares the universe to be unlimited ... 
Of this, some is full and some is empty [void], and he declares these [full and void] to be 
elements. An unlimited number o f ATO&MOf arise out o f these and are destroyed into these.” 
(Diogenes Laertius, Lzv&y q/"rAef Az/osqpAers 9.31 -32/DK 67A1). This is the Grst time in the 
ancient Greek literature such a distinction appears.

^What in particular they refer to by the term "being” depends on the cosmic system 
each philosopher recognizes to account for aU aspects o f the world. In the early cosmological 
systems, dzzzzazzzzs is implicitly known to be the property of the cosmic principle that is either 
the agent for the harmonious coexistence of the various constituents of the universe or a 
constituent itself. See the relevant discussion in chapter 3, sections 3.2 and 3.3.
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that many other things have and what I use to distinguish those things j&om 
one another. In the case of a power, I use only what it is set over and what it 
does, and by reference to these I call each the power it is: What is set over 
the same things and does the same I call the same power; what is set over 
something different and does something different I call a different 
one.(f(^w6/ic V 477cd)

There is a wide range of things of which (fwrna/Mezs appear to be one of the essential

properties. Any sensible substance, Aristotle holds, has the ability ((fw/zamiy) either to do or

suffer change or both:

Every perceptible body possesses the power o f acting or ofbeing acted upon, 
or both of these aio0T)TÔv ôî)Voc|iiv :toiT)TiKf)v fj

f| 6|i(|)0)). (On tAe Eeavens, 1.7, 275b5)

Xenophon, before Aristotle, attributed numerous and every kind of zfunameM to the earth.

Such would be the properties ((funa/Mgis) o f the plants that men had to learn at one time so

that they could separate the usefiil hom the haimfiil ones:

The boys of the time used also to learn the properties of the products of the 
earth (Twv (|)uop,èvù)V ÊK Tfjg yflQ T&(; ôuvà|iEi<;), so as to avail 
themselves of the useful ones and keep away 6om those that were harmful. 
(Xenophon, Qropeffza, V m .8 ,14)

Plant, animal, and human ffanamew constitute only a part of the (fw/mmew of Aosnzoj:. The

underlying physical forces responsible for subsistence and motion are also the product of a

multitude of zAr/mmew:

And further the force of that which initiates movement must be made equal 
to the force of that which remains at rest. For there is a de&nite quantity of 
force or power (ëoTi y à p  TTÀfjGoç io /ù o g  Koà ôuvàpeox;) by dint 
of which that which remains at rest does so, just as there is o f force by dint 
of which that which initiates movement does so. (Aristotle, AfovemeMf rAe 
yfm/Mais, 3, 699a30-35)

Socrates also recognizes the (fwrnaTMefs of the gods that are greater than their human
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counterparts. In the Craty/zw 397c, 405a and 438c, Socrates, preoccupied with the correctness 

o fname-giving, makes references to the divine (SeiOTèpag ôuvà|iE(i)(; f| Tfjç

Tù) V àvGpwtlWV) that are far surpassing the human ones (|iEl^ù) T iv à  ô t)v a |i l  v ElVCtt 

f) àvGpwTcwv).

This is just a brief sample of the wide array of ̂ phcations of di/nomü in the Greek 

universe. In the course of this chapter, the reader will get more chances to see how ubiquitous 

the concept has been not only in philosophy but in other aspects of the ancient Greek 

literature. The frequency with which the term and its variables appear in the ancient texts 

makes it all more important to say why it received such attention by the ancients. Hence, I 

start this exposition with a brief discussion of the reasons the ancient philosophers either 

implicitly or explicitly gave for (iMTwzTMÜ being an important tool to their metaphysics. Next, 

to better facilitate the interpretation of the evidence of this project, I look into the etymology 

and derivatives of the concept of with the help of textual evidence taken 6om the

various branches of the ancient Greek literature. The goal here is to famiharize the reader 

with the different nuances of the derivatives that are located within the text. Specifically, 

(fuMu/Mis is commonly translated as "capacity", "potentiality", '^ ssib ility "  or "power". 

Which of the four terms closely relates to the concept will depend, as we will see, on the 

form of the noun. To give an example, Jumame;, which is the dative o f the noun, when 

followed by the verb 'to be' indicates athing'spotentialityratha'than its edacity. I conclude 

this chuter by turning to the relationship between potentiality and capacity. Although these 

two terms address two diSerent kinds of activities, as Aristotle first notices, they are fbcally
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related. The dawn of this relationship is 6rst traced in the writings of the early thinkers.^

2.2 Why did the Ancients Bother?

The term (fwna/Mü is relatively little investigated in the early writings of the ancient 

Greek literature. Ancient historians, epic poets, tragedians or even writers of comedy* often 

used the term but did not go to any lengths to investigate its ontological status. It merely was 

assumed that the readers and hearers understood what the word meant. To focus on what 

kind of species dw/za/MW is was not the goal of their writing, especially when dwrnn/MM has 

"neither color nor sh^)e nor any feature of the sort that many other things have" (TfepwMc 

V 478c) that could give anyone a tangible way to investigate its nature. Thus, any 

understanding of its works would have to come from assumptions we make observing its 

effects.

With the beginnings of philosophy, dunamis becomes the centerpiece of several 

writers’ accounts on cosmogony. The testimonial and doxographical evidence reveals that 

they assumed dunamis to be one of the underlying principles for all things which have come 

to exist, all things which are coming into existence now, and all things which will do so in 

the future. For instance, the Pythagoeran Philolaos makes (/wMom w the foundational property 

of the Decad (Ten-ness) upon which its function and essence depend. Likewise, Ecphantus’ 

dw/w/Mw is one the basic properties of his primordial bodies (fornam), size and hgure being

^See chapter 3, section 3.3, especially the discussion on the Pythagorean Philolaos.

*1 provide the relevant textual evidence in my subsequent discussion ofthe etymology 
and derivatives of the term.
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the other two. For Empedocles, the cosmic constituents are four elements and two dwnu/Mgü,

Love and Strife, responsible for the mixing and dissolving of the original elements.^

Following the early thinkers, Plato also acknowledges the relation between dnnamü

and being. In the 5'ppAür (247d-e), he clearly states that a proper understanding of 'V/mi

wAicA (TOC Ô  VTOC) involves the term d w n a /M w . He says that the reality of a thing is deSned

by its dwMU/MM to cause change to another thing or to suffer change by anothor thing.^ Hence,

he concludes, that a proper definition ofbeing amounts to nothing else but duma/Miy:

Fm saying that a thing really is (Tt&V TOÛTO ovTùX; etvoci) if  it has any 
edacity  at all, either by nature to do something to something else or to have 
even the smallest thing done to it by even the most trivial thing, even if it 
only happens once. FU take it as a definition that ^Ao.$e wAicA are amount to 
nothing other than capacity (TlGepioci y ^ P  opov  o p i^ E iv  T& OVTOC 
eOTlV OUK ÔCÀÀO Tl 7tÀf|V Ôl)VOC|itg)

Although, the accounts of dwwzTMÜ as the capacity to change play an integral role in 

the explanation ofbeing, still they are not enough to explain how a thing can come to be out 

of something that is not. Aristotle recognizes this weakness ofhis predecessors by claiming

%ere I intend to provide only a representative sample o f the early accounts of
dunamis. A far more substantial discussion on those follows in the third chapter.

^Although it is not quite clear what Plato exactly means here when he refers to 'that 
which is", I take him to imply that part o f'that which is" that has body. My evidence for this 
comes 6om an earlier passage in the &^Aüt where he appears to claim that 'that which is" 
can be divided in that which has body and that which does not: "it's enough if  they admit that 
even a small part of fAat wAicA w doesn't have body. They need to say something about 
what's common to both it and the things that do have body, which they focus on when they 
say that they both are." (247dl -5) Of course more needs to be said here, but if  this is correct, 
then what he says in the passage in the main text seems to make sense. Dunamzs, which is 
the capacity to change or cause change, is a necessary and sufGcient condition for that part 
of "which is" that has body. If̂  on the other hand, by "that which is" Plato refers to some 
kind of unchanging substance, then the ascription of dana/Miy as the capacity to change 
would be problematic.
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that Anaxagoras, Empedocles, Anaximander and Democritus have to imply pre-existing

potentialities (cfunamgi;) in their accounts:

Therefore not only can a thing come to be, incidentally, out of that which is 
not, but also all things come to be out of that which is, but is potentially, and 
is not actually. And this is the 'One' of Anaxagoras; for instead of 'all things 
were together' and the 'Mixture' of Empedocles and Anaximander and the 
account given by Democritus, it is better to say all things were together 
potentially but not actually. XII.2,1069b 15-25)

To address this special feature ofdMMOTMÜ, in the beginning ofAfetapA^/fic; Book IX,

Aristotle states that "being" is defined (XeyeTCCi TO ÔV) two different ways: one in terms

of "what" (Tl), "quality" (TtOlOV) and quantity (7TOOÔV), and another one in terms of

potentiality (KKTCi: 0i)VOcp.iv), fulhllment (êvT€Àè%Eiav) and of function (KKTci TO

epyov):

We have treated of that which is primarily and to which all the other
categories of being are referred-i.e. of substance. For it is in virtue of the 
formula of substance that the others are said to be-quantity and quality and 
the like; for all will be found to contain the formula of substance, as we said 
in the first part o f our work. And since 'being' is in one way divided into
‘what’, quality, and quantity, and is in another way distinguished in respect 
of potentiality and fulfillment. (1045b29-35)

Following the tradition, Aristotle acknowledges that all three states of movement, change,

and blending of the elements strongly indicate existing dmm/Mgü, since they entail change

of quality, that is transition 6om one state to another. ̂  However, proper reasoning shows that

implies the possibihty of coming to be; in his words: "as reason requires: the

actuality of any given thing can only be realized in what is already potentially that thing, i.e.

in a matter of its own appropriate to it." (Cbz tAe II.2,414a25-27). Hence, he will devote

^See the passage above hom the Theaetetus 152e; also On tAe 5'owZ, n.5,417a22-35.
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AfefopAjxJüCf IX to investigate all the difHerent senses of (fwrna/MM that are derivatives of "the 

formula of potentiality in the primary sense." (AfetopAy.gfca IX. 1, 1046al-16); namely, 

is the capacity o f something to change or cause change V.12,

1019al8-20).

The aspects of (fwrnayMiy Aristotle finds more attractive and for which he elaborates

in clusters 6-9 o f IX, are the ones that signify something's being clMMa/wez

something, that is, he is concerned with as a way ofbeing something.^ This specific

sense of (fwna/Mis, which is translated as potentiality (the ability to be) versus capacity (the

ability to change) will prove to be quite important for Aristotle. For instance, it will help him

show how matter and form become a uniGed thing. Matter is potentially the thing,^ whereas

form is actually the thing:

We say that substance is one kind of what is, and that in several senses: in the 
sense of matter or that which in itself is not a this, and in the sense of form 
or essence, ( |io p (|)f|V  K a i EÎÔOÇ) which is the sense of that which is 
compounded ofboth. Now matter is potentiality, G)rm actuality (eoTl Ô ' 1] 
pèvùÀTi ôùvapigTÔ ô'€lôo(évT€Àè% €la).(OMfAg^W ,II.l,412a5- 
10)

Further it will help him discuss the possibility that something becomes F, although it is not 

potentially F. For instance, water becomes wine although it is not potentially wine or "a 

living man" becomes dead although he "is not said to be potentially dead." (MetqpAyficy

1̂ owe this part of the discussion to H e's helpful suggestions on the importance of 
in Aristotle's See He, H. A. in MefqpAyf zcs IX" in/fpezroM,

vol. 25, 1992, pp. 1-26.

^One of the reasons Aristotle believes that matter exists in a potenhal state is 
"because it may attain to its form"; and when it does, it actually exists. (MetqpAyfzcy IX..8, 
1050al5-16)
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Vm.5,1044b30-1045a6). To account for all these deviations of a proper account ofbeing, 

Aristotle will eventually address his model of «fwMWMis.

The purpose of this section was to show the gradual rise of (funoTMM to a 

philosophically significant concept for the ancient philosophical systems through the eyes 

ofthe ancients. Their observations o f change in nature required that the thing that undergoes 

or initiates the change have a specihc property, namely, (fw/zumM. DeGning (funa/MÜ only as 

a thing's capacity to cause change or suffer change, though, was not enough to account for 

a thing's possibility to be something and the possibility to become something that potentially 

it is not. Aristotle clearly notices that these two uses should also be ascribed to cfunumis 

which he deGnes as potenGality. When he refers to this noGon, he switches to the dadve of 

the noun, (/«nu/Mez (ÔDvà|i€l). He wiU also use several of the Gxed expressions "kata 

(fw/iuTMZM " (K a tà  ôt) V), "parazfuMWMm" (JTOtpà ôl)V(%|il V), '"huper (ÙJtèp

ô ù v a p tv ) , "to (TO 0 t)v a o 8 a i)  and the phrase 'Wu/zuioM esiz/z " (ôuvotTÔV

éoT lV ) which merely show the possession of a dunamis rather than its exercise. These 

expressions are only a fraction of the various forms of the word found in the Greek texts. 

Since these are an integral part of interpreting and analyzing the evidence, in the following 

secGon I wiU inquire into the etymology and denvatives o f the word and the different 

meanings they may carry.

2 3  DwMZMMM: Etymology and Derivatives

Thus far a convincing etymology for the term has not been discovered. One 

etymological scenario, the least probable one, claims that z/zz/zo/Mi; may have derived from
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(fe/z (ôfjV) or (ferof (ÔTjpôç) both from the Dorian root (fan (l5àv) that means "of lengthy 

duration", "long term".'^ It is most likely, though, that the term comes &om the stem (fwna- 

(ÔDVOt-). Words that derive hom this stem have the basic meaning of '%eing able" or 

"having a edacity".

The hrst derivative hom the stem rfwna is the verb, (ÔÎ) vocpai). Its original

meaning is "I am able" ,"I am enable o f .  Abundant instances of this form are Erst found 

in the Homeric epics." In the form of to (TO ôùvaoGoci), ofbeing capable, and

in the hxed phrase Aam (fwrnamf/z (KKTK ô ù v a p iv )  the meaning merely signihes the 

possession of a (fw/zamw rather than the exercise of it. This is best illustrated in Aristotle's 

hagmcnts B79-83, where he distinguishes two ways of sensing for living 

animals. Sensing animals can see both because they "have sight and are naturally capable of 

seeing, even if  they happen to have their eyes shut," and because they “are using the faculty 

and are looking at something."(B79)' ̂

'^See Dorbarakis, P.H. Dzctfonnyy iAe y4nc;enr Greet Z,angmige. 5th
edition. Athens, Greece: Hondrorizos & Co., 1989.

’ 'There are one hundred and nineteen instances of the verb and its different forms in 
both the Odyssey and Diad where the original meaning is preserved. Following are a few 
references out of each book 6om both poems: Book 1, 78; 2, 188; 3, line 89; 4,
388,644; 5,89; 9,27; 10,305; 11,260; 12,232; 16,207; 17,144; 18,230-235; 19,157; 21, 
403; 23,11; 24,170.77W, Book 1, line 241, 562, 586; 2,342; 3,236, 451; 5,475; 6,100, 
227; 9,351; 11,116; 12,432; 13,551,605,633; 14,33,423; 15,21,405; 16,107,515; 18, 
61,442; 19, 389; 21,174; 22,201; 22,199; 23,719; 24,403.

'^Aristotle uses interchangeably the terms possessing (ê%eiv/ë$iq) andffwrna/Mw, see 
especially hagments B40 and B67. It has been suggested that Aristotle's special use of 
(fMMOTMnz has been Grst introduced by Plato in the Æwitydemws (277e-278a) and TTzeaeteAty 
(197cl-d4). In the 7%eagrerws passage, Plato states that the person who has caught the birds 
has acquired them in the sense that "he has a certain cfunn/Mw in respect of them" so that 
whenever he wants he can exercise that to have them under his control. For more
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Syntactically, when the verb is followed by an object in the accusative the meaning

changes to 'to  be equal to". So for instance in the.<4M<3&Mü, 1,5,6, Xenophon says that "the

siglus is equal to seven and one-half Attic obols [6 ÔG OiyÀÔS ôùvaTOtl GttT' ôpoÀOÙS

KOCi f||il,oPèÀiO V AtTlKOÙq]". DwMumaz may also mean "to signify to" or to  amount to".

When both Dionysodorus and Ctesippus argue over what the statement "speaking against"

entails, Socrates asks whether

The argument amounts to claiming [TOÛTO y a p  ôùvaTOtl 6 Àôyoç] that 
there is no such thing as false speaking, doesn't it? And the person speaking 
must either speak the truth or else not speak?" (Plato, 286c).

When refers to some kind of subjective moral attitude, then it may mean "to

wish"or "not to wish". An instance of this variation in the meaning is found in Homer, where

Athena consoling Odysseus ofhis travails says:

Always you are the same, and such is the mind within you, and so I do not 
wish to abandon you when you are unhzqypy (oè ... 0Û ô ù v a p a i  
TcpoAiTieîv ôi)aTT]VOV éôvTa), because you are fluent, and reason 
closely, and keep your head always. 13, 331)

Another hequently used word in the ancient text is (fwnato.; (ÔnvûtTÔq), the verbal 

adjective of ffwrnamaf. Generally, in ancient Greek any verbal ai^ective that ends in 

(T0() means "that which is able to do/suffer what the verb describes".'^ Likewise (A/nofof 

means "has the abihty, the capacity or the power", "powerful, capable, able" to do what he

details on the distinction see Meim, S. "The Origins of Aristotle's Concept o f 'E vèpyeta: 
TEvèpyeta and Aùvapiq" in f  Ai fof qpAy, vol. 14,1994, pp. 81-83.

"Often the meaning of "able to do x"or "capable to do x" is attached to adjectives 
ending in -fof with a negation in 6ont o f them. Such is the case with (âÀUToq) 
meaning "that which cannot be solved", or owA ono/wMtof (ouK ôvopaoTÔg) meaning "that 
which cannot be named". See Loreigatos, P. /fü to /y  q/" fAe q/" fAc GreeA
Language. 2nd ed. Athens, Greece: Kakoulidis & Co., 1989, pp. 129-131.
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wishes when he wishes given the right circumstances; or as Socrates and Hippias point out,

the is capable of performing an action if  there is no factor external to bis vohtion,

some kind of disease in this case, that would prevent him h"om manifesting that desire:

But each person who can do what he wishes when he wishes is powerful 
[ôuvocTÔg ÔG Y ' éoT iv ÊKaoToç a p a ,  ôç &v t to t^  TÔTE 6 &v 
Poi)A.T|Tai ÔTOtv Poi)ÀT|TOCl]. I mean someone who is not prevented by 
disease or other such things, someone like you with regard to writing my 
name. You have the power to do this whenever you wish to. That's what I 
mean. Or don't you say that one in such a condition is powerful?(jfÿy!os 
AfiMor 366b7-c3)

What cfwiata; may refer to varies widely. For instance, Xenophon discusses those who are

dwMaro! in body and soul:

Besides, he who endures willingly enjoys his work because he is comforted 
by hope; hunters, for instance, toil gladly in hope of game. Rewards like this 
are indeed of little worth after all the toil; but what of those who toil to win 
friends, or to subdue enemies, or to make themselves capable in body and 
soul [ÔUVOCTOI Y G vopevoi K«i Toîg o w p a o i  K ai T aîç  of
managing their own homes well, of helping their Mends and serving their 
country? (MemoraMm H, 1, 19)

Whereas, Thucydides describes Pericles as someone who is the most dunatos both in speech

and actions:

and finally Pericles, son of Xanthippus, the foremost man of the Athenians 
at that time, showing the greatest abihty in both speech and action 
[ÔUVKTWTaTOg À èyEtV TE KKl ttpàoO E lv], came forward and advised 
them as follows. (TTu/cfcffcfg; 1,39)

As a neuter selective, oson ge (/Mwzro» (ÔOOV yE ÔUVOCTÔV) along with the fixed phrases

fo (fwMa/oM (TO ôuvocTÔv) and fa cfanafa (T& ÔOVOCTà), generally emphasize the

potentiahty, rather than the capacity.'^ Here I use potentiality in the Aristotelian sense.

'''Admittedly Aristotle recognizes a sense of Ja/zafa that is not related to a danami; 
as it is in the case of "that which is not of necessity false." The (fanafa relevant to a (faaazMzs,
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SpeciEcally, Aristotle makes a distinction between something ' s being potentially ((/wMamei)

something as opposed to a thing's capacity ((fwMa/MZf) to change or cause change/^ This is

best illustrated in his example of a piece of wood being potentially ((fwnamez) a casket:

It seems that when we call a thing not something else but 'o f  that something 
(e.g. a casket is not wood but of wood, and wood is not earth but made of 
earth, and again perhaps in the same way earth is not something else but 
made of that something), that something is always potentially [(%Et ÉKEÎvo 

(in the full sense of the word) the thing which comes after it in 
this series.. IX.7,1049al9-23)

Dunayrgg (SuvctOTTlg), the noun of agency, derives 6om  the past tense, passive

voice, o f gùfMnusrAe» (éôl)vào8T|V). It emphasizes the agent ofthe capacity, that

is, 'the  one who is able to do something", but it is more commonly used in context to show

someone who exercises authority. A (fuMosfea can be someone of divine power, as in

Sophocles' ascription of Zeus:

what madness of man, O Zeus, can bind your power? Not sleep can destroy 
it who ages all, nor the meariless months the gods have, unaged in time 
monarch you rule o f Olympus' gleaming hght [âyfipox; ôè %pôv(p 
ÔUvàOTaç K(%Tè%Ei(; ' OÀÙpttOU]. (Sophocles, 608)

Or it may refer to someone of human powers, a human ruler:

When these Nasamaians on their coming were questioned if  they brought any 
news concerning the Libyan desert, they told Etearchus that here had been 
among them certain sons of their chief men, proud and violent youths 
[Y€vèo8oci â v ô p ô v  ôuvaoTÈw v Jtocîôccg ùPpiOTCtç]. (Herodotus n,
32)

Aristotle insists, are derived from the primary sense of (Amomü to move or to be moved: 
"But the senses which involve a reference to edacity  (m cfwiam) all refer to the primary kind 
of edacity ((fwMumiy); and this is a source of change in another thing or in the same thing 

other." (MerqpAysics V.12,1019b30-1020a2)

'^For more details on the distinction between potentiality and edacity  see the 
subsequent section.
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can also be ascribed to inanimate objects such as the stars in Aeschylus' 

Agame/MMOM, 6:

... all the stars of night burdened with and again with heat for men, dynasties 
in their shining blazoned on the air [KKi Tohç ({iGpovTOCQ % eî|ia  Kûci 
OÈpog ppoToîg Aapttpob; ôuvàoTag].

The last but not the least important derivative in this group is (ô ù v ap iç ).

Generally, it can be translated as 'edacity ', 'power', 'ability' or 'potentiality'. It is widely

used in ancient Greek hterature with implicit and explicit philosophical rq>ercussions that

Aristotle will devote two books ofhis to discuss the various assumptions built

into the term. When the noun is in the nominative, it is almost always translated as capacity.

However, I will mention one special use of translated as 'power' and that is in

mathematics. In Theaetetus, Theodonis the geometrician, is called to demonstrate before

Socrates the mathematical application of dunamis:

Theodorus here was demonstrating to us with the aid of diagrams a point 
about powers. He was showing us that the power of three square feet and the 
power of five square feet are not commensurable in length with the power of 
one square foot; and he went on in this way, taking each case in turn till he 
came to the power o f seventeen square feet; there for some reason he stopped.
(147d)

Later in the text within the same context (fw/zamis is given a new application, that is, it is 

used to name the incommensurable hnes.'^

When is in the dative followed by the verb "to be"((fw7:amef emaz), it is

translated as potentiality. Evidence of this variation along with the expressions "kata 

(/wMazMm "(K(%T&ÔÙvapiv),"paradwMa/Mm"(T[apà "huperzA^amm"(ÛTtèp

'^See 148a-b; also see translator's footnote #2.
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ô ù v a |i l  v), which can also be understood as potentialities, is mostly located in Aristotle's

works. There is a particular exception to this use. There are two references in the Platonic

corpus, where the philosopher reserves duMa/Mei for mathematical use: one in Aarayman

(266b3) to refer to "the diagonal that has the power o f (ffwnamez) two feet"and the other one

in Tfmaat; (54b4-5) where "the [right-angled] isosceles, and [the right-angled] scalene

whose longer side (Aafa squared is always triple its shorter side squared (i.e., the

half-equilateral]Again in this specific case, the term gets translated as "power".

Danaoazf and its derivatives are not the only terms used in the ancient Greek text to

signify ability. The expression ozon re (o io v  te )  when fallowed by inGnitive has the same

meaning and use as zfwTaz/Mzzz and its derivatives. Its occurrence at least in the Platonic

dialogues is not as hequent and it does not rqrpear to have different implications and

associations 6om the ones raised in the use o f zfzz/zzzmü. Socrates uses it in the Ton to refer

to the ability to know the ergo/z of each tecA/ie:

Then to each profession a god has granted the ability to know a certain 
function [o ia  l e  e iv a i  yiyvwoKei'V]. I mean, the things navigation 
teaches us -we won't learn them Grom medicine as well, will we? (S37c5-7; 
also in 538a6-8)

Another term that is often related to z6z/za/»zf is ^cAztr (ÎO%ùg). The term derives 

Grom the stem io%u- and is most commonly translated as strength.'^ Its relation to zAzna/MM

'^At this point I will not provide speciGc examples that illustrate the different 
translations in order to avoid becoming repeGGous. Such examples wiU be used later in the 
subsequent discussion.

^^Strength is often used to denote physical prowess. See, for instance, TTz^zzzf Minor 
374aff. Also in the Pseudo-Platonic De/inirionf, there are two versions for the term zfzznzzmü. 
One is reserved to denote abihty meaning ''that which produces results on account of itself' 
(41 lb), and another one that discusses abihty in terms of "supenonty in word or deed; the
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is that ücAMf emphasizes the factuality of the ability, or to use the Aristotelian terminology 

it is the Grst realization of a (fwrnzmw. To be more specific, according to Aristotle, when 

something is in hrst potentiality ((/wnn/Mw) it can come to be in hrst actuahty (energem or 

enreZecAeia) which in turn is identical to second potentiality; once something is in second 

potentiality, it can come to be in second actuality. For instance, the statement "Maria knows 

geometry" involves two levels of manifestations of the two levels o f (ZMnamew. The hrst 

potentiality'^ is that Maria can know geometry because she belongs to the class of beings that 

are "of such and such matter",^ and is capable of actualizing various qualities amongst 

which is knowledge of geometry. When she actually learns geometry she manifests that hrst 

potentiality into a hrst actuality. The hrst actuality is at the same time a second potentiality, 

for since she has learned geometry she could solve a geometrical problem. When she actually 

solves a problem-second actuality- she exercises the second potentiality. Hence in both cases 

we have

potential knowers who realize their respective potentialities, the one by 
change of quality, i.e. repeated transitions ûom one state to its opposite under 
instruction, the other in another way by the transition from the inactive 
possession of sense or grammar to their active exercise. (On zAe n.5, 
417a22-35)

Where does ücAwg fit in this picture? Take, for instance, someone who can wrestle

state which makes its possessor be able; natural strength" (416).

will be using the terms "is potentially F" and "has the potentiality to be F" 
interchangeably.

^Aristotle repeatedly points out that matter is potentiality, whereas form is actuality, 
energgm (évèpyeta): "Matter exists in a potential state (ûÀq êoTt ôt)và|iei), just because 
it may attain to its 6)rm; and when it exists ncZwaZZy, then it is in its form." (AfeZnpAyffc.; 
DC.8,1050al5). Also see On rAe II. 1, 412a9, 414al5.
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strongly. He can do that because he belongs to the class of beings that are "of such and such

nature", namely, because of the "good natural condition and nurture of the body". When he

learns how to wrestle strongly, he manifests the potentiality, the he has, and that

manifestation is wrestling with zscAws.

The same sort of implications between dw/inmû and iscAus we Snd in the works of

the early philosophers. In one of the fragments attributed to Diogenes of Apollonia, the

thinker proposes a monistic world system where everything is a modification of a single

basic substance, air. As the creative substance, air is a cfwMastes that has incredible

Wind in bodies is called breath, outside bodies it is called air. It is the most 
powerful of all and in all (OUTOÇ ôè lieyiOTOt; êv  T o îo i irAoi TÔv 
TtàvTWV ônvàoTT|Ç êoTlv), and it is worth while examining its power 
(a^ to v  6 ' CCÛTOÛ 8 E f)o a o 8 a i Tf| v ô ù v a |iiv ) . (HippocratesDeFW W  
3.15-18; translation ad^ted  6om the Loeb Library)

One of its (fwnamezs is to create strong (zscAwos) winds that uproot trees and create sea

storms:

When therefore much airs makes strong winds (TCOÀÙÇ à f |p  ia ^ u p o v  
' p e û |ia  ttOlfjOfl), trees are tom up by the roots through the force of the
wind, the sea swells into waves, and vessels of vast bulk are tossed about.

Here again wcAwros is the first realization of a in the primary substance.

In conclusion, in this section I briefly looked into the etymology, the derivatives of 

the concept of dwMa/Mzs and their meaning with the help o f textual evidence from the ancient 

Greek literature. For the most part zfwnaozü and its derivatives denote the thing's capacity or 

ability to do something. When the grammatical form of the term changes to the dative 

followed by the verb "to be", or accusative preceded by the prepositions "W a", "Awper" and 

its meaning changes to potentiality. I also argued that (fuwmzM is a necessary
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condition for ücAwj:, in the sense that ücAwj is the second actuality of a dimamM in a 

substance.

For the purposes of this section, I have re&ained 6om raising the different 

implications of the distinction between (fw/zamü as the capacity to cause or suffer change and 

as potentiality (the being ffuMomgi). Rather, I have been using both terms 

interchangeably, and wherever I saw it 6 t I briefly addressed the distinction. However, this 

distinction is quite important when it comes to the actual investigation of the textual 

evidence for assumptions of a pre-Aristotelian model of (fuMumis. Hence, in the subsequent 

section, I will briefly discuss the relationship between capacity and potentiality. For the most 

part the discussion will center upon the evidence provided hom Aristotle, since he is the Erst 

philosopher who addressed this issue explicitly.

2.4 The DwwamM of the Being versus the Being Dnnnrngf: Capacity versus 
Potentiality

InRAysfcg (I.8.191a25-34), Aristotle, referring to the early philosophers, states " the 

hrst of those [early thinkers] who studied philosophy were misled in their search for truth 

and the nature of things" 6)r they beheved that it is impossible for what is to come to be or 

pass out of existence hom both what is and what is not. Other thinkers, Aristotle continues 

in the beginning of 1.9, have attempted to resolve the challenge of coming to be

posed by the Eleatics but inadequately. Namely, they allowed "that a thing may come to be 

without quahhcation 6om what is not" reasoning that "if it is one numerically, it must have 

also only a single potentiahty ((fw/zumez)" "which", Aristotle argues, "is a different thing"
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(191b35-192a3). In short, Parmenides and his fbUowers, as Aristotle puts it, failed to 

recognize one of the essential properties ofbeing, namely its (fw/zn/nw to be or become a 

certain w ay/'

Plato, on the other hand, according to Aristotle, resolves the riddle but only partly.

For he may be able to explain how a thing may come to be out of that which is not; but his

analysis does not adequately address the kind of not being out of which a thing may come

to be. Rather, he assumes that a thing can be potentially (ffzma/Mez) nothing else but the thing

it actually is. This, though, would not explain how water can be potentially wine or a living

man can be potentially dead. In other words, Aristotle argues, Plato and his predecessors lack

in their explanation the being as a way ofbeing. Thus, a thing X can come to be

6om some Y that exists not as X but as X potentially. Thus the new use of «fw/zomü and the

solution to the Eleatic challenge:

Therefore not only can a thing come to be, incidentally, out of that which is 
not, but also all things come to be out of that which is, but is potentiallly 
[dunamei] and is not actually {energeia] P  {Metaphysics Xn.2,1069b 19-20)

^'There is an isolated case in the works of the early philosophers where the 
potentiality to b e a  certain way is explicitly stated. Specihcally, in a 6agment attributed to 
the Eleatic, Melissus, by Aetius, the thinker is to have said that "everything is potentially 
(JzzTzn/Mez ez/znz) corruptible. Since this Aagment is testimonial, 1 have treated it with some 
caution. But if  it is what Melissus actually said then it ^ypears that Aristotle is not the Erst 
one to have pointed out the use of z/zzMomiy as potentiality.

^Aristotle switches to the dative o f the noun, as 1 have pointed out previously, to 
indicate the special use.

^Aristotle's use of the terms e/zergezo and e/zte/ecAeza as opposed to zfzz/zzz/Mzs is 
rather ambiguous. He distinguishes ezzezgezn 6om e/zWecAeza the following way. Ê zzezgeza 
is extended to imply action:"The word 'actuality' (ezzezggza), which we connect with 
fWlElment (gMte/ec/zeza), has, strictly speaking been extended 6om movements (tzzz&yiy) to 
the other things; for actuality (ezzergeza) in the strict sense is identiEed with movement."
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Aristotle's new use of is closely related to the original sense of dwiamiy

viewed as capacity. In fact, it has been suggested that potentiality is fbcally^ related to

cqiacity, so that a thing that is potentially X has the capacity to be or become X.^ Textual

evidence inMet<^Ayficy IX suggests that he recognizes this kind of relationship between the

two senses of dw/za/MM.

... not everything can be healed by the medical art or by chance, but there is 
a certain kind of thing which is capable of it (gfwMatoM ayhn), and only this is 
potentially (dimamez) healthy. (1049a3-5)

This will explain the potentiality a thing has to change in the absence of external objects and

equally, the potentiality it has to change in the absence of internal obstacles:

1047a3-35). Etymologically, the term strictly means activity, notwithstanding 
Aristotle mistakenly derives it hom ergo»: "the action is the end, and the actuality is the 
action. Therefore even the word ‘actuality’ is derived from ‘action’ and points to the 
frdfrllment [ro yap  épyov reXoq,!] ôè èvèpyeia  ro  ëpyov. ôiô x a i Toüvopa êvèpye ta  
A eyerai K ara rô  épyov, x a i ou v re iv e i rtpôq Tf|v evi:eAi%eiav]." (AferqpAyszcs 1X.8, 
1050al5-16) On the other hand, entelecheia which signifies completeness, fulfilment, 
Aristotle identifies with actuality. Despite the difference in meaning, he does not assign them 
to terminologically two different kinds of dunamis. Furthermore, he does not always keep 
the distinction sharp; rather, he uses them interchangeably. For more on e»ergem and 

see Bonitz, H. fWexyfrürore/icws. Secunda editio. Graz: Akademische Druck, 
1955, pp. 253-254; Menn, S. "The Origins o f Aristotle's Concept o f'E vèpyeia:'E vèpyeta  
and Aùvapiq" in X»c!e»r f  AiZoscpAy, vol. 14,1994, pp. 74-78.

^*In focal meaning, there is a central use o f a specific kind of thing to which many of 
its different senses may stand to some relation.Take, for instance, diet, exercise, and a person 
all in some way being related to health. The central use of ‘health' is the state of a thing to 
be healthy. Diet is fbcally related to health because it tends to produce it, exercise because 
it tends to preserve it and a person because it is capable of it. The crucial text in support of 
this is in MerqpAyszc; 1V.2, where Aristotle admits that many other words may be treated 
similarly: "There are many senses in which a thing may be said to ‘be', but they are related 
to one central point, one definite kind of thing, and are not homonymus. Everything which 
is healthy is related to health, one thing in the sense that it preserves health, another because 
it is capable o f it." (1003a32-37).

^Ide, H. "D«»a/Mfs in AferapAysics IX". In y^efro», vol.26, 1992, pp. 4-6.
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And the definition of that which as a result of rAowgAi comes to be in 
fulGllment from having been potentially is that when it has been wished it 
comes to pass if nothing external hinders it, while the condition on the other 
side-viz. in that which is healed-is that nothing in it hinders the result. 
(MetqpAyszcr IX.7,1049a5-8)

One final observation is that potentiality has not been the only concept linked to 

capacity. Aristotle, in his earlier writings, Cue/o (1.9, 279al 1-18) and (IV. 14,

223a21-29) implied a distinction between capacity and possibility. Briefly, he claims that 

there is no countability if  there is no one to count^^ and there is no body outside heavens 

since there is nothing out there in which it is possible (dwnamn) for there to be body. Many 

ancient^^ and modem^^ commentators have accused Aristotle for failing to recognize the 

distinction between something having the capacity to be counted or receive body hom 

something being possible of counting in the absence of a counter or being possible ofbody 

outside heavens. Whether his critics have been correct in interpreting his view is a wholly 

different issue that goes far beyond the aim of this section. At this point it only suffices to

^̂ In the Categories he argues for exactly the opposite position; namely, if  there were 
no animals in existence to know and perceive, knowables and perceptibles would still exist: 
'Take for example, the squaring of the circle, supposing it to be knowable; knowledge of it 
does not yet exist but the knowable itself exists. Again, if  animal is destroyed there is no 
knowledge, but there may be many knowables The case of perception is similar
to this; ... For if animal is destroyed perception is destroyed, but there will be something 
perceptible (uürAem), such as body, hot, sweet, bitter, and all the other perceptibles." (7, 
7b32-8a6)

^^See for instance the Stoics' response such as Philoponus (An. Pr. 169.20), 
Simplicius (Cat. 196,1) where they say that a thing can be combustible or perceptible at the 
bottom of the sea, in virtue of the 'bare fitness' (p̂ iYe qpftgdezor&y) of the thing. Also 
Cleomedes' response in De Afbiw Czrcw/an Coyporu/M CaeZerhw/M.

^ Îde, H. "Duma/MÜ in MeiqpAyazcy IX". ln.,4pg;ron, vol.26,1992, pp. 6-18; Sorabji, 
R. Zf/Me, CreuifOM and ZAe ConhnMWTM. TAeonea in dnAgMify and rAe DarZy MiddZe dgef. 
Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1983, pp. 90-93.
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say that Aristotle had to entertain these three concepts and their interrelations, first, because 

they are important in laying the foundations for his science of physics and second, because 

they help him explain away the possibihty of contraries and contradictories existing 

concurrently.

To summarize, one of the several senses is used for is to signify capacity

(the ability to do) and potentiality (the abihty to be); the latter is developed and exclusively 

discussed by Aristotle. The textual evidence horn also suggests that Aristotle

recognized an association between the two senses; namely, that potentiahty is fbcaUy related 

to capacity, so that if  some thing is potentiaUy X it also has the capacity to be or become X.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I addressed three specific issues regarding the concept of dunamis. 

First, I looked at the role of dzmamü into the ancient philosophic writings. Secondly, since 

the interpretation and analysis of the evidence clearly relies on the grammatical form of the 

term as well, I discussed the etymology, the various derivatives and their meanings using 

textual evidence from the ancient Greek hterature in general. This discussion yielded the two 

most philosophically important derivatives, namely, dwnufMM as a edacity and as 

potentiahty. The relationship between these two concepts I took iq) in the final section.

Myinquirywith respect to the above questions yielded the following. Upon observing 

their environment, ancient Greeks noticed that things were undergoing change. To 

philosophicaUy explain the phenomenon, they had to give the object that was initiating or 

suffering the change an attribute that would enable this kind of activity. That attribute was
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(fwMa/MÎy. Originally, it signi&ed the capacity to cause or sutler change. However, (fnnamü 

as a capacity alone did not c^ tu re  a certain kind of event. Reason has it, as Aristotle says, 

that the actuality of a thing conies out of what that thing is potentially, hence, the second and 

more important use for Aristotle's metaphysical agenda, namely, as potentiality. For

the second use the philosopher uses a specihc grammatical form; that is, the dative o f the 

noun followed by the verb '*to be" and the accusative preceded by the prepositions "porn", 

"Aum" and "Awper". The two terms are related fbcally meaning that if a thing is potentially 

X it also has the edacity  to be or become X. These attributes, quite essential to his 

metaphysical agenda, will become the backbone ofhis theory of

The above specialized sense of (fwnamü and its relation to the original, Aristotle 

argues, was not stipulated by his predecessors' treatment of Is Aristotle right in

believing that it was not at least tacitly known to the early philosophers? This is one of the 

questions that I address next. Specifically, in the next chapter I argue that some of the 

features ofthe Aristotelian dunameis were either explicitly or implicitly stated in the writings 

o f the Presocratics. Indeed, the early philosophers did not explicitly make a distinction 

between the two senses of The sense they mostly referred to was an active or a

passive power, that is the ability to do or suffer something. However, the language suggests 

that they might have been aware o f (fwnuTMÜ as potentiality and its relationship to capacity.
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C H A PTER S  

Pre-Socratic Traces of Aristotelian DMwamew

3.1 Introduction

In DC.1, Aristotle claims that ''that which is" (TO 6 v )

is in one way divided into 'what' (TO Ti), quality (Jtotov), and quantity 
(JtOOOV), and is in another way distinguished in respect of potentiality 
(KKTCt ÔÙ vap.t V) and fulfilment (Ê VTeAè%eiav), and of function (KOtTCC 
TO epyov). (1045b32-35)

The ascription of to being is quite essential for Aristotle; indeed, any meaningful

discussion regarding "that which is" will have to include a discussion on the concept of

cfMMumiy. It is a mere fact of reason, as he says, that "the actuality of any given thing can only

be realized in what is already potentially the thing." (0» fAe 11.2,414a25-27). Hence,

he will have to investigate, as he readily admits in MefqpAysics IX. 1, the different senses of

the term that are derivatives of "the formula of potentiality in the primary sense.”

(AfgZnpAysics IX. 1, 1046al-16).

This is exactly what Aristotle does in V.12 and DC.; he investigates the

fundamental features of the term (fwnamü, which can be translated as 'capacity", 'power',

'ability', or 'potentiality'. Primarily, he distinguishes between the non-rational (fu/zwMeiy that

are "present in soulless things", and the (/wnamezs accompanied by reason that are present

in "things possessed of soul and in the rational part of the soul". (Aferqp/^sicy DC.2,1046al-

5). For both kinds Aristotle recognizes two uses. The frs t use, which he considers to be a

narrow and primary one, addresses the JwMaTwü or edacity  of something to change, move,

and cause change:
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Capacity ((fwMo/Mff) then is the source (6p%f|), in general, of change 
(peTCtpoX^Q) or movement (KivfjOEWÇ) in another thing or in the same 
thing gwn other, and also the source of a thing's being moved by another 
thing or by itself other. (MgfnpAyfic; V .12,1019al 8-20; also inIX.1-5)

The second and broader use takes (/wnamif as a way ofbeing something, that is some thing's

being potentially something. For instance, "wood is potentially (dima/Me:) a

casket" IX.7, 1049al9-20), and a man is potentially a musician

(IX.8, 1049b26). These two senses, though they address different activities, appear to be

fbcally related' as Aristotle suggests in IX.7,1049a3-5:

... not everything can be healed by the medical art or by chance, but there is 
a certain kind of thing which is enable of it (f/wMaïo» egfm), and only this is 
potentially healthy.

Namely, a thing that is potentially healthy has the capacity to be or become healthy.

These fundamental features of (funoMM that comprise the backbone of the

Aristotelian theory of were already present in the philosophic tradition that

preceded Aristotle's. In what follows, then, I argue that

D l. the distinction ofbeing between its function (ergon) and its (funo/nü,
D2. the distinction between rational and non-rational (fwnn/Meü,

'According to focal meaning, there is a central use o f a speciGc kind of thing to which 
many of its different senses may stand in some relation. The crucial text in support of this 
relation is in Mef^Ayszc; IV.2 where Aristotle explicitly states that "there are many senses 
in which a thing may be said to 'be ', but they are related to one central point, one dehnite 
kind of thing, and are not homonymous. Everything which is healthy is related to health, one 
thing in the sense that it preserves health, another because it is capable o f it." (1003a32-37)

^The Aristotelian account on the concept of (fwMumü is far more complex than what 
I portrayed it to be in the brief introduction above. Aristotle exclusively discusses the details 
of each use in V.12 and IX. 1, whereas supporting evidence can also be found
in the Cufegona; 7, 7b32-8a6, Da Cae/o 1.9, 279all-18, fAysics IV. 14, 223a2I-29. 
However, for the purposes of this p ^ e r  it only suffices that I draw attention to the general 
features of the term.
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D3. the fundamental feature of as the capacity to change, move and
cause change,

D4. the fundamental feature of (fwMa/nü as the potentiality to be or become 
something,

D5. and the relation between capacity and potentiality is that something is 
potentially capable to he or become something

can be traced back to the writings o f the Presocratic philosophy^. Furthermore, tracing the

features of will also reveal its role in the Presocratic literature and its philosophical

development. In the subsequent sections it will also become evident to the reader that the

early philosophers do not aspire to establish a theory of (fwnomü; their concern was merely

to abandon the mythopoetical elements of the existing cosmologies and provide a rational

explanation for the is of the tos/Mos. So, at best what they say or assume about rfwTzamü

can only constitute the embryonic stages o f a theory of f/wna/Mzs.

This exposition will 6)cus on two groups of thinkers. The first group includes the two 

epic poets, Homer and Hesiod, whom I call the 'forerunners of philosophy'. Within this 

group I will briefly refer to the "Orphic poems" that were attributed to Orpheus and 

circulated as early as mid-sixth century B.C. in ancient Greece. Traces of their theogonic- 

cosmogonic narrative can be found in the Pythagoreans or even in Plato's f  Auafo and his 

doctrine of the immortality of the soul. The second group will be primarily a cluster of 

philosophers that were either Socrates' contemporaries or came before him and whose

^By this I do not claim that Aristotle has ignored the influences ofhis predecessors 
on his philosophy. On the contrary, in several ofhis works he pays tribute to those who have 
paved the way for his own inquiry. See, for instance, Me/qpAyf zcs 1.4 984b23-30, where he 
claims that Hesiod might have been the first thinker to come up with the idea of the "efBcient 
cause". Rather, the goal of this chapter is to draw attention to specihc evidence upon which 
Aristotle relied to formulate an actual theory of (fuMumir. For more on the topic, see chapter 
1, section 1.3.
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pioneering contributions to rationally understand the cosmos laid the groundwork for later 

thinkers to describe it more specifically. For both groups the universe was a dynamic one; 

a multitude of present in both animate and inanimate objects were the facilitators

of change either in the thing itself or in another thing.

3.2 The Mytbologists: The Forerunners of Philosophy

As I have already argued the works of the epic poets were not clearly perceived as 

philosophical. Aristotle places them among the forerunners of philosophy, since he considers 

that "even the lovers of myth are lovers of wisdom". Several times he mentions both Homer 

and Hesiod by name and uses their views on cosmogony as a reference point for his own

theories.

Greek epic poetry went through three stages of development, maturity and decline. 

Preserved records exist only from the second and third stage where Homer and Hesiod’s 

poems were produced^. In both of Homer’s poems dunamis appears only twelve times in the 

text.^ AH of them are found either in the nominative or accusative form of the noun that do

^There are no hagments o f the hrst period; reconstructed evidence hom other forms 
of literature and the two Homeric epics reveals a gradual development of the epic metre and 
diction hom crudity to maturity by the time of Homer. Hesiod’s poems are the products of 
the third period of epic poetry. He is the representative of a tradition found in Boeotia, Locris 
and Thessaly. Unlike the trend in Ionia and the islands that follows the Homeric tradition, 
Hesiod gives birth to a new epic form which is more focused on practical matter-of- facts 
such as the genealogies of man, agriculture, astronomy. He will abandon this style o f poetry 
and gradually change it to one with more dramatic elements as seen in q/"

În OcZyssey: books 2.62,3.205,10.69,20.237,21.202,23.127. In Thud books: 5.475, 
8.295, 13.785 and 787,22.20 and 23.890.
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not carry the special meaning the dative form does. Several times, in the usual Homeric 

fashion, the term is used in Sxed phrases that appear in one or both poems^. And in almost 

all cases, the Homeric (fw/ia/Mw is understood as physical strength^.

In all of the references, dwiamiy is used to denote capacities that humans and their 

anthropomorphic counterparts, the divinities, have. According to the Homeric model, 

is the state that lends equally humans and gods the ability to do something. Hence, 

Achilles praises the superb ability Atreus' sons has to throw the spear "Atreus' sons, we 

know how far you surpass all others in your power, how great a spearman" 23.890). 

Whereas, the Homeric gods have various (Zwrnamew among which is the ability to bestow 

(Zwnamgw on humans.^ In one case, Telemachus tells Nestor that he hopes the gods will give 

him the strength to avenge the wrongdoer: "O that the gods would clothe me with such 

strength, that I might take vengeance on the wooers for their grievous sin." (Ocfyssey, 3.205).

Philosophically, there is not much of a difference in Hesiod’s poems regarding the 

treatment of dunamis. There are only three instances of the term in all ofhis works.® Similar

^The phrase 'while our strength stays with us (Aose dumn/Mü ge paresfr)' is repeated 
inÆ W  8.295,13.785; in OcZyssey2.62,23.127. The same exact phrase appears in Hesiod's 
7%eogoMy 418. A slightly different version of the above statement 'if  I could and had the 
strength (ez moz zZzzzzzzzzzzs ge^zzreze)' is found in TZzzzzf 22.20 and 2.62 as well.

Ît is worth noting here, that although ancient Greeks had reserved a specific term for 
strength (zscAzzs), nowhere in the Homeric text does the actual term, ücAzzs, and its 
derivatives appear. The first three instances of zscAzzs alone and no other forms appear in 
Hesiod's TTzeogo/zy 153, 823, 146.

^The view that gods distribute zZwnzzzMeza to humans is also revived in the myth of 
Protagoras in frotzzgorzzf 320c9-322a3.

®See Hesiod, ĵ Aze/zZ z^HerzzcZay 354; 7%eogz)zzy 418, Hbrkr zzzzzZ Dzrys 336.
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to the Homeric assertions, is equally a characteristic property o f humans and the

divine and denotes the ability to change or cause change. For instance, the gods, who

continue to be anthropomorphic, following the Homeric motif) have powers to do things.

Hence, Hecate has the power to bestow wealth upon those who have been generous in their

ceremonial sacrifices in her honor:

For even now, whenever any one of mortal men makes a handsome sacriGce 
in propitiation, according to usage, he invokes Hecate, and recompense 
abundant and lightly granted befalls that man whose prayers the goddess 
receives with favor, and she grants him good success, for hers is the power 
to do this. (7%eogony 415-420)

Unlike Homer and Hesiod's divinities who have dunu/Mgis and bestow them upon 

objects, in the so-called dunaynis is one of the Orphic deities. Namely,

one of the three progenitors in the third stage of the Orphic theogonia, is duna/Mw

represented by Erikepaios. (DK IB 12). Unfortunately, there is not much that can be said 

from one single reference, other than the Orphic dunamis is some sort of creator and as such 

I can only assume it can bring about change.'*’

In conclusion, the goal of this section was to highlight and attempt a possible 

interpretation of the few instances of danamw in what I refer to as the fbrerurmers of 

philosophy. I admit from the onset, my interpretation suffers from the problems any other

'"As I have already mentioned in the frrst chapter, Orpheus' existence has been 
debated by the ancients; Aristotle, for instance, did not believe he existed. The Orphic 
literature is thought to b ea  collection of writings of different periods and perspective, dating 
from sixth century B.C. The main reason I decided to include it in this exposition is because 
in the only reference that duMu/nfr is brought up it is used not as a specific property o f a 
substance but is given the role of a divine ancestor. This basic Orphic idea that dunamis is 
an agent and not simply a property of a thing will be revisited in Empedocles ' view about the 
two dwnu/Mgü, Love and Hate.
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interpretive attempt does when it comes to insnfScient evidence. Even so, the text reveals 

that the poets' description of the people, their passions and travails, their understanding of 

the surroundings incidentally brought into the picture the term (funa/Mw. These dima/weis are 

restricted only to humans and their anthropomorphic counterparts, the gods. Primitive in the 

philosophical sense, the term explicitly or implicitly is only used to show the ability to 

change or suffer change, which captures Aristotle's strict use of the term."

This scenario slightly changes when we move to the presocratic philosophers. 

Dwnn/MÜ becomes the central theme in their philosophies. It is either the underlying cosmic 

principle that can be applied over a whole range of things, one of the primary agents that sets 

the in a harmonious motion, or it becomes one or the main characteristics of animate

and inanimate objects. To be more specihc, in what follows, I will selectively discuss some 

of the early philosophers' assumptions about the term in an effort to show the gradual 

development from its crude beginnings to a philosophically significant concept.

3 J  The Early Philosophers

I will start this investigation with the founder of western philosophy and scientific 

culture, and the only Presocratic to be named one of the Seven Sages, Thales o f Miletus. 

From the few preserved fragments, Thales appears to propose a universe where everything 

consists of soul, and thus things that are normally thought to be inanimate in his view have

" For Homer human JwMnTMü is identified with physical strength in the absence of 
a specific term for the actual quality. The two terms are distinguished for the first time in 
Hesiod's works with the indirect implication that strength might be the factuality of a 
ùfMna/MÜ, or to use the Aristotelian terminology, the first actuality of a
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life. As a consequence, since soul pervades all things, all things then are AiU of gods

Some declare that it [the soul] is mixed in the whole [universe], and perhaps 
this is why Thales thought all things are full of gods." (Aristotle, On rAe S'owf 
1.5,411a7-8)

The governing element with which the soul and thus the divinities set the universe in motion 

is water. Water is the primary source or the element (oTOi%eiw0ouq ùypoû) out of which 

all physical things are made.'^ Water has divine qualities^'' one of which is the zfw/za/MM to 

move. In a hagment by Aetius (1.7, 11), Thales is said to have claimed that water has 

(fwMOTMM AiMgritg», that is the dzmwM» to move; this is, actually, the furst time in 

philosophical literature that (funumiy is clearly connected with mobility (Az»e$i^, which is 

one of the ûrst uses Aristotle considers for dw/zu/Mü. Unfortunately there is no further 

evidence other than what has been said above that can provide any Srm ground to understand 

all the specifics of dunamis kinetiken.

In the Pythagorean cosmology dunamis plays a more prominent role. It makes its

'^For a detailed explanation how Thales relates the ideas that soul pervades 
everything and that all things are fiill of gods, see McKirahan's commentary in McKirahan, 
R.D. iPAz/omyqpAy Indiana, Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc.,
1994, pp. 30-31.

'^It is not clear whether Thales held either that all things are made of water or that 
water is the source of all things. Holding the former would be more problematic, since he 
would have to explain the existence of things that oppose water. For more on this see Kirk, 
G.S., Raven, I.E., Schofield, M. 7%e freaocrurzc Second Edition. Cambridge,
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983, pp. 90-94.

'^For ancient Greeks the main features of the divine are immortality and powers that 
extend beyond the human scope. Aristotle in AferupAyszca 1.3 983b6 explains why water was 
thought to be of divine nature; actually most ofhis reasoning on this subject matter, by his 
own admission, is corgectural.
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^pearance in connection with the most fundamental element of their cosmology, i.e. 

Number."

Philolaos is the Grst of the two Pythagoreans" whose preserved 6agments explicitly

relate cfw/mTMü to number. In a genuine Pythagorean fashion, Philolaos conceives Number

to be the cosmic principle that entails an effective force (f/wMa/Miy) which permeates all

things. He holds to be in the Decad (e» re d e c a f f a n d  that the essence (a*ty;a) and

function (erga/il of Number are dependent upon that (fwna/MÜ.

One must study the activities (ergon) and the essence (owfia) of Number in 
accordance with the power (Aartan (fananzm) existing in the Decad (Ten- 
ness); for it the (the Decad) is great, complete all achieving, and the origin 
o f divine and human life and its Leader; it shares ... The power (dwnamü) 
also of the Decad. Without this, aU things are unlimited, obscure and 
indiscernible. (DK 11//I, 313f)

We get an insight how (fananiM is used here by first looking at the grammatical form of the

term in the text. In effect, there are two variations. According to the first one, (Aazami; is in

the nominative which denotes in general a thing's capacity to do something, and in this

particular case it signifies the Decad’s capacity to bring things into existence, make them 

apparent:

And you may see the nature o f number and its power at work not only in 
supernatural and divine existence but also in all human activities and words 
everywhere, both throughout technical production and also in music. (DK 
ll//I,313f)

"  Besides the role of Number, for instance, the number ten (Decad) in Philolaos' 
system, the Pythagoreans worked on the harmony of the spheres. Also all of them rejected 
the geocentric system, with the exception of Ecphantus who has the earth standing at the 
center of the universe.

"He flourished in the second part of the 6fth century B.C. It has been alleged that he 
was the hrst to have published a book on the Pythagorean doctrines.
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On the other hand, ffunnmM is used in a more specialized sense; it is part of an expression,

tatmn which merely denotes potentiality.'^ Support for this approach is implicit

in the wording of the above fragment where "one must study the activities and the essence

of Number in accordance with the power existing in the Decad". It is in the essence

of the Decad, then, to be potentially capable of producing an pertaining to animate and

inanimate substances. Philolaos' language here is reminiscent in a rather crude way of

Aristotle's division ofbeing with respect to its function (ergon) and potentiality ((funomü).

Ecphantus, the Pythagorean 6om Syracuse,'^ uses in a slightly different

manner. He starts his account by admitting 6om the outset that we cannot attain true

knowledge of things, and then he proceeds to give his account o f the origin o f the universe.

His kof/Moy consists of the originally indivisible bodies (.so/noio) out of which the sensible

objects come, and the soul that sets these bodies in motion. Dw/m/M» is one of the three

variations of the indivisible bodies, size and shape being the remaining two:'^

One Ecphantus, a native of Syracuse, affirmed that it is not possible to attain 
a true knowledge of things. He deSnes, however, as he thinks, primary bodies 
to be indivisible, and that there are three variations of these, viz., size, figure, 
cz^acity, firom which are generated the objects of sense. But there are a

'^The same expression we come across in Aristotle's MerqpAyficg IX.l 104Sb32, 
which gets translated as potentiality.

'^There are no known writings by him. Any evidence ofhis views comes either fix)m 
Hippolytus, a third century A.D. theologian, and his work .Re/wmfioyiy q / W / Z z a r  orfiom 
Aetius.

'^The basic idea here is that the unlimited and indivisible have a temporal as well as 
a spatial aspect.To further explain away the apparent contradiction would involve a detailed 
discussion of the Pythagorean system and this is not the time nor the place to do it For more 
on the topic see McKirahan, R.D. f  A z / o B e / b r e  Indianapolis, Indiana: Hackett
Publishing Company, Inc., 1994, pp. 79-115.
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determinable multitude of these, and that this is inhnite. And that bodies are 
moved (Az/zeütAuf) neither by weight nor by impact, but by divine power 
(Ù7IÔ Geiaç ôuvà^iEW^), which he calls mind and soul; and that of this the 
world is a representation; where&re also it has been made in the form of a 
sphere by divine power. And that the earth in the middle of the cosmic system 
is moved round its own center towards the east. 1.15)

Dwnamw in Ecphantus' system has a several purposes. On one hand, it E^pears to be one of

the three properties of the primary bodies (somuta). It is also the source of change, though

not explicitly stated, since it is one of the sources of generating the sensible objects. Then,

there is the divine (fwna/Mü which he calls 'the mind" or "the soul". From the hagment above

it is not as clear whether in the realm of this divine (funu/Mis there exists a real world out of

which the world we live in is a representation (iôèav); or the divine (/wnamw is permeating

every thing in the actual world and thus there is a representation of this duna/MW in some

form in every thing in the world. Whichever scenario apphes one thing is clear, namely that

the divine (fana/Mü is responsible for motion it sets the bodies in motion and it is

responsible 6)r creating a world in the sh ^ e  of a sphere.^

Ecphantus is not the 6rst one to make </anamis the chief character in his story.

Empedocles, the Erst philosopher to reconcile the Eleatic and Herachtean philosophy,

chooses a similar avenue. His account of (fanamü is more substantial in that it plays more

^"Besides Ecphantus' laconic description o f the soul, relying on reference Eom the 
Pythagorean writings, I will assume that he means it is of the same kind as the divine Aof moj, 
namely a AnnMonrn of numbers.

^'He adopts the qualities o f the Parmenidean W ng by making his four "roots" 
immortal, indestructible, and qualitatively unchangeable. To account for change, he has the 
primordial elements constantly mix and separate without suffering any qualitative changes 
themselves, contrary to the Herachtean system where one element transforms into another 
in such a process.
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of a pivotal role in his cosmology. The relevant evidence comes 6om a poem he wrote "On

TVhrwre". The poem investigates questions pertaining to the nature of the compounds out of

which the different animate and inanimate objects come to issues relating to perception,

cognition and epistemology.^

The protagonists of the various processes in the Empedoclean are the four

elements,^ earth, air, water, hre, and the two original (fwna/Meü, Love and Strife.

Empedocles of Acragas, the son of Meton, claims there are four elements 
(.gmzAern), hre, air, water, earth and two original powers (âp%iKàq 
ôuvàpeiq). Love and Strife, of which one [Love] unihes, the other [Strife] 
separates. (Aetius, 1.3.20)

Elemental in their nature, the four roots are eternal and they do not undergo any kind of

change, that is, they do not come to be or suffer destruction. However, they come to mix and

form mortal compounds which unlike their progenitors come to be and suffer destruction:

"Immediately things became mortal which formerly had learned to be immortal, and things

previously unmixed became mixed, interchanging their paths." (DK 31B35) This

fundamental process of mixing and dissolving of the original elements to form compounds

is only possible by the intervention of the two original (funameM, Love and Strife

respectively:

^Empedocles' hagments constitute the largest amount of surviving hagments 6om 
any other Presocratic philosopher. He wrote on various subjects ranging hom tragedies to 
medical treatises. The poem I mention in the main text is where he expounds his views on 
cosmology and it is o f the most philosophical importance regarding my investigation on 
c/wnayMZJ.

^Empedocles' actual word is nzomafa (pt^w paTa) which hterally means 'roots'. 
Using this specihc term, Empedocles wants to emphasize that the four elements are 
fundamental and irreducible and like the roots of a plant they are the source for everything 
else that is formed.
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In Anger they are all separate and have their own forms, but they come 
together in Love and yearn 6 r  one another. For 6om these come all things 
that were and are and will be in future. (DK 31B21)

Empedocles' treatment o f the concept of (fwnamü raises several interesting points.^

These will be tied into the assumptions he makes about the functions of the original

since there is no evidence to show that he uses any other (fwnumeü in the different

stages ofhis cosmology^. First it is not clear at all what the nature of the two (/wnameis is.

On one hand, the text implies that they have an immaterial nature; that is, the compounds are

composites of the four elements alone and not the four elements and the two

They [i.e. the four elements] dominate in turn as the cycle revolves, and they 
decrease into one another and grow in their turn, as destined. For there are 
just these things, and running through one another they come to be both 
humans and the tribes of other beasts at one time coming together into a 
single by Love and at another each being borne apart by the hatred
of Strife, until they grow together into one, the whole, and become 
subordinate. (DK 31B26)

On the other hand, he appears to ascribe to them attributes that are usually assigned to

material objects.

I will tell a double story. For at one time they grew to be only one out of 
many, but at another they grew apart to be many out of one: Ere and water 
and earth and the immense height o f air, and deadly Strife apart &om them, 
equal in all directions and Love among them, equal in length and breadth.
(DK 31B17; emphasis mine)

Their materiality is further supported when he assigns them to different spatial locations

owe most of the observations discussed in this section to the helpful comments 
McKirahan makes on Empedocles' philosophy. In McKirahan, R.D. f

In d ian ^ lis , Indiana: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 1994, pp. 259-262.

^^Theophrastus, in his commentary on Empedocles' views on cognition and 
perception, discusses a different set o f (fu/zameM that are properties of the products of the 
mixture between the original elements and Love and Strife.
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during the different stages of the of the

When Strife had reached the lowest depth of the vortex, and Love comes to 
be in the middle of the whirl, at this point all these things come together to 
be one single thing, not at once but willingly banding together, different ones 
6om different places. (DK 31B35)

To continue the controversy, in one part o f the poem Empedocles claims that the elements

remain at constant mix or separation and do not fall back into their original state due to the

constant presence of either Love or Strife respectively. In another part, though, his language

suggests that both Love and Strife are the agents of the change in the original elements. For

instance, very often he uses phrases such as '1)y the hatred of Strife", "By Love" or "in

Love", "in Anger" all of which point to the view that z/izzznzMzg is not a constituent but rather

the outside agent that initiates the changes. But if  this is the case, when the agent is not

present, its effect ceases to exist; such a scenario though would be contradicting what he

claims above, namely, that the elements never fall back to their original state but are in a

constant mix. To avoid this, it seems the "constituent" interpretation to be more probable

than its alternative.

Furthermore, seeing, as the Empedoclean account suggests, the two dzzno/Mgw as the 

external source solely responsible for motion would be rather strange. This would require 

that his specihc four roots are merely inert matter which would be at odds with the traditional 

view that understands change, and for that matter motion, as an inherent property of the 

primary substances.^*Aristotle, in an attempt to resolve the inconsistency, thinks that

^*See for instance the Pythagoreans who gave their primary substance. Number, the 
inherent property of motion due to a dzznamzs. The same holds for Diogenes of Appollonia 
whose air has the zfzmazMiy to move.
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Empedocles' language suggests that either motion is a constitutive property of the four

elements, "Ere by nature is borne upwards", or that 'chance' and not Strife is responsible for

the motion of the roots:

Aither was borne upwards not by Strife, but sometimes he speaks as if  it 
happened by chance. For thus in its course it sometime chanced to meet with 
the other elements in this way, but often otherwise. And sometimes he says 
that Ere by nature is borne upwards, but aither sank beneath the deep-rooted 
earth. (On Generaho/z Cormpho/i, 2.6 334al-5)

Plato also suggests chance to be a factor. But he also claims that each of these elements has

an individual (fwnoTMÜ which along with chance iniEate motion:

They maintain that Ere, water, earth and air owe their existence to nature 
(pAysez) and chance (fycAe), and in no case to art (tecA/ie), and that it is by 
means of these entirely inanimate substances that the secondary physical 
bodies-the earth, sun, moon, and stars-have been produced. These substances 
moved at random, each impelled by virtue o f its own powers inherent 
properties ôè (|)Epô|iEva Ttj -cqq ôuvàp.EW(; exaoTa èxàoTWU 
which depended on various suitable amalgamations of hot and cold, dry and 
wet, soA and hard, and aU other h^hazard combinarions and inevitably 
resulted when the opposites were mixed. (Zmvs X, 889b; ad^ted  Eom 
Trevor I. Saunders' translaüon)

It is not clear at this point if  Empedocles meant to have both chance and the individual

(fzma/Mgfs as elements in his cosmogony; or if  these are a much later addidon by Plato and

Aristotle who might have had detected the potenEal inconsistency menEoned above. If the

laEer holds, any further consideraEon of those elements would be a mere anachronism.

For what it is worth, Theophrastus' account of Empedocles' views on sense

percepEon and thought, involves other ùfwna/Meü that arise Eom the mixture of the original

elements.^ For instance, when the mixture is of the right proporEons and is in the tongue

^It is not clear, though, if  Empedocles had sensed the problemaEc nature o f the 
interacEon between the four elements and the two (funa/Mew in his cosmology; thus, in his
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then it gives rise to the (funa/MÜ ofbeing a skillful orator or if  the mixture is in the hands, the

person is a skillful artisan:^^

But when the composition in some single member lies in the mean, the 
person is accomplished in that part. For this reason some are clever orators, 
others artisans; for in the one case the happy mixture is in the tongue, in the 
other it is in the hands. And the like holds true for all the other forms of 
ability (6polw(; Ô ' v x a i xairà ôuvàpeii;). (On
11)

Within the same context, Theophrastus objects that he Qnds this idea odd,

that the special abilities ((/wMU/nezs) of men are due to the composition of the 
blood in their particular members,-as if  the tongue were the cause of 
eloquence; or the hands, of craftsmanship; and as if  these members did not 
have the rank of mere instruments. (24)

Again here it is unclear whether these (fwMWMeü are offsprings o f the original ones, which

would support the view that Empedocles intended the latter to be the primary constituents

of the four roots; or whether dunamis is a temporal entity meaning that as long as the specific 

mixture exists, the existence of this particular (funamis is guaranteed; when the mixture is 

absolved then that particular dunamis ceases to exist.

Given these irregularities in his account, what are we, then, to conclude regarding 

Empedocles’ treatment of dunamis? His account appears to entail several inconsistencies. 

The two (A/nameis are originally assumed to be immaterial entities yet in the same context

account of cognition and perception he amends it by ascribing further (fwMumeis to the 
compounds. Or Theophrastus, being aware ofboth Plato and Aristotle's criticism, interjects 
his own solution.

relate (funumzs with 'being' rather than 'becoming' for in this particular passage 
the term is associated with the infinitive of the verb to be, emaz, rather than gzgnasrAaz the 
infinitive of the verb to become. Whether Empedocles, assuming Theophrastus accurately 
reports on him, was aware of these subtle differences in the interrelations o f the term is 
unknown.
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they have material attributes. Their role is that of the external agent of motion, yet at places 

they are presumed to be constituents of the four roots. Is, then Empedocles guilty of 

philosophic carelessness? Is it even fair to require philosophic maturity 6om a thinker who, 

along with the undertaking of explaining away the mythopoetic elements of early 

cosmogony, is faced with the limitations of a language that is gradually developing 

philosophically? Or should we just simply see him in the light of a poet with a flair for 

philosophy and as such allowing him artistic licence is almost necessary?

These questions, though they do not have any specihc answer, are not intended to 

undermine Empedocles' contributions to natural philosophy. The tension in his explanation 

of the gemarw of the Aofmcw between the primary substances and the two (fuMumeis will give 

Aristotle grounds for addressing a detailed account of the dunameis in inanimate and animate 

objects, what he calls rational and nonrational dunameis.

A challenge to the stationary Eleatic universe comes from the Atomists who focus 

on the more rudimentary level of elements in nature, the atoms. Their goal is to establish an 

atomic theory for every aspect of the world. Democritus continued the tradition his teacher, 

Leucippus,^ had started and addressed a wide range of physical phenomena 6om the 

macrocosmic to the microcosmic level, 6om cognition and thought processes to the 

functions of the Sve senses.^ Each phenomenon in the world is explained in terms ofmobile

^^Leucippus' actual existence has been called in question. Epicurus reportedly denies 
his existence; whereas, Aristotle and Theophrastus consider him the founder o f the atomic 
theory. See Burnet, J. GreeArf AdosqpAy. New York: The World Publishing Company,
1964, p. 330.

Dem ocritus calls a human being "a small (^iiKpôg) Aosmos" (DK 68B34). The 
assumption is that human and world functions are governed by the same principles. This idea
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microscopic atoms. Every event and change in the phenomenal world can he reduced to

changes in the behavior of the eternal and unchanging atoms. The use of these fundamental

units leads to the following observations. First, change and motion are one of the principal

characteristics ofhis cosmology. Secondly, the concept tied with these respective changes

is that of (fwMo/MLy. The latter becomes evident 6om Theophrastus'commentary on

Democritus' system.

To make any discussion on the Demociitean use o f (fwnomü more intelligible, I will

momentarily digress to briefly present his views on the soul.^' According to Democritus, the

presence of the soul is what separates animate 6om  inanimate matter. It is a material

substance composed of atoms spherical in shape, not a surprising obsavation since

everything is explained in terms of their atomic constitution. Thinking processes are not one

of the primary functions of the soul; rather, the soul and the mind are one and the same thing:

Democritus roundly identifies soul and mind, for he identifies what appears 
with what is true -that is why he commends Homer for the phrase 'Hector lay 
with thought distraught’; he does not employ mind as a special faculty 
((fwMaTMZM hni) dealing with truth, but identifies soul and mind.(Aristotle, De 
vfrni/Mu, 1.2,404a27)

The same claim is made in the subsequent fiagment with the reminder that the soul does not 

consist of di@erent parts located in different areas o f the body.^^ The implication then appears

is also shared by Anaximenes who attempted to explain the human phenomena in terms of 
the cosmic phenomena and vice versa.

^'My discussion of (fwna/Miy will be limited to the functions o f the soul, since in the 
testimonials by Theophrastus and Aristotle sp ea rs  only in reference to the
functions of the soul.

^^Earlier in the text Democritus' views are being contrasted with Epicurus'whose 
soul consists of two parts, the rational being located in the chest cavity and the irrational part
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to be that since it is not divided into many parts, it is not multi powerful (ow poWw/mmoM

/emof/). Rather, the soul is one undivided substance and it appears to be one single dunu/Mir

out o f which the mind (m noem) and what ^pears to be (to awtAonastAo:) come:

Democritus claims that the soul is not of many parts or of many powers 
(poZWwno/MOM), claiming that the mind and what ^rpears to be are one and 
the same thing and that they come hom one and the same power (cfuMomeof). 
(Philop. De 12; translation mine)

Although the soul's location is in the head, soul atoms are scattered throughout the body

responsible for the different movements of the body; the proposed motion appears to be

produced by the contact o f the soul atoms with the other atoms of the body. Besides motion,

the soul is also responsible for sensation. Taste, being one of the five senses, involves direct

contact of the sensed object with the body of the sensor; this contact in the usual fashion will

be explained in terms of atomic shapes and arrangements. That is, the various tastes are

related to the various atomic shapes (DK 68 A129), and the various tactile properties with the

various atomic arrangements (DK 67A14, DK 68A135). Democritus' association of the

tactile properties with soul atoms was meant to explain, according to Theophrastus'

evaluation of the philosopher's doctrines, the different involved in savor; hence

scattered throughout the body. On the contrary, the Democritean soul is an undivided entity 
located in the head.(Aetius, IV.4, 6)

^^The concept of surfaces in Theophrastus' critique ofDemocritus; nowhere
in the other preserved fragments o f the philosopher's views is there mention of the term. 
Due to lack of other references, then, I intend to discuss his critic with some caution. 
Nonetheless, if  Democritus' intentions were indeed to elaborate on the (fwMameü using 
sensation, Theophrastus' critic provides some insightful comments on what the philosopher 
failed to notice in his explanation. Some of his points, actually, echo Aristotle's worries 
about his predecessors' inabihty to c^ tu re  the special notion of (fw/zoTMiy, namely, 'tha t a 
thing may come to be without quahhcation hom what is not".
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the diSerence in savor is explained in terms of the different (fwMameü, the difkrent atomic

arrangements, i.e. sh^es, exhibit:

But perhaps this latter way of explanation too would be considered (as we 
said) to have the powers in view, since in accounting for the savor in this way 
Democritus believes that he is giving the reasons for the powers themselves, 
the reasons why one savor has the power o f puckering, drying, and 
solidifying, another that of making smooth and even and restoring to normal, 
another that of separating out and loosening and so forth. (De CuwfM 
ffunmrwTM, VI.2.1)

It is true then that if  this is what Democritus intended to do by proclaiming the 

appropriate atomic arrangements for the various tastes, then, as Theopihastus points out he 

has done a rather sketchy job: 'Svhen one attaches powers (cfunu/Me») to Ggures and shapes 

the difficulties increase in magnitude and number. "(3.1) One o f the problems he notices is 

that Democritus' account does not fully explain how a (fwnuTMÜ can bring about two 

different, actually opposite actions. To use an example, sweetness is defined by its specific 

atomic arrangement, and as such it has a specific dwnumü. As it is expected, organisms with 

tactile dispositions {diathesis) that exhibit the same atomic arrangement should be 

experiencing the same taste. However, this is not always the case. What is sweet to one 

organism, could be bitter to another; that is, the same shape in two different sense organs has 

the (fwMu/MÜ to produce the impressions of sweet and bitter. Democritus' account, though, 

does not explain whether this state o f affairs is the product o f more than one or an

indication that the relevant (/wnuTMü fails to get fWly actualized or even get actualized at all.

Aristotle addresses this challenge by making the crucial distinction between being as 

potentiality ((fw/mmez) and being as actuality (eMer;geza, emWecAem). In his own words, 

therefore not only can a thing come to be, incidentally, out of that which is
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not, but also all things come to be out of that which is, but is potentially, and 
is not actually. And this is the 'One' of Anaxagoras; for instead of'all things 
were together' and the 'Mixture' of Empedocles and Anaximander and the 
account given by Democritus, it is better to say all things were together 
potentially and not actually. XH.2,1069b 15-25)

So far the aforementioned accounts on (funn/niy assume its existence merely due to

the tangible effects it has on the things with which it interacts. None of these accounts have

been able to say what a (fwMo/MÜ is. Apparently, it is a spurious entity, in that it does not have

any s h ^ e  or color, any sensible properties to help to determine its existence. It seems, then,

that the only way to detect its presence is by inductively reasoning ûom its effects. This was

Erst brought iq) by Diogenes of Apollonia.^ Like any monist, he proposes a world system

in the hope of avoiding the inconsistencies of a world with many and radically different

entities interacting with each other such as Anaxagoras' system. In his world system, all

things are modifications of a single basic substance, air. As the creative substance, air is a

dunastes that has incredible dunameis'.

Wind in bodies is called breath, outside bodies it is called air. It is the most 
powerful of all and in all (ouTog ôè pèyiOTOQ èv Toîot tt&oi TÔv rràvTWV 
ôuvàoTTiç éoxiv), and it is worth while examining its power (â^iov ô' 
aÛTOÛ 8 e f |o ao 0 a i xf|v ôùva^iiv). (Hippocrates De FW hus 3.15-18;
translation adapted from the Loeb Library)

These (/wnnmeis are not visible to sight, but as he clearly remarks they are visible to reason:

Sueh then is the power [of the air] that it has in these things [TOiat)TT|V é V 
TOÙTOK; ô ù v a | i i v ] ,  but it is invisible to sight [TT] p-èv ô i|fE i

^^Theophrastus considers him to be the youngest of the natural philosophers 
(Simplicius, A5), whereas Aristophanes, in his usual manner, ridicules him in the C/oudly that 
he wrote in 423 B.C. All this points to his flourishing between 440-430 B.C. He was an 
eclectic thinker and writer. By his own account, he wrote a work CoMceming Nofurg, 
Afieieoro/ogy, a treatise On fAe Ahrwre and a bookv4gazMfi iAe (Simplicius,
A4)
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à(|)avf)i;], though visible to reason [TW ÔÈ XoYlO|iW(|)aVEp0(;]

Only to continue that the the air has can create strong winds that can uproot trees

and create sea storms:

When therefore much airs makes strong winds 6f)p io /u p o v
' pEÛpct 7t0lf|O%^, trees are tom up by the roots through the force of the 

wind, the sea swells into waves, and vessels of vast bulk are tossed about.

Diogenes' account raises several interesting observations. First of all, air is not a

(fwMaoiü; rather it has (fw/zoMü, which imphes the edacity  to move, though Diogenes does

not exphcitly say so. Secondly, is not an external agent which would create a

problem given the nature ofhis primary substance. Hence, his making one of the

necessary properties of air, Diogenes avoids the problems Empedocles' system has. Thirdly,

it is worth noticing Diogenes' choice of words 6)r the attributes of the primary substance.

Air, he claims, is a rfwMasieg, a derivative of because it has (fffMwwefs. It seems,

then, that dunamis is a necessary and sufficient condition for being a dunastes. Finally,

dunamis is a necessary condition for strength (ischuros); you need dunamis to be strong, but

you do not need strength to be capable (dunatos). This last point is also raised by Plato in the

froiagorof (350e-351a), where he explains that r/wma/Mü and wcAwf are two different

entities and that the former is a necessary condition for the latter and not vice versa. He

emphasizes the relation with an analogy, the gist of which is that as daring is to courage so

is (fwMayMM to strength; for all courageous are daring but not all daring are courageous.

^^For more on the derivatives of f/wMamw, see chapter 2.
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I will conclude this investigation with Mehssus/^ one of the representatives horn the

Eleatic school. The reason I have leA him last is because of what he is alleged to have said

about things in nature and (/wna/Miy. Melissus, following for the most part Parmenides' views

on Being (to claims in this specific Aagment that things in nature do not have a certain

existence; rather, they are potentially (en corruptible:

Melissus, the son oflthagenes Aom Samos, said that the universe is one [8 V  

TO JT&v Etvoci], and that in nature nothing exists with certainty [|iT|ôèv ôë 
ô ë ô a ï o v  TTj ( | ) l ) o e i ]  but everything is potentially corruptible
[elvoGi (|)8apT& èv ôuvàpE i].

There is nothing wrong with this picture, since for Melissus the only thing that remains

unchanged is Being. Anything else then will have to be subject to speciGc changes, which

would imply the existence of (fwMamü. What is important, though, in this case is the special

use that Melissus reportedly saves for dw/ia/Mis, namely, potentiality.^^

As I have already mendoned in the beginning of this paper, Aristotle clearly makes

the distincGon between (funa/nü as capacity and as potenGality, since his plan is to discuss

Being in those terms. If we take this Augment to accurately represent Melissus ' posiGon

regarding things in nature, then it seems that the concept of dunamis as potentiality was

already existent in the views of the early thinkers, though not laid out as elaborately as in

Aristotle.

^%e was a commander of the Samian Geet that beat the Athenians twice. His 
philosophical endeavors are allied with the EleaGcs, in fact he was reportedly a student of 
Parmenides. He agrees for the most part with him that the Being is eternal, indestructible, 
unchanging, and moGonless, but he disagrees that it is in present and spaGally limited. For 
him ro 0 » is temporally and spaGally infinite.

^^Take special note in the grammaGcal form of the noun. Melissus chooses the 
expression "e/z followed the inGniGve of the verb to be to indicate the special use.
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3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter I have argued that the fundamental features of Aristotle's theory of 

(fwMOTMü can be traced back to the early philosophers. These thinkers did not ask "What is 

a and they did not address any speciGc theory of Nevertheless, Gom

what they said, the term is evidently quite instrumental to what they set out to do.

Except for Homer and Hesiod, aU of the afbremenGoned thinkers ascribed (fwnameM 

to animate and inanimate substances, a predecessor to Aristotle's intricate distinction 

between raGonal and non-rational (fwMOTMeM (D2). Almost all of them understood (fwzwMiy 

as the capacity to change, move or cause change (D3) with the excepGon ofMelissus, where 

he appears to introduce for the Grst time in philosophic literature the use rfwmamiy as 

potenGality (D4).

In a more speciGc manner, in Homer and Hesiod's works, the zfwMameü are restricted 

only to humans and the anthropomorphic gods. The term, primitive in the philosophical 

sense, is only used to show the ability to change or suffer change. For Homer, human 

is idenGGed with physical strength in the absence of a speciGc term for the actual 

quality. Dw/m/MÜ and ücAw.; (strength) are distinguished in Hesiod's works with the 

implicaGon that strength might be what Aristotle calls the Grst actuahty of a cfwnamiy.

In Thales' cosmological system, rfwMwniy for the Grst time in the philosophic 

literature is clearly connected with mobility (tr/zeyü), which is one of the Grst uses Aristotle 

ascribes to the term. The Pythagorean Philolaos understands that the essence of the Decad 

is to be potenGaUy capable of producing an e/gon pertairnng to animate and inanimate 

substances (D5). His approach reveals the embryonic stages of Aristotle's division ofbeing
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with respect to its function (ergon) and potentiality ((fwnwnü) (Dl). Empedocles treatment 

of the term is more detailed. is the crucial protagonist o f the various processes in

the tog/MOf, since it is the facilitator of the fundamental process of mixing and dissolving of 

the original elements. It also appears, according to Theophrastus' account of Empedocles, 

that (fwMonieü arise 6om the mixture of the original elements. For instance, the ffwna/nü of 

being a sldllfiil orator comes 6om the mixture of the elements in the right proportions in the 

tongue. Finally, according to the Atomist Democritus, (/wna/MM is the protagonist in 

providing the appropriate atomic arrangements for the various tastes; however, his model 

fails to explain how a (/w/iomü can bring about two actually opposite effects. This is one of 

the inconsistencies that Aristotle will addresses when he discusses (fwnamw as potentiality.
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CHAPTER 4 

Socratic Dffwamew

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chuter, I discussed how (fwnamis factors in the early natural 

philosophers' accounts of the Anfmos. In their attempt to rationally process their 

environment, they describe the universe either as a monistic entity or a multi-elemental one. 

Regardless of which of the above scenarios offers the most consistent explanation in sixth 

and 6fth century B.C. ancient Greece, (fuMamis makes its mark as the common denominator 

in animate and inanimate substances; they both have f/wMa/Meis. Leaving aside the lack of any 

proper dehnition of what (/wMamis is in the early thinkers' writings, one of its important 

features emerges: either an essential property of the primordial elements or a progenitor 

itself, dunamis is the instigator of movement and the facilitator of change. Thales’ water has 

a AzMetzAe», the (fwnamis to move; whereas, Empedocles' four primordial roots

(nzo/MAfu) undergo change due to the works of Love and Strife, the two original (/«nu/Meis.

However, the fragmentary nature of the textual evidence only allows for a conj ectural 

portrayal of the term. This changes in the Platonic dialogues. From its humble beginnings 

in the Presocratic accounts, gradually evolves into a more signihcant concept in the

Socratic philosophy in the early Platonic dialogues.' Socrates oAen brings gfwwz/Mü into his

'For one thing, the text is not hragmentary; the dialogues have come down to us in 
their entirety, quite an important fact especially when it comes to providing a substantial 
discussion of a spurious entity. Even in such a case, the interpretive analysis will be 
hindered by the possible adulterations the text might have suffered due to successive 
copying. Naturally, then, my account can only purport to approximate on an explanation 
as consistent as possible with the character and the philosophical worries of the 
protagonist as presented in the speciEc text.
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discussions of animate, inanimate substances and abstract entities. Rarely, though, does he 

focus on the term itself. In one isolated case in the Minor (366b7-c3), he states that

capable (dwnaroj:) is someone who can do what he wants, when he wants, given the right 

circumstances. Other than that, Socrates uses the term in a variety of ways but does not 

explain in great details what it may entail. He does not discuss the concept exclusively, 

neither does he give any theory of (fwMO/Mü. Any reference to the term is simply instrumental 

to his goals, be it morality or his alleged epistemological agenda.^ Fortunately, the existence 

of complete texts helps to reveal what Socrates might have had in mind when he was using 

the term dwna/Mzs.

It is the goal of this chuter to discuss the speciSc features o f the Socratic dwMzmeü. 

The text regarding the term reveals a substratum of principles that represent commonly used 

assumptions by the early philosophers as well. Hence, in the course of this chapter, in order 

to render this investigation more helpful, 1 will be asking the following questions : How much 

does Socrates borrow 6om the tradition available to him regarding the concept of (fwnn/MÜ? 

Does the script change under him? Does he add any new elements to what a dunamis can and 

cannot do? To provide meaningful answers to these questions, first I will address briefly 

what it is that Socrates does and does not do in the early dialogues. This wiligive the reader 

an idea why Socrates need not be accused of lack of interest or of philosophic ignorance 

when it comes to the specific details of the term.

^ o r  more on the Socratic agaida in the early dialogues see the brief discussion 
that follows.
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4.2 S ocrates' Philosophic A genda in the E a rly  Dialogues

That Socrates is philosophically uninterested in (/wnamis is partly justified when we

realize what he does and he does not set out to accomphsh in the early dialogues. In what

follows I will give a brief outline of what I think the primary goals of his philosophic

enterprise are and how Sts into these goals. The gist of this discussion will focus

on three points: a. virtue is knowledge, b. knowledge is (fw/iaoizs and c. Socrates' eclecticism

when it comes to producing an account (/ogcw) of the things (onm) of his inquiry.

To begin with, Socrates is neither a cosmologist nor a natural philosopher;^ this he

appears to clearly deny in the (19b-d) as one of the fabrications by his accusers:

Socrates is guilty of wrongdoing in that he busies himself studying things in 
the sky and below the earth.... You have seen this yourself in the comedy of 
Aristophanes, a Socrates swinging about there, saying he was walking on air 
and talking a lot of other nonsense about things of which I know nothing at 
all. I do not speak in contempt of such knowledge, if  someone is wise in these 
things-lest Meletus brings more cases against me-but gentlemen, I have no 
part in it, and on this point I call upon the majority of you as witnesses.

Undeniably, his primary concern is how one should hve. He clearly states this in the

Apology (29d2-e5) where he informs the jury ofhis lifelong mission that has eventually put

his hfe at risk; namely, to examine the meaning of the god's oracle by investigating those

who proclaim knowledge regarding "wisdom, truth and the best possible state of their soul."

To accomplish his goal, he wanders in the agora mingling with people hom various walks

of hfe who profess knowledge on such matters: "After the pohticians, I went to the poets, the

There is possibly a transition to natural philosophy in the fAuetfo, where Socrates, m hght 
of the Forms, discusses normative concepts as well as mathematical properties, such as 
Oddness and Evenness, and physical properties such as Hot and Cold. However, I take 
this dialogue to be one of the middle period where the views expressed are those of 
Plato's raiher than of the historical Socrates.
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writers of tragedies and dithyrambs and the others, intending in their case to catch myself

heing more ignorant than they are" h i -3).

What captures his attention mostly in this mission is his fellow citizens' moral

behavior. In their everyday life they practice wisdom, temperance, justice, piety, etc.,

allegedly knowing what each of these virtues entails. To better understand the nature of

virtue in general, Socrates embarks on a search, e/encAog, that will make him the most

infamous amongst his peers. Several instances o f his eZencAof reveal a pecuhar relation

between virtue and knowledge; that is, virtue in general or the speciSc virtues o f temperance,

justice, piety, wisdom and courage can simply be dehned in terms of a specihc kind of

knowledge or of various kinds corresponding to the various virtues. Naturally, then, any

moral shortcomings can solely be blamed on ignorance. The most outstanding instance

amongst the early dialogues, where Socrates robustly admits that virtue is knowledge, is in

the closing remarks in the f

It seems to me that our discussion has turned on us, and if  it had voice o f its 
own, it would say, mockingly, 'Socrates, you said earlier that virtue cannot 
be taught, but now you are arguing the very opposite and have attempted to 
show that everything is knowledge^-justice, temperance, conrage-in which

‘’In other places in the early dialogues Socrates is not as explicit as above and his 
views with respect to virtue and knowledge are mostly reported in the form of questions 
that are put before the interlocutors. See, for instance, ZacAca 194d-e, 198-200,

165c, 167al-7.

^Almost unanimously the majority of the Socratic hterature argues that Socrates 
uses the words for "knowing" variably; thus, such words as sqpAos, .gqpAm, and the verbs 
grgnwAo, and their cognates have been used in the text interchangeably
to mean "knowledge"; for instance, in his response to Aristophanes' portrayal ofhis 
work, Socrates claims that "I know (epaio) nothing at all. I do not speak in contempt of 
such knowledge (epMtemg), if  someone is wise (sqpAo.r) in these things." (/fpofogy 
19c,23a7; also see TYomgorox 357-358, ZwrAypAro 128^ CAaTTMidar 160fl). For relevant
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case, virtue would ^ p ea r to be eminently teachable. On the other hand, if 
virtue is anything other than knowledge, as Protagoras has been trying to say, 
then it would clearly be unteachable. But, if it turns out to be wholly 
knowledge, as you now urge, Socrates, it would he very surprising indeed if 
virtue could not be taught.'(361b; emphasis mine)^

Incidentally, how plausible such a position is remains questionable. Socrates appears 

to be convinced that once people acquire knowledge of virtue they will be able to tell the 

right thing and do the right thing under any circumstances. But this sounds counterintuitive. 

For instance, sometimes we do the morally wrong thing knowing it is the morally wrong 

thing and also knowing we can do otherwise. Unfortunately, incontinence and weakness of 

will are inesc^able human-bound qualities. Surprisingly, though, Socrates fails to recognize

literature see Lyons, J. q /'fo rt q/"tAe FbcuAn/uTy q/"
Plato. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1963, especially his chapter on “The Meaning of techne, 
epMte/Me, sqpAin, etc., in Plato" pp. 139-228. Roochnik, D.L. "Socrates' Use of the 
TecAne-Analogy." In Essays o f the Philosophy o f  Socrates, edited by Hugh H. Benson. 
New York, Ox&rd: Oxford University Press, 1992, pp. 185-197, who claims that tecAne 
should not be translated as “craft" but simply as knowledge; Santas, G. “Socrates at Work 
on Virtue and Knowledge in Plato’s Laches”. In The Philosophy o f Socrates: A 
Co/Zectzon q/"CnizcaZ Esfuys, edited by G. Vlastos. Notre Dame, Indiana: Notre Dame 
University Press, 1980, pp. 177-208. One of the few who disagree with the above view, 
Lesher claims that the above terms cannot be used interchangeably fuZvn veninfe. He uses 
as an example the word ̂ qpAza which he defines as expertise of high degree and as such it 
"may imply knowledge but not every piece of knowledge makes one expert". In 
"Socrates' Disavowal of Knowledge", JbzzrzznZ q^rAe TZzftoyy q/"?AzZojqpAy, 1987, vol.
25, no. 2, pp. 275-288.

^The basic assumption that a person's morality is to be traced back to his/her 
intellect was not foreign to the Greek of that time. Aristotle testiftes that virtue to the 
many is to be determined by correct reason which in turn expresses intelligence: 
"whenever people now deftne virtue, they all say what state it is and what it is related to, 
and then add it is the state that expresses correct reason (Zogoa). Now correct reason is 
reason that expresses intelhgence (pAroTzeazf); it would seem, then, that they all in a way 
intuitively beheve that the state expressing intelhgence is virtue." (Mco/MucAenn EtAzca, 
Book VL 1144b20-25)
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their role as intermediary steps between knowledge and action/ As Grote summarizes the 

charge against the philosopher, "[Socrates committed] the error of dwelling exclusively on 

the intellectual conditions ofhuman conduct, and omitting to give the proper attention to the 

emotional and volitional."^

Socrates' intellectuahst^ approach to virtues has not remained unanswered by his 

contemporaries either. Plato addresses the problem'° by advancing his theory of the tripartite 

soul-in his scheme the rational part of the soul is the entire soul for Socrates." The

^Tobe more succinct, the philosopher recognizes that the m ^oiity of people 
blame "sometimes desire, sometimes pleasure, sometimes pain, at other times love, often 
fear" for any moral shortcomings. (fromgoruySSZb-c). On the contrary, he points out in 
the same work that any immoral behavior is due to ignorance. (360b-c)

^Grote, G. f/ofo aywf fAe CompanioTi.; jbArafes. Vol. I. London: John
Murray, 1875, p. 399.

^For the label “intellectualism” check Gomperz, T. Greek Thinkers: A History o f
f  Af/oscyAy, v.H London: John Murray, 1913, pp. 66-71.

'"'Plato does not explicitly express this as a criticism against his teacher's view as
far as the textual evidence goes.

"There is also some textual evidence that Socrates might have considered that this 
knowledge may eventually be grounded in the soul. For instance, in the LucA&y (190b, 
192ff) a specific kind of virtue such as courage is viewed as knowledge of a speciSc kind 
that can be attributed to a single state of soul; also in the (47a-48a) Socrates
relates justice and hgustice to the soul that can be harmed or beneStted by just or unjust 
actions. It is not clear, though, that he thinks o f virtues as particular features of the soul. 
This would require a well-thought model of a soul structure which Socrates does not 
deliver; he does not appear to be interested in constructing a theory of psychology at least 
the same way Plato was interested. One could even argue that Socrates' hasty mention to 
the relation between virtues and the soul states might have prompted Plato to address his 
theory; the Socrates o f the middle and late dialogues postulates the tripartite division of 
the soul, thus attributing the different virtues to the different structures o f the soul 
(JfqpwbZzc, Books IE, IV, i.e. 442d-443b). For more on the Socratic virtue with respect to 
tendencies and states see Irwin, T. f/nro 's  Moral 2%eo/y. Æarfy onzl MnM/e 
DmZogwea. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977, pp. 44-47; see also Lesher, J.H. "Socrates 
Disavowal of Knowledge". InVbwma/ q/"rAe 7/üsfo/y q/"P/»7osqpAy, vol. 25, no. 2,1987,
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phenomenon of the weakness of will (aAra$;a), Plato explains away by blaming it on the two

lower parts of the soul taking over the rational part or on a bad physical condition or bad

upbringing/^ Aristotle, on the other hand, openly criticizes Socrates for failing to admit the

role of oAraym. Like Socrates, he argues that, indeed, being a good person entails having

some kind of knowledge, he calls it pAronayw or practical wisdom, which itself involves

reason; however, he disagrees with Socrates in that being virtuous does not only entail

knowledge of a specihc kind, but virtuous character as well:

Socrates, then, thought that the virtues are [instances of] reason because he 
th o u ^ t they are all [instances of] knowledge whereas we think
they involve reason. What we have said, then, makes it clear that we cannot 
be fWly good without intelhgence, or intelhgent without virtue of 
character. "(Book VL 1144bl4-33)

Modem scholarship has also devoted time to understand Socrates' primary interest. 

Originally, his preoccupation with the search for morality has prompted several modem 

commentators to see him as a constructive thinker with positive contributions solely in 

ethical theory. Such an reproach, though, would be incomplete if  not misleading, since the

pp. [275]-288; Fenner also wonders “why couldn’t Socrates have found possible the 
identifying of bravery with a psychic state", since "his pupil Plato identiûed bravery as a 
certain psychic state?" Fermer, T. "The Unity of Virtue". In rAe f q / "
.ÿocmres edited by Benson, H.H. Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 1992, pp. 
162-184.

12,Sophist 227e-230e, Tzmaewj 86c-e, Zmvj: 731e-734b.

'^The leading view is expressed by Vlastos who portrays Socrates exclusively as 
an ethical theorist with no interest in epistemological questions or metqrhysics. In 
'Socrates' Disavowal of Knowledge' in edited by Myles Bumyeat.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994, p. 63; and in Afbro/
fAf/ojqpAer. Ithaca, N.Y.: Comell University Press, 1991, p. 15. Also Gulley 
emphatically denies that Socrates' concem with the doctrine of moral knowledge can be 
associated "with the sort of distinctions which would suggest a clear awareness oL or 
interest in, epistemological questions." In London:
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textual evidence shows Socrates being interested particularly in true knowledge of morality. 

This intellectualist approach to virtue, some argue, is an indication that Socrates might be 

entertaining a side interest in epistemological questions and ontology'Svithin his ethics 

agenda.'^ Recently, there has been a movement to focus on Socrates' contributions to 

epistemology and metaphysics.'^

Macmillan, 1968, pp. 12.

'^Vlastos wonders whether the historical Socrates is an ontologist. According to 
him, one who has an ontology does not quali^  for an ontologist. The latter would have to 
subject the contents ofhis inquiry to critical evaluation. But the Socrates of the early 
dialogues does not appear to do so: "one would qualify as an ontologist if  one made 
ontology an object o f reflective investigation. And this is what S [ocrâtes] never does. He 
never asks what sorts of things forms must be if their identity conditions can be so 
different from those of spatio-temporal individuals and events that the identical form can 
be “in” non-identical individuals and events. The search for those general properties of 
forms which distinguish them systematically from non-forms is never on his elenctic 
agenda.” fromüt umci Afbraf f  Ithaca, New York: Comell University
Press, 1991, pp. 57-66. For similar views see Gulley, N. The Philosophy o f Socrates. 
London: Macmillan Press, 1968, pp. 12.

'^Kraut, who in an earher discussion had denied Socrates had any epistemological 
or metaphysical agenda, admitted that the philosopher’s questions pertaining to 
justification and ontology paved the way for Plato’s more systematic approach to a theory 
of knowledge. In "Review of Gregory Vlastos’ Socrates, Ironist and Moral Philosopher ”, 
fAf/ofopAfcoZ Review, vol. 101 (2), 1992, pp. 353-358. For a similar position see Penner, 
T. "Socrates and the Early Dialogues.” In 7%e Cum6nd|ge io RWo, edited by
Richard Kraut. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992, pp.121-169; Brickhouse, 
T.C. and Smith, N.D. f/u io  Rocruies.New York: Ox&od University Press, 1994, pp. 30- 
73; Santas, G.X. Rocru/es in f/u io  ̂  Rur/y Dia/ogwea. Boston, Mass:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979, p. 84.

'^Woodruff credits Socrates with a proto-theory of knowledge mainly concerned 
with the distinction between expert and non-expert knowledge, but falling short o f the 
fundamental worries in epistemology regarding grounds of knowledge and justification of 
belief. In "Plato's Early Theory of Knowledge” in o/i fAe f  qpAy q/"
edited by Hugh Benson. New York: Oxford University Press, 1992, pp. 86-106. Allen, on 
the other hand, in his analysis of the recognizes that Socrates' assumptions in
the quest for a definition of 'What is holiness?'reveal a metaphysical substructure for a 
theory of forms. In P/hm f  rAe RorAer TAeory q/"Fonw. New York:
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Any attempt to provide a coherent picture of Socrates' epistemological agenda 

appears to converge upon one specific claim he makes about knowledge, namely, that 

knowledge is That Socrates considers to be a dehning characteristic of

knowledge is evident 6om several passages in the early dialogues. For instance, in the 

he asks both Euthydemus and Dionysodorus and their followers 'to demonstrate 

the of their wisdom' (274c-d); also in the Gorgia; he asks the sophist 'what the

ofhis expertise is and what it is he advertises and teaches'(447c).'^

The need to address a Socratic model of clwnamü in order to efhciently discuss 

Socrates' model of knowledge, if  he has any at all, has been recognized by several 

commentators.'^ The question, however, is how "cooperative" Socrates is in our discussion

Humanities Press, 1970.

'’Also see Gorgias 5Q9û2-e\, Hippias Major 296a4-6 and Hippias Minor365d6-
366a4.

'^See Penner, T. "Desire and Power in Socrates: The Argument o f GorgzfM 466a- 
468e That Orators and Tyrants Have No Power in the City.” Apeiron, vol. 24, 1991, pp. 
147-202; Ferejohn, M.T. "Socratic Virtue as the Parts of Itself" nnzf
f  AenomgMo/ogica/ Tf&yeorcA, vol. 44,1984, pp. 377-388; hwin, T. H. Mafo 'g 
7%eo/y.' Early oW  Afiidzf/e Dza/ogu&y. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977, p. 296; 
Zembaty, J.S. "Socrates' Perplexity in Plato's Afq/or." In m yf/iczgnt

f  Az/ofqpAy. Edited by J.P. Anton and A. Preus. Vol. 3. Albany, N.Y.: State 
University of New York Press, 1989; Weiss, R. "A/b as .Ho Dzmotcw in the
Hÿyfza; Afz/zor." In on rAe RAz/ofopAy q / ^ E d i t e d  by H.H. Benson. New
York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992, pp. 242-262; Mulhem, J.S. "Trqpof and 
fofyp-qpzu in Plato's Hiÿpzzzf Afz/zor." In fAoenêc, vol.22, 1968, pp. 283-288. A more 
recent attempt that discusses (fzmzmzw with respect to the Socratic model of knowledge 
has heen proposed by Baison in his book on jbcrorzc IPzfzJozM.' TAe AAozfeZ q/^A^owfed^e 
ZM f/zzfo Early Dza/ogzf&y. NewYork: Oxford University Press, 2000. Accordingly, he 
proposes that 'Socratic knowledge is a power or capacity (zfzazamü) associated with a 
particular object or subject matter that is necessary and sufGcient for the production of an 
interrelated coherent system of true cognitive states involving that state. According to 
Socrates, lacking such a capacity, one has no knowledge; with it, one's true beliefs 
become knowledge." (p. 190)
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of a model of dwMWMM which in turn will provide helpful insights for his model of

knowledge. The answer to this question brings us to the third point I mentioned in the

beginning of this discussion, namely, Socrates' eclecticism with respect to giving an account

of the things ofhis inquiry.

In the /(qpwMc, Book VH, Plato's Socrates attests that a good dialectician will have

to produce the /ogof (explanation) of the being of each thing he employs:

Then, do you call someone who is able to give an account of the being (ion 
logon t&y oMsios) o f each thing dialectical? But insofar as he's unable to give 
an account of something, either to himself or to another, do you deny that he 
has any understanding of it?" (534b 1-5)

Does the Socrates of the early dialogues abide by this principle? Namely, does he produce

the logos of the beings ofhis inquiry?

His initial concem is to investigate the guidelines for a life worth living. And that he

does. He gives an account of what virtue is which brings to surface the rather strange

relationship between morality and knowledge, knowledge and dwnomis. However, for both

of the two new concepts, knowledge and dunamis, he introduces to analyze virtue, he is very

laconic. Socrates never asks the “what F-ness is" question concerning knowledge'^ and

duMamis in the early dialogues.™ In fact, there is hardly any evidence to siqiport the

assumption that Socrates is expressly interested in postulating a theory for both knowledge

and dwMa/Mzs which eventually succumbs to his primary goal for the search for morality.

^^lato's Socrates does this in the middle dialogue,

™Socrates' search in the early dialogues appears to be oriented towards 
definitional knowledge or knowledge of definitional propositions; that is, his questions 
focus on knowledge of what F-ness is, which he uses interchangeably with knowledge of 
F-ness, and not on what knowledge is. See Ffzppzus Afipor 304d5-el, fwrAypAro 15d-e.
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Nevertheless, in the course of his discussion of other "what F-ness is" questions, how 

Socrates would have answered questions regarding knowledge and dumamiy can be pieced 

together.

To sum up, Socrates' preoccupation with the true moral hfe leads him to claim that 

no one knowingly errs. Any meaningful analysis o f such a paradoxical claim would have to 

incorporate an analysis of both 'qpwfe/Me' and Leaving the discussion of a

possible Socratic model ofknowledge to the epistemologists, I will focus for the remainder 

of this chu ter on the various assumptions Socrates makes about dw/mmis. It is not the goal 

of this chu ter to discuss exclusively "knowledge as cfwnwMis rather I will treat this claim 

as one of the assumptions Socrates makes in regards to his imphcit account of (funomü. 

Specihcally, in the following section, I will hrst address the dwMumew in the Socratic 

universe, taking particular interest in their association with the past. As I have said 

elsewhere, Socrates’ philosophy was not bom ex nihilo. His views, the philosophic language 

and the concepts he uses to express them are evolved manifestations of the existent culture, 

in order to understand his language with respect to the concept of dunamis, it makes sense, 

then, to revisit the relevant evidence from the works of his predecessors and draw the 

similarities between his version and theirs.

4 3  The Socratic Dunameis on a Par with the Presocratic Dwnomeü

The Socratic universe, like its Presocratic counterpart, is a dynamic one. It is 

comprised of a plethora of at work. Socrates, in the same spirit with the rich

tradition he has inherited, considers to be one of the essential properties o f the
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animate and inanimate substances of the intelligible and divine realm. As we will see in the

subsequent brief survey, the existence of a (/una/MM in a substance merely denotes the ability

to change or cause change. The specialized sense of the term, dwMaTMef emai, Aristotle uses

to draw the very sense of potentiality is absent 6om the early dialogues.

Let us begin, then, with the relationship between dw/ia/miy and iycAwf (strength). As

I have mentioned in the third chapter these two terms originally were distinguished in

Hesiod's works and thereafter in the early philosophical writings. The relationship was

clearly imphed in a hagment attributed to Diogenes of Apollonia where dunamM is a

necessary condition for iscAwf, i.e. the air has the dimamK to create strong (ücAwom) winds.

In Plato's from goroj, this relation is brought up exphcitly. When the namesake raises a

parallel argument to show that Socrates uses illegitimate assumptions to prove that courage

is wisdom,^' he refers to the difference between dwTzami; and ücAus. There he explains that

dw/zamzs and ücAws are two different entities and that the former is a necessary condition for

the latter and not vice versa. The gist o f the analogy regarding and strength is that

as daring is to courage, so is (fuTza/MM to strength; for all courageous are daring but not all

daring are courageous. Similarly all strong are capable but not all capable are strong:

and once I had agreed to that you would be able, using the very same 
arguments, to conclude that according to what I had agreed wisdom was the 
same thing as strength (00(|)l(X êoTiV io%i)(). But I neither here nor 
anywhere else admit that the capable are strong, but rather that the strong are 
enable; for capabihty and strength are not the same thing (0Û yàpTaÛTOV 
eivoti ôùvocpïv TE KOtl io%t)V), but the former comes from knowledge 
indeed, but also 6om madness and animal boldness, while strength results

^'Taylor in his commentary gives a detailed account of Socrates' argument and 
Protagoras' criticism. Taylor, C.C.W. frotugoray. Revised edition. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1991, pp. 150-161.
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&om a good natural condition and nurture of the body ÔÈ à ttô
(|)t)0€W(; Koà €ÛTpo(|)iaç Twv owpàTWV). And similarly in the other 
case daring and courage are not the same, so that it happens that the 
courageous are daring, but that not all the daring are courageous. For daring 
results both hom skill and horn animal boldness and madness, hke 
c^ability, but courage 6om a good natural condition and the nurture of the 
soul, (fromgorof 350e-351a; Taylor's translation)

Starting with the divinities, Socrates attributes to them j  which in turn they

can bestow upon humans. Like Hecate who has the (fwrnayMif to make the ones she favors

successful (7%eogony 425-420), the Muse's Socrates believes, is responsible for

making Ion a masterful speaker when it comes to Homer.

I do see Ion, and I am going to announce to you what I think that is. As I said 
earlier, that's not a subject you've mastered-speaking well of Homer; it's a 
divine that moves you, as the "Magnetic" stone moves iron rings.
 In the same way, the Muse makes some people inspired herself and then
through those who are inspired a chain of other enthusiasts is suspended. (Ton 
533dl-e6)

That divinities have dunameis is also assumed by Plato in the middle dialogues. In Cratylus, 

for instance, Socrates admits to the existence of a dunamis greater than human (438c) which 

earlier he acknowledges as a dunamis more divine than its human counterpart (397c), to 

finally speak of the (fwrnamei; of Apollo (405a).

The above motif is elaborately illustrated in Protagoras' myth infrom goras (320c8- 

322e). According to his myth (mytAon), the gods asked Epimetheus and Prometheus to 

distribute (fwmTMeü to animals and human beings. Hence, in accordance to their nature, 

Epimetheus gave the non-rational creatures first (fwma/Mew such as strength (ücAus), speed 

(tocAei), size, etc. Having used his distribution unwisely, Epimetheus run out of rfw/m/Mew 

to give to humans. Prometheus comes to his aid, who, by stealing hom Hephaestus and 

Athena their skill, gave humans the of practical wisdom; and later Zeus would give
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them the (fwMamü of political expertise.

Protagoras' /MytAo.;, which, incidentally, Socrates does not appear to object to, brings 

to surface the aforementioned relationship between ifuMamw and strength namely,

that ffwrna/Mir is at least a necessary condition for strength. Moreover, if  my interpretation of 

the textual evidence so far has been correct, it appears that the same kind of relationship 

stands between cfw/zaTMiy and its other various manifestations such as size, speed, practical 

and political wisdom. Namely, is a necessary condition for size, speed, practical and

political wisdom.

Socrates explains in the AAwor (366bll-c4), that when a (/«namw is

conferred upon a human being, then he

does that which he wishes at the time when he wishes. I am not speaking of 
any special case in which he is prevented by disease or something of that sort, 
but I am speaking generally, as I might o f you that you are (fwnarof to write 
my name when you like.

Socrates does not limit (fw/KnMeis only to rational and non-rational beings. In the Ton

(533dl-e6), for instance, he speaks of the dunamis of the “Magnetic” stone to move iron 

rings.

... a “Magnetic" stone moves iron rings. (That is what Euripides called it; 
most people call it “Heraclean".) This stone not only pulls those rings, if  
they're iron, it also puts (fw/wmrs in the rings, so that they in turn can do just 
what the stone does-pull other rings-so that there is sometimes a very long 
chain of iron pieces and rings banging 6om one another. And the (fwnamis in 
all of them depends on this stone. (Ton 533dl-e6)

He uses this example only to show how the Muse's (fwnamiy moves the inspired poet to

speak well ofhis subject. In both cases, though, Socrates does not say how an immaterial
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entity such as interacts with objects of material constitution, induces movement

of any form to these objects, let alone confer an equivalent JwMnynü upon some of them. In 

other words, this use here suffers &om the same problem the Empedoclean one does.

This inexplicable interaction between material and immaterial substances mighthave 

been the reason why Anaxagoras, Empedocles and Democritus were reputed to be looking 

into the causes of the (fw/iamew of the stones: "The causes of the (fwrnaTMeiy [TWV JlCtpà 

TOÎQ AiGotQ ô uvàpeù) V) of the stones many attempted to demonstrate, among the oldest 

sages Anaxagoras, Empedocles and Democritus."(Psell.de lap.26) How much Socrates was 

familiar with their views or whether these sages were particularly referring to the 

of the magnets is unclear. For one thing, Anaxagoras' treatises were available to the public 

for a drachma (yfpo/ogy 26dl -e4) and Socrates appears to have known enough ofhis theories 

to be able to criticize them 465dl-9).

Socrates' ^parent indifference to the above discrepancies provides more support to 

the original assumptions regarding his goals in the early dialogues. Namely, anything that is 

directly related to promoting his ethical agenda, for instance true morality, Socrates will 

scrutinize religiously. Any auxiliary concepts he uses to do so, he will adopt the use and 

meaning that have been commonly accepted or established within the literary community. 

Hence, a well thought out account o f (fwnayMiy should be expected of a natural philosopher

^As I have mentioned previously, the Socrates of the early dialogues does not say 
anywhere whether (fwrn/MLy is an entity of material or immaterial constitution. The first 
reference ever in both the early philosophical and Platonic writings o f what (fwnayMiy 
might be occurs in the V, 477c-d, where Plato's Socrates claims that it does not
have tangible qualities such as color or shape, namely it is not of material constitution. I 
can only assume, then, that the historical Socrates was of the same opinion.
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or a metaphysician, since for both the term can be quite essential in developing their theories. 

In effect, middle Plato and Aristotle who are more concerned with met^hysics and ontology 

take a particular interest in (fwna/Mw. The former specifically addresses the role of (funa/Mi; 

in his inquiry, when in the .S'qpAwf (247d-e) he "takes it as a deGnition that fAcwe wAzcA are 

amount to nothing other than capacity the latter will develop a theory in order

to compensate for the weaknesses ofhis predecessors accounts.

To conclude this section, I mention in passing that Socrates' use of dw/zaww in 

relation to intelligible objects was not foreign to the ancient Greek at the time of Socrates. 

This idea of making (fwwaMM one of the essential properties of intelligible objects could 

already be found in the works of the early thinkers; for instance, the Pythagoreans were 

already ascribing dimameM to their primary substance. Number.

In summary, in this section I intended to show the interrelation of the Socratic 

(ùmomeiy with their counterparts in the existing literature, especially the works of the early 

thinkers. Like his predecessors, Socrates attributed (fwmameM equally to animate rational and 

non-rational entities, inanimate objects, divinities and intelligible objects. In all of them 

dunamis is one of the essential properties in that it is because ofthe existence o î dunamis that 

an object is capable of exhibiting a speciGc trait and it is due to (/wna/Miy that an object can 

bring about change or suffer change. Having given the primary features of the Socratic 

(fanaTMeis, now I will turn to the Gnal section of this chapter to discuss exclusively some of 

the peculiarities of the Socratic

4.4 Socrates* Dynamic Peculiarities-Dunamis Evolved
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When it comes to Socrates ' imderstanding and applications of (fwMOTMÜ, there appears 

to be no golden rule one could use to decide upon a uniform pattern his may

follow. As I have already admitted hom the onset of this project, it could be misleading to 

even expect hom him to expressly discuss a model for what I have called an "auxiliary" 

concept. What I purport to do in this section, then, is with the help o f the text to address 

Socrates' use of the term and how his take contributes to the evolution of the term.

Since Socrates assigns dunamei; to a variety o f things and associates them with a 

variety o f activities, it seems only ^)propriate that a meaningful discussion of them would 

have to include the objects and the activities to which they refer.^ There are two pivotal 

passages in the early dialogues where Socrates indicates the way he intends to use the 

concept of chmawü. In the CAo/TMKf&y, Socrates claims that

the very thing which has its own dw/mmw apphed to itself will have to have
that nature towards which the dunamis was directed. (168dl-3)

That is to say that a (fwnaTMü is associated with a particular object of a particular nature. The

examples he gives are of the dunamis of hearing and sound, vision and color.

The second important passage is in the Hippias Minor where he proclaims that for

a particular dwiamw to actualize there have to be the right circumstances:

every man has dwMamü who does that which he wishes at the time when he 
wishes. I am not speaking of any special case in which he is prevented by 
disease or something of that sort, but I am speaking generally, as I might of 
you that you are dwmtos to write your name when you like. (366bl l-c4)

owe most o f the remarks discussed here to the helpful comments Benson 
makes on Socrates' dynamic theory. See Benson, H.H. 7%e Mode/
Anow/ed^e m B/nfo a Anr/y D/n/ogney. Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 
2000,197-204.
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Keeping these two conditions in mind, namely, that a particular (fwMOTMü is associated with 

an object of a particular nature (a) actualized under the right circumstances (b), let us see 

what Socrates has his do.

The basic assumption that Socrates inherited and adopted 6om his predecessors is 

that a particular (fwna/Mü is associated with a particular activity.^ But since it is an intangible 

entity, to identity it we would have to identify the activity it is associated with; to use Plato ' s 

words, we need to see "what it is set over" first. Most of the times, Socrates follows this rule. 

Some times, though, he seems to be of a different opinion. Take for instance, someone who 

is ignorant o f calculations. According to Socrates, the ignorant may give the correct answers, 

although he lacks the specific associated with giving the correct answers in

calculations:

Or would one who is ignorant o f calculations have more power than you to
lie if he wished to? Don’t you think the ignorant person would often 
involuntarily tell the truth when he wished to say falsehoods, if  it so 
happened, because he didn’t know .(^i^ ias Minor 367al -6)

Whereas the case ofthe ignorant above suggests that a specific activity is manifested

not because of the existence of a corresponding dunamis, but of some other factor, accident

or pure luck, another passage in the ZacAes indicates that a particular activity may be

associated with some other cfunamis than the one expected. Specifically, the Spartan hoplites

fleeing the battlefield at Plataea could be originally attributed to the cfMna/nif of cowardice;

but when they broke the Persians ranks, their activity under these new circumstances is

^^Tbe list of the various activities Socrates associates with the various 
includes some rather strange kinds such as the ones of the greater that is associated with 
the lesser, the double associated with the halfi where it is not clear how these can be 
classified as activities. (CAarmfckg 168b5-8)
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.25associated with the of courage:

Except perhaps the Spartan hoplites, Laches. Because they say that at Plataea 
the Spartans, when they were up against the soldiers carrying wicker shields, 
were not willing to stand their ground and hght against them but ran away.
Then when the ranks ofthe Persians were broken, they turned and fought, just 
like cavalrymen, and so won that particular battle.(191bl-5)

If idaitifying the right activity, then, is inconclusive with respect to identifying the

corresponding (fwMomü, perhaps taking Plato's suggestion on '"what it does", to what kind

of things (fwwzmw belongs, might be more useful. Socrates seems to favor and follow this

pattern in several dialogues. For instance, in ÆwrAyrfemws, Socrates asks the two brothers to

'demonstrate the jw/wnMM of their wisdom' (274c6-d3); whereas, inZacAer he is interested

in discovering the dwiamw of courage (192b6-7)^^. Whereas, in the Gorgias, he keeps on

pushing Gorgias to c lari^  his answer with regards to the dunamis ofhis expertise.^^ Hence

when he claims that his expertise is rhetoric, Socrates asks him what this expertise is about,

considering that the dunamis ofweaving is about making clothes, that ofmusic about making

songs:

Come then. You claim to be knowledgeable in the craft o f oratory and to be 
able to make someone else an orator, too. With which of the things there are 
is oratory concerned? Weaving, for example, is concerned with the 
production of clothes, isn't it? -Y es. -And so, too, music is concerned with 
the composition of tunes. -Y es. (449c9-d6)

^Similar examples where Socrates allows a particular activity to be related to a 
difkrent dunamis are found in the ?(^?u6/ic I, 346b3-6.

^See also the frotagoros where Socrates is preoccupied with the question as to 
whether Protagoras'political wisdom is one or two dunameis. Also see Z%;pias Minor 
365d6-366a4, Gorgias 509d2-el, f f i^ ia s  Afq/or296a4-6.

^As I have mentioned elsewhere, Socrates uses the words "wisdom", 
"knowledge", "expertise", "expertise", and "craft" interchangeably. And for all of those, 
it is assumed they are associated with dunameis.
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Gorgias' answer that the (fwna/Mü of his expertise is about making speeches will be 

scrutinized in the usual Socratic fashion and justihably so, since it is too broad; there are 

many (fw/mmeLy whose end goal is about making speeches. Take medicine or physical 

training, for instance. They are both concerned with speeches, one about diseases and the 

other about good and bad physical condition respectively. Gorgias wiU again answer a series 

of Socratic questions until he gives an answer regarding the exact nature of the specihc 

dnnamis he is reputed to have.^^ By doing so, Socrates appears to imply, one would be able 

to distinguish one dw/m/Miy 6om another.

So far the textual evidence shows that Socrates favors two criteria with respect to his 

dMMameis. First, as his predecessors imphed, he understood that since a particular ffwno/MW 

is related to a particular manifestation, being able to identify that particular manifestation 

would lead to the identification of the particular dw/mmü. This does not work in cases where 

a particular manifestation or activity is not the product of an expected The text

suggests there might be another avenue to follow in order to understand the Socratic 

dwrnzmeiy, namely, to End out what kind of things a belongs to. For as Socrates puts

it

to each profession (iecAne) a god has granted the ability to know (oîcç TE 
Eivotl yiyvwOKEivy^a certain function (ergom). I mean, the things 
navigation teaches us -we won't learn them hom medicine as well. (Ton 
537c7-9)

^^This route appears to End support in a pivotal passage hom the CAanmWes I 
mentioned in the begioning of this section.

^Take special notice of the Greek in this sentence. As I have mentioned in the 
second chapter, besides the verb and its derivatives, there are some hxed
phrases such as the one in the text above ofon fe followed by an infinitive that denote 
ability as well.
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And Socrates continues to say that what determines the dzma/MW of one fgcAme to be different

6om  another is it is probably due to some kind of a relationship it stands in with respect to

the objects it refers.

When I End that the knowledge [involved in one case] deals with different 
subjects 6om the knowledge [in another case] then I claim that one is a 
different profession 6om the other. (Ton 537d4-el)

Hence, two distinct such as medicine and architecture, can have two distinct

objects, so that difference in object entails difference in

This seems to work until in the Gorgias Socrates indicates that two diSerent kinds

of (fuMOTMeis might be instantiated in the same activity. Take for instance, the (/wna/neis of

medicine and gymnastics. Both are two difkrent (fwna/Meis but they are both associated with

the same kind of activity, i.e. the good ofthe body; equally, the (fwMamezs of legislation and

justice^' are associated with the good of the soul:

Come then, and I’ll show you more clearly what I’m saying, if I can. I’m 
saying that of this pair of subjects there are two crafts. The one for the soul 
I call politics; the one for the body, though it is one, I can’t give you a name 
for offhand, but while the care of the body is a single craft, I’m saying it has 
two parts: gymnastics and medicine. And in politics, the counterpart of 
gymnastics is legislation, and the part that corresponds to medicine is justice.
Each member of these pairs has features in common with the other, medicine 
with gymnastics and justice with legislation, because they’re concerned with 
the same thing. They do, however differ in some way ftnm each other. 
(Gorgms 464b3-c4).

So, contrary to what he says in the Ton, here the two different dwrnaMew stand in some kind 

of special relationship to the same object. Can Socrates’ apparent inconsistency be blamed

^Tor more on this see Benson, H.H. "Socratic Dynamic Theory: A Sketch”. In 
vfpefroM, V. 30,1997, pp. 89-91.

^'That these two are considered (fwMa/Mezs is also brought up in story of 
Protagoras.
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on Plato's carelessness? Dialogue as a medium for exposing and communicating ideas is 

definitely less rigorous than a typical treatise. Or is Socrates' indiscretion an instance ofhis 

zealous nature determined to hnd out whether Gorgias' expertise, rhetoric, is a genuine one? 

To rule out any of the above possibilities would require a more extensive account of the 

Socratic (fw/mwew than the one I intended to provide here.

One final observation I would like to make with regards to Socrates' contribution to 

the philosophical evolution ofthe concept of (fwTzwMi;. It is true, the above criteria Socrates 

implicitly or explicitly stated in the early dialogues appear to apply primarily to substances 

with intentional states. It is also true, that he seems to believe that "non-rational creatures" 

have (fwMWMgü, although it is not clear how his views above could also apply to them. As 6)r 

the inanimate obj ects, such as the Magnesian stone, Socrates simply accepts the observations 

his predecessors have made without being able to explain, as I said earlier, how an 

immaterial entity can interact with an object of material constitution.

Notwithstanding Socrates' views on the concept o f (fu/ia/Mü are mainly focused on 

how beings with intentional states instantiate their (funamew, it is still a far cry 6om the way 

the term was used initially in the difkrent branches of ancient literature, by the mythologists 

and then the early thinkers. Socrates took the assumptions of the tradition one step further. 

Granted that the divine, whichever way you de&ne it, bestows dwnaTMeü to animate and 

inanimate objects, and granted that these dw/m/ne» are for the most part indicative of a 

capacity to change or cause change, Socrates' investigation of the virtuous life implicitly or 

explicitly brings up the intricate relationships between a dunamiy and its manifestation. Has 

his account settled the issues once and for all? By no means. Neither has he nor have I
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provided an exhaustive account of the Socratic dwnnmew. What I have done is to add some 

insights to Socrates' statements about (fuMoozM with the use of the tradition he was a part.

4.5 Conclusion

What I intended to do in this chapter was to discuss the features of the Socratic 

duMUTMeiy. In the course of the examination I considered the role ofthe tradition in Socrates's 

views about c/wMu/Mw, how much the script changed under him and what kind of elements he 

adds, if  any to the already existing accounts. Although the role of in his ethics

agenda is secondary, it is still quite important to investigate it, since he uses (fw/iamiy in 

relation to what he says about wisdom, knowledge, expertise. A brief overview ofhis agenda 

in the early dialogues shows that Socrates dedicates most ofhis attention to investigate the 

principles that govern a hfe worth living. Hence, his imphcit or exphcit statements with 

respect to dunamis are only meant to aid his analysis of virtue.

My discussion of the several features of the Socratic has yielded the

following points. 1. Socrates, in agreement with the tradition, assigns dunameis to animate, 

inanimate substances, the divine realm and to the intelligible world. 2. The implication is that 

his dwMnmeü hke their counterparts in the views ofhis predecessors are immaterial entities 

that denote the capacity to change or cause change. 3. Like his predecessors, he fails to 

explain how an immaterial entity can interact with a material entity and cause the 

corresponding changes as is the case of the Magnesian stone.

His focus specifically on the human (fuMUTMgü has yielded several observations: a. 

a Socratic (fwnnmü is related to a specific activity o f a specihc substance with a speciGc
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nature; b. a specifc is instantiated under specifc circumstances; c. two Socratic

can have two different kinds of objects only to be differentiated with respect to 

some kind of a relation each one bas to the speciGc object.
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C H A PTER S  

The Socratic DMwwwew May Not Be AH Greek to Us 

5.1 Conclusion

This project was conceived, as I have stated in the preface, during a discussion 

regarding the philosophical importance of the concept of (fz/Ma/Mü in Socrates' claims about 

knowledge and morality in the early Platonic dialogues. The term commonly translated as 

"ability", "edacity", "potentiality", and "power" was used by Socrates to refer to one of the 

essential properties of inanimate and of rational and non-rational animate substances, of 

intelligible entities and of abstract ideas. Regardless ofhow often Socrates uses the term, he 

does not discuss it exclusively. Partly this makes sense, since his primary concem is the 

search for true knowledge o f morality. The concepts that are quite essential to his search, 

such as virtue, Socrates religiously investigates. For auxiliary concepts, such as he

adopts the assumptions he has inherited 6om the existing hterary culture. On rare occasions, 

when Socrates wants to clarify an argument he does not hesitate to give a deSnition of what 

a substance with a dw/mmis can do, as is the case in the ARppzos Afzzzor. Most of the times, 

though, when he uses the term without any further explanation, he appears to know what it 

means.

Hence, to efhciently discuss the Socratic dzzzmzMezs and their role in Socrates' search 

for true knowledge of morality, I divided the project into four interrelated chapters. In the 

hrst chapter, I presented the protagonists and the cultural environment that gave rise to the 

philosophical enterprise. The goal was to provide some insight to the reader into how the 

philosophies of Plato, Aristotle and specihcally Socrates came about as well as into their
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valuable interdependence with the past. It is only true that the philosophic thought of these 

thinkers did not come ex Az/o. Rather, it has been the product of their individual processing 

of the cultural and pohtical circumstances of the environment that fostered their views. My 

inquiry has addressed and shown the following points: a. Ancient Greek philosophy is the 

epitome of the several adaptations of foreign and native elements to the Greek culture, b. 

The early philosophers challenged the tenets o f the existing mythopoetic tradition and 

replaced it with a new argumentative and self-reflective approach, c. Dramatic changes in 

economy, political affairs, art and hterature influenced the philosophic reasoning.

All these three elements present in Athens, Socrates' birth city, play a critical role in 

shaping the philosopher's views and worries. His zealous dedication for the search of a hfe 

worth hving and his unorthodox way of pursuing it, has made aU more important to look 

closely into his philosophic existence and the controversy that surrounds it. The main 

question I addressed regarding the issue was whether Socrates, the philosopher of the early 

Platonic dialogues, is the medium chosen by a ‘Socratic genre’ to promote the advantages 

of the philosophic inquiry or the historical figure. My brief consideration of the arguments 

presented by both sides o f the controversy were not meant to resolve the issue. In fact, for 

what is worth, there might not be a satisfactory solution. Because of that, I decided that for 

what I intended to do in the remainder of the project, I only needed to side with one part of 

the literature acknowledging at the same time the shortcomings. Hence, I took the views of 

Socrates in the early Platonic dialogues to be the ones of the historical figure as understood 

by Plato.

As the title of this proj ect states, the Socratic (fw/mzMgM are a tapestry of many threads
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and to be able to efBciently discuss them, first I should look into the etymological roots and 

derivatives of the term. As a spurious entity, (fwnamia can easily be considered all Greek to 

us. Hence, such an investigation was useful, if not mandatory. In the second chuter, then, 

I briefly referred to the various (fwrnomew at work in the ancient Greek universe as presented 

in the various branches of the ancient Greek literature. For one thing, it put the discussion 

on the etymology of the term and its derivatives into a useful context. Further, &om this brief 

exposition, the reader had a chance to see how important is even in works that are

not exactly philosophical. The ancient Greeks' observations of change in nature required that 

the thing that undergoes change or initiates the change have a specific property, namely, 

(fwMWMW. Having gone through the various derivatives within the textual evidence, we came 

across two philosophically important derivatives that come 6om the original verb, (funamaf : 

a. (fwMO/MÜ that denotes the capacity to change or cause change and b. (zfwnwM» in

the dative) followed by an infinitive that denotes a thing’s potentiality to be or become 

something. The latter has become quite essential in Aristotle’s metaphysical agenda. He is 

the hrst to observe in his Books V and IX that the two are focally related,

namely, potentiality is fbcally related to capacity, so that if  a some thing is potentially X, it 

also has the edacity  to be or become X.

Having settled what I consider the historical and technical but still valuable parts of 

this project, in the third chapter I moved to the clearly philosophical part. As I have 

previously mentioned, Socrates’ philosophy is the product ofhis cultural environment. Given 

that (fwnnmü is a spurious entity-Plato is the first one to clearly state that it is an immaterial 

entity-and given that Socrates is rather indifferent with respect to an explanation of what he
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thinks a (fw/za/MÜ is, it made all more important to address the philosophic literature before 

and during his time. The significance of this approach was threefold: a. it showed how 

(fwna/MM evolved philosophically starting &om the works of the early thinkers; b. it provided 

a helpful insight into the background of the Socratic assumptions and uses of the term; c. it 

revealed which features of the Presocratic zfwMameü Aristotle's account has in common and 

which ones prompted him to a detailed response with a formative model of

My investigation in this chapter focused for the most part on the dynamic conc^tion 

of the world in the writings of Homer, Hesiod and the early thinkers. These individuals, I 

argued, did not ask "What is a dwm/MÜ?", nor did they address a model of (fwMumzs. In 

Homer and Hesiod, whom I called the forerunners of philosophy, the (fwMmeü are assigned 

only to humans and divinities. The term is used only to imply the ability to cause or suffer 

change. In the Homeric text is solely related to physical strength, whereas in

Hesiod’s works a new term is introduced to denote physical strength (ischus). The 

relationship between the two might be, to use the Aristotelian terminology, the first actuality 

of a dWMUTMÜ.

The inquiry into the writings o f the early natural thinkers revealed a more 

philosophically interesting but still challenging picture of dunu/Mü due to the fiagmentaiy 

nature of the evidence. Specifically, Thales ' cosmological system clearly associates (fwMamü 

with Ameyü (mobility), Aristotle's first use of the term. The Pythagorean Philolaos assigns 

dwMgmeü to an abstract term, the Decad (Ten-ness) and discusses its essence in terms of its 

function (er^on) and Empedocles considers (fwrno/Miy to be the facilitator of

fundamental changes is his primordial rizornam (roots) but fails to explain how an
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immaterial substance can mingle with elements of material constitution. On the other hand, 

the Atomist Democritus' dzfnu/nezj are responsible for the different arrangements of taste but 

his (fMMa/Meü cannot account for two different and actually opposing actions. Finally, 

Diogenes of Apollonia's take on what a can do in his monistic world system

provides new information in the relationship between and ûcAus (strength).

SpeciGcally, air is a (fwiasteg because it has (fwrnameif and as such it can create iscAwro.; 

(strong) winds. Hence, possessing a (fMMOTMis is a necessary and sufGcient condition for being 

a whereas, dwnwMÜ is a necessary condition for being ûcAwrof and not vice versa.

Several of the points raised in this chapter were revisited in the last chapter o f this 

project. The goal was to discuss Socrates' understanding of the concept of dwioTMiy and its 

role in his search for moral truth. A brief exposition showed that (fw/zu/MÜ is secondary to his 

investigation of the principles that govern an ethical hfe. Since his primary concern is to 

account for the guidelines for morally good life, investigation on secondary concepts, though 

instrumental to drawing the picture o f morahty, would be either limited or redundant. Hence, 

in the case of ffunomis, I argued, Socrates rehes for the most part on what the tradition before 

him has established without addressing the alleged failures and ^parent inconsistencies of 

his predecessors' assumptions. Besides, what he is mostly interested is human (fw/mmew and 

their corresponding manifestations. Hence, most o f the imphcit or exphcit claims Socrates 

makes regarding (fwna/M» are associated with intentional states; for the rest he relies on the 

tradition. An overview of the dynamic elements in the Socratic universe borrowed 6om the 

past revealed that like his predecessors: a. Socrates ascribes (fwwzmeü to animate and 

inanimate substances, to intelligible entities and abstract ideas; b. it is implicit in his
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statements that his (fw/zameM are immaterial entities that merely signify the capacity to 

change or cause change; c. he fails to explain the nature of the interaction between (fw/zurnis, 

an immaterial entity, and a material animate or inanimate substance.

His focus mostly on the human dwMUMew shed some new hght on how they can 

related with their objects. Specifically, 1. A dw/myMiy is related to a particular activity of a 

specific substance with a specific nature; 2. it is manifested under specihc circumstances; 3. 

two (fwMaTMgLs can be related to two distinct objects only to be differentiated by some kind 

of relation they each have to the specif c object, so that difference in the object is a necessary 

and sufGcient condition for difference in the dwmamü.

What are we then to conclude fom  all this? Are the Socratic (fw/zu/Meis still all Greek 

to us? A spontaneous response would be 'yes', since Socrates and his company had to deal 

with such an elusive entity. But after careful consideration we see that all these thinkers did 

not purport to answer questions regarding the nature o f the entity. Clearly, they were not 

interested in analyzing the exact nature of the interaction of an immaterial substance with a 

material one. It was clear in their claims that they were only interested in its effects and to 

that extent, then, if  my interpretation of the evidence is correct, the ancient Greek 

for the most part, may not be all Greek to us.

Upon concluding this project, the ftnal question I would like to answer is in what way 

my interpretation of the evidence helps the Socratic hterature. Evidently, a comprehensive 

account of a Socratic model o f rAmamis is an enormous task. My goal with this project was 

to provide the hterature with some helpful insights on the assumptions of the Socratic 

(fwnumers. Socrates is neither a natural philosopher, nor a met^hysician; he is primarily a
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moral philosopher. incidentally comes into the picture to help him promote his

ethical agenda. Whatever he implicitly or exphcitly claims about it will rely on assumptions 

already present in the culture he lives in. Hence, any serious attempt of uncovering a model 

o f Socratic (Amo/Mü would have to discuss the uses and assumptions available to him before 

and during his time. With the help from his past we get a glimpse of the elements he adopts 

and the new ones he introduces; we get a better understanding of which parts ofhis dynamic 

account Socrates is open to critical evaluation and which ones he is not given his philosophic 

agenda.
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